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Announces its GPS Interface - See RD advert for competitive GPS prices
= Unbeatable

or

Performance

Most models of S-Nav and L-Nav can now be upgraded to operate in conjunction with a Garmin GPS 100 or GPS 55. You get
full GPS capability from your Garmin plus spot-on distance and height information from yourS- or L-Nav. Extend your existing
Cambridge system- no need to re-equip! • See RO Aviation Ltd 1993 Catalogue for prices

CAMBRIDGE - The choice of Champions ~ the leader in innovative technology
Manufactured by:

Represented by:

CAMBRIDGE AERO INSTRUMENTS

RD Aviation Ltd.

\V AIUlEN-SUGAIU3USII AIIU'OR T

25 Bankside, Kidlington,
OXON OX51JE
Tel: 0865-841441 Fax 0865-842495

llll BOX lli'J-3 WAilflEN, VEil M( N T O'iG74
PHONE: (H02) 4%-7755 r-AX (802) 4%-6235
ALL C AMllRJI)GE I'JlOI)Ut:TS C A!Ul V A FU LL 2-VEAR WAIUlANTV.

CENTRAL STORES LTD
SOLE UK ROBIN DISTRIBUTOR OF AEROPLANES & SPARES

*

*

*

*

*

*

FOR EXTREMELY COMPETITIVELY PRICED
ALTERATIONS -STARTERS -GENERATORS
VOLTAGE REGULATORS+ EXHAUSTS
GENERAL AVIATION SPARES

FRANCHISES= ROBIN -AEROTECH - DAWLEY + 1-COM
Telephone Graham Busby 0628 829201
Fax
0628-829204
Mobile
0831 -682171

CENTRAL STORES LTD
22 Grove P ark, White Waltham Airfield, Maidenhead, Berks SL6 3LW
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~6Wha't

a Conversion!''

JOHN EDWARDS
BGA S enior Inspector

C of A Inspections
Repairs & Restorations
Watcrmill Indu strial Estate
As pcnd e n Road, Buntingford
He rts. SG9 9J S
Tel: 0763 271612 (\\'Orks)
0763 R94h0 (home )

This year - not only have we successfully converted many
students from SILVER (C) a n d SLMG to PPL(A) but
we've a lso c onverted A BARN.
So now we can o ffer you luxurious accom modation and
home cooking in a comfortable country retreat as well as
the best in conversion co u rses .

All-inclusive conversions:
SILVER(C) to PPL(A) Cost £ 1450.00
SLMG to PPL(A) Cost £850.00

Q

~~

JSW SOARING

'Aquarius' (Dual Weight) Calculators .... .. .£13.50
Wind Component Resolvers ... ... .

.. ....... £6.50

'Gemini ' Calculators
(Resolver on Reverse Side) ............... £13.00
Flight Planning Rulers....
. ... £4.50
Protective Wallets for Calculators & Rulers are
now included
'Dolphin' vario Conversions from ..... .. ...... £40.00

Ring Sue on 0180 705749 for details

SAE for Product Details to:

• THE CONVERSION SPECIALISTS •

34 CASWELL DRIVE, SWANSEA
W. GLAM SA3 4AJ

ZULU GLASSTEK LTD
*
*
*
*

High quality repairs co m pleted on time
General maintenance and instrument installation
We supply GPS, Bohli Compasses, R C Alien horizons,
new altimeters, hard seals, instrument
accessories, tapes & polishes
Limited number of Schueman varios now available

Pete Wells
Workshop & Fax 0 844 344 34 5

O ffice 0 8 44 343 0 36

The /Jroopsnoot and the
GT2000 come fully fitted
Solo Rigging, Trestles
and Solo Tow Out
Rigging

~fc.· T-Hangar available
AMF ENTERPRISES ·
June/July 1993

Membury Airfield, Lambourn, Berks. • Tei/Fax 0488 72224
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=sKYFORCE=

=GARMIN =

GPS100 ......... £ 899
GPS100 with database £1 199

·- ~:~~
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

-

&-

..

• ..

Portable
250 user defined waypolnts
Nicad battery/mains charger
Gimbal mounting bracket
Digital keypad
Power/data lead
NMEA output

GPS...t;SAVD . . . . . £599
GPS55 . ........ £ 569
GPS50 also available £549
• Hand portable
• 250 user defined
waypoints
• Database of
airfields & VORs
• Antenna kit
• Carrying case
• Power/data lead
• NMEA output

SKYMAP .... .... £1099
TRACKER ....... £ 449

__ TRIMBLE __
FUGHTMATE ... ..... £ 469
TRANSPAK 11 . . . . • . • . £ 999
AVPAK 11 ...•••••••.• £11 99

SKYFORCE LOCATOR £125
Co nnects to any GPS system with NMEA
o utput and converts the row latitude and
longitude information into distance and
bearing from the nearest town, airfield
or VOlt Supplied with mounting kit and
c onnection cable.

GPS EUROPE LTD
16 COUNTON ROAD · EDINBURGH EH10 5E1
PHONE:

031-447 8444
FAX: 031·452 9004
OPENING HOURS: MOK-FRI9.00om-6.30pm
AOO 17'/, % VAT TO ALL PRICES (UK ONLY)
WE ACCIPl VISA, ACCESS, SWITCH, MASTERCAAD & EUROCAAD

===~~

, [EJ

SKYMAP is a revolutionary Global
Positioning System featuring an advanced
moving map display with database.
SKYMAP co mes complete with antenna
and mounting bracket. SKYMAP can be
poweted from an external power supply
or internal baHeries. making lt totally
portable.
TRACKER is designed tor use as a moving
map which connects to your existing GPS
receiver. The GPS receiver must be capable
or giving compatible NMEA data output.
e.g. all Garmlns and Trimbles (except
Rlghtmate).
Both SKYMAP and TRACKER are physically
identic a l featuring a unique operating
system called Litetouch which dispenses
with buHons or keys. By lightly touching
the screen you can activate the chosen
function drawn on the display.
WE CANNOT BEGIN TO COVER All OF THE
ADVANCED FEATURES OF SKYMAP AND
TRACKER WITHIN THE SPACE OF THIS
ADVERTISEMENT. SO PLEASE CALL FOR
A BROCHURE OR FURTHER INFORMATION.

• GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES • SPECIAIJST HELPUNE FOR CUSTOMERS • SAMEDAY DISPATCH • 28 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • All GOODS ~ULLY GUARANTEED

Do you need to see a photograph of the latest
version of the EW Electronic Barog raph, which has
GPS data recording fac ilities as well as all the usual
EW Barograph functions?
No, as we're sure that you will have seen our previous model in use. The new barograph appears identical
with the same small 150 x 75 x 30 cm size, the same lightweight yet tough construction and inherits the
well proven reliability of the previous models.
The new version will record 10 hours of altitude and GPS position data at 10 second sample intervals or
longer, at up to 255 second intervals. Alternatively, it may be used without a GPS receiver to record up to
40 hours of altitude only data at the 10 second rate. lt has a full GPS disconnection detection system for
future GPS based badge and record claims and is authorised for the BGA 1993 GPS trials in all UK
Nationals and some Regional Competitions to verify start times and turn polnts.lt will link to any GPS with
the Industry standard NMEA183 output and download Its stored information directly to a printer or an IBM
PC or compatible with the EWView software, which is Included with the new barographs.
For fu rther information, please contact us and we will gladly send you our latest brochure.

* For all existing owners, a package consisting of an upgrade to the latest hardware specification plus
EWV/ew software and cables is available at £155.00 plus VAT and P&P. *

EWAvionics
Seymour Barn, Widmere Lane, Marlow, Bucks SL7 3DF. Tel: 0628-485921 , Fax: 0628-477999
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The Complete Glider Service

* CAA A

PROVED WELDING

*

IDGB QUALITY MAJOR REPAIRS: Glass fib r and
wood gliders.
TOST: Wheels, tyres, weak links and release hooks.
DOPES AND PAINTS: Main s tockists for Neogen e
products, specialist paints on r quest .
INSTRUMENTS AND RADIOS: Winter agen ts - m ost
ot.l-ter m akes available.
MATERIALS: For all your r epair and re-b uild n eeds:
GLl birch ply , German stee tube, glas s cloth and
ceconite .

INSTRUMENT CALIBll-ATION ANn SERVICING
COUNTER, POSTAL AND CARRIE SALES
S ERVICE: All items competitively priced , same day
despatch.

London Sailplanes
Limited
T ring Road , Dunstable. Beds LU6 2JP
T el: (0 58 2) 662068 • Fax: (0 582) 606568

Open Monday Saturday
9am to6pm

NEED TO HIRE? PLEASE CONTACT US FOR DETAILS

The Selvyt SR Po lishing Cloth ensures Improved performance and maintains
the appearance of your glider.
This high performance c loth is used by Swiss watchmakers. opticians,
photographers and many more professionals who demand the 1"1ighest
standards o f quality. Selvyt SR o ffers just that as a non-linting, supersoft. nonabrasive, washable c loth made from lOO% cotton.
lt can be used with p olish on your fuselage and wings, effectively Improving
your pe rformance and helping to p rotect your g lider's finish. Selvyt SR con a lso
be used on its own to clean your canopy for enhanced visibility.
Selvyt SR comes in a generous 52 cm x 42cm (21 " x 17") size for just £3.99.
inclusive o f post. packing and VAT.
What's more, if you t.uy 3 you'll get a free lens c loth ideal for cleaning
spectacles and sunglasses. Just till in the coupon below and send to the address
shovm with a cheque made payable to: "Marsh Fern & Co. Ltd".

June/July 1993

Name __
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I wish to order ...................
Selvyt SR Polishing Cloths
at £3.99 each. inclusive of post. packing a nd VAT.
I enclose a cheque for 'i:'. ................. .. mode payable to
"Marsh Fern & Co. Ltd".
Please allow 14 days for delivery.

POST TO:
Selvyt SR. Marsh Fern & Co. Ltd .,
Green Lane Industrial Estate. Stockport SK4 2JR
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c
THE AERODROME, RUFFORTH, YORK Y02 3
TEL: 0904 8 653
FAX: 0904 838146
MOBILE: 0850 817 265

* Main Agent for Neogene
*

*

*

Paints and Dopes
Stockists of Epoxy resins,
Glass cloths, AK20 and
MGS Gel coats, Ceconite
fabrics & tapes, Aerodux &
Aerolite glues,
canopy parts, tyres & tubes,
tapes etc.
Tost & Ottfur spares &
exchange service
Vega & Kest el spares All at sens1ble prices!

SOLE FACTORY TRAINED & APPROVED REPAIRERS
FOR GLASER-DIRKS D-G SAILPLANES
FULL REPAIR &MAINTENANCE FACILITY FOR ALL
TYPES
MEMBER OF THE GUILD OF MASTER CRAFT MEN

rORSA11
D-G 300 - Complete utfit £29,000
Kestrel 19 - C mplete outfit
D-G 100- One piece canopy, wooden tra i er
£16,500
KA-6CR - Hull only
D-G 400 - Complete outfit

J61 r

ENrURI OWN RS!
Now in st ck: Ex MOD SPARES
I eluding: Cowlings, t ilplanes, fins,
rudders, canopie , tailwheel forks,
ailerons, levators, mai nw heels, etc.

BUY NOW FOR BARGAIN PRICES!

GLASER·DI KS
UK
80 McLEAN 090 - 36 3
FAX: 0904-8 381 4 6
JOHN ELLI
765 6 8 9
1
PLEA E ASK FOR DETAILS OF THE
COMPLETE RANGE OF SAILPLANES
SOLE AGENTS FOR D-G SAILPLANES
AND SPARE PARTS iN UK AND EIRE

YOURLEnERS.===========
FRIGHTENED OF BADGE ATTEMPTS
Dear Editor,
In common with many other official observers
I am concerned that much of the new red tape
with regard to badge flights is an unnecessary
complication which will deter many pilots from
attempting cross-country flying. Fixed, sealed
and signed cameras for record attempts may be
acceptable but surely not for 1OOkm triangles.
Must we accept such rigour for the National
and Weekend ladder? I sense a real undercurrent of resentment over these new FAI regulations.
Before the soaring season gets properly
under way could we please have a definitive
piece in S&G explaining the new regulations.
I would very much like to see an example of a
TP photograph which clearly shows the TP
detail and a distinctive chinagraph mark on the
glider canopy!
Without a clear statement in S&G I fear that
many pilots will be frightened off badge attempts
and/or make invalid claims this season.
GORDON KERR, Solihull, West Midlands
Eric Smith, BGA FAI certificates officer and a
member of the BGA Competitions and
Awards Committee, replies: From Gordon's
letter it is apparent that he (and possibly others)
are co ncerned about complying with the
Sporting Code's camera requirements, when
used in conjunction with badge, certificate and
record attempts.
The Code requires that all cameras should
be fi xed in the cockpit and include the wingtip in
the picture. For many years I used a hand-held
camera and was reluctant to changed to a fi xed
mount, clinging to many false beliefs. Since
changing, my photos are clearer and easier to
interpret and, perhaps more important, it's
easier and safer to take the photo - just position
the turning feature in front of the wingtip and
click. Fitting a mount is a straightforward task
and the mounts can be easily made or bought.
The Code states that "if the same observer is
controlling the preflight photographs and the
processing of the film, it is not necessary for the
camera to be sealed, except for record flights
where the camera shall be sealed to its mountings "This seems to me to be right and proper
and should be easy to arrange.
I, like Gordon, used to believe that you
couldn't see the "distinctive chinagraph :" mark
on the canopy. That was until I was given the
opportunity to view my negatives on a videobased photo interpretation system, such as the
one used at Lasham. I can assure him that the
mark is there, albeit faint. The chinagraph mark
is the final proof that the camera remained in the
glider for all the photographs.
T•hose unsure of the camera and photographic requirements are advised to consult
The Sporting Code section 3 and the
Handbook for Official Observers which can
be obtained from the BGA. All OOs are issued
with a copy of each.

DISTANCES UNDERESTIMATED
Dear Editor,
The latest version of the Sporting Code
gives formulae for the calculation of distances
June/July 1993

for record purposes. For small distances (in
practice, any distance less than 300km) the
Code rightly dismisses the use of the cosine
formula of spherical trigonometry unless a large
number of decimals is used. In its place is given
a formula for use over all distances, but the
Code still requires that it be used with seven or
eight places of decimals, whereas six places are
ample, bringing the calculation within reach of
most calculators- in old fashioned terms, the
calculation could be done with six-figure tables.
However, with the prevalence of relatively
powerful personal computers it is highly unlikely
that the computations would be done "by hand",
in which case a more rigorous set of formulae
could be used.
The accuracy within which distances can be
computed depends upon the adopted shape of
the Earth, taking into account the differing
values of the radius at the Poles and the
Equator. In our latitudes and using the method
proposed by the Code, distances will be underestimated by about 0.2% , whereas there are
other, slightly more rigorous , formulae which
can provide the distances to better than 0.01 km.
Is there any reason why these should not be
used?
PS. For the mathematical programmer. The
formulae to be used are the same. but the
greatly improved accuracy is achieved by using
the geocentric latitude in place of the geographic latitude and also by using the geocentric radius of the Earth corresponding to the
mid-latitude between the two positions.
BILL NICHOLSON, Bexhill, Sussex

the BGA Competitions and Awards Committee
would be prepared to consider it for submission
to the FAI.
As mentioned earlier, copies of The Sporting
Code Section 3 can be obtained from the BGA
office.

Eric Smith replies: The reason for using
values of sines and cosines accurate to at least
seven significant figures during great circle
distance calculation is to ensure that the
distance so calculated Is accurate to at least
one decimal place. This would not always be
the case were values with a lesser number of
significant figures used.
The Sporting Code lays down that all
distance calculations use the ''FAI sphere"
which assumes that the Earth is a true sphere
with a radius of 6371 km. This, it is accepted, is
a compromise as in reality the Earth is an an
ellipsoid with an equatorial diameter of
12756.274km and a polar diameter of
12713.505km. The situation is further complicated by the fact that the Earth is pear shaped
with the north polar radius being 45 metres
longer than the south polar radius. There is also
a slight ellipticity of the equator.
The Sporting Code Section 3 (Gliders and
Motor Gliders) is published by the FAI to
provide the rules for records, badges and
certificates throughout the world. The "FAI
sphere" is used by other FAI controlled air
sports in the calculation of great circle distances. it provides an easy to use, universally
adopted constant. If Bill could produce a simple
rule that, when calculating distances, gave
greater accuracy throughout the world, I'm sure

Dear Editor,
I read with interest the letter from Timothy
Dews. The legality of immediate monetary
demands made by landowners in the event of a
forced landing raises a number of interesting
aspects of common law which have historically
been misunderstood.
As a lawyer engaged in dealing with aviation
liabilities on behalf of aircraft owners and their
insurers, this is a predicament which has in my
experience caused considerable concern over
the years.
In particular I have been faced with claims
made by landowners on a number of occasions
for alleged loss and damage caused to crops,
livestock and property by both powered aircraft
and gliders as a result of forced landings. In
some situations it has not been possible to
remove or retrieve aircraft until compensation
has been agreed and paid. The amounts
involved vary considerably although, in my
experience, the initial demands made are
usually inflated and sometimes totally unrealistic.
The law of trespass applies. Although this can
apply to a number of situations, broadly "trespass" occurs when an asset is placed on
another's property without their permission. The
circumstances in which this occurs are irrelevant. One of the remedies available to a
landowner in such a situation is known as
"distress damage feasant".
What does this mean ? "Distress'' is a seizure
of an asset in order to satisfy a particular
liability. "Damage feasanl" broadly means doing
damage. This remedy was used in the past
•

We welcome your letters but please keep
them as concise as possible and include
your full name and address. We reserve the
right to edit and select.

THE COST OF LANDING
Dear Editor,
My letter ("A ridge too far" in the December
issue, p307), asked a simple question; "Can
farmers demand whatever fee they choose from
glider pilots for landing in thei r field?" The
answer is most certainly no. A farmer may
expect a reasonable fee for the trespass and he
is entitled to proper compensation for any
damage caused to his crop or property as a
result of a field landing. Damage to crop or
property is normally covered by the glider third
party insurance.
When I paid the farmer the £50 he demanded
having landed the glider in his field , I was not
aware that several eight-man champagne
drinking balloon parties had descended on his
land during the Bristol Balloon Festival earlier
that year and caused him some annoyance. I
would imagine that £50 per balloon landing
would not be a significant fee to the balloonist
who in turn was charging up to £125 for each
passenger in his balloon .
The landing fees for gliders on this particular
farmer's land have now been amicably resolved
at £10 per landing.
TIMOTHY DEWS, Bath, Wilts & North Dorset

GC
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ANGLO-POLISH SA LPLANES
THE BEST RANGE OF SAILPLANES YOU CAN BUY

Sailplane design is always a compromise; most modern Standard Class gliders seem to go very
well at high speed, but need vertical winglets added to climb well in weak thermals. With an
empty weight well below 500ibs the SZD 55 climbs much better than the rest without needing any
modification. To leave the others standing at high speeds- just add water.
Water is cheaper!
Want confirmation? Look at the results. 1992 Standard Class National Championships- SZD 55
First, other types also competed. Available for 1993 competition season.
Also available for early delivery the Puchacz Two-Seater and Junior. The best value- the only
affordable Gloss-Fibre club gliders. The highest utilised gliders on any club Aeet.
Still going strong the Jantar Std 3. Performance at a low price.
Now available the SK-94 Parachute at £.435+VAT the best price anywhere.

Write to Anglo Polish Sailplanes, Wycombe Air Pork, Booker, Marlow, Bucks.
Telephone 0628 39690 or Chris Rollings 0494 450 J97 for demonstrations or
more information
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Why pay more for less performance?
We are now taking orders tor
Marianne- the high performance two seater with the low price tag
- prices from FF 330,000
Pegasus 90- waterballast, retracting undercarriage, new cockpit
layout, canopy cover, 41:1 performance for FFr 197,000

.A. )

[. N0 rthUmbr1 lr

10 Castleflelds, Boummoor, Houghton•le·Spring,
Tyne and Wear
Tel: 091-385-5515, 091·584-3011 or 0610-861763

SKYLAUNCH WINCH
400HP 7.4 litre General Motore V8 E!lillno thru- Stanct.rd
3 Sp-d Automatic Go.ubox and Torq\Ht Convertort
Excellent Acceleration and accurate Power ControL
Reliable running and Odourless exhaust from cheap clean burning
Propane Fuel.

where cattle or livestock trespassed and strayed
on to an adjoining landowner's property. In such
an event the landowner could then seize the
cattle until their owner made good the damage
they had caused. However, this somew hat
ancient right was eventually abolished by The
Animals Act 1971 wh ich substituted certain
s tatutory powers of sale.
Nevertheless, "distress damage feasant" still
exists and extends to inanimate objects such as
aircraft and gliders.
Broadly tl1is means that it is lawful for any
occupier of land to prevent aircraft retrieval until
he receives compensation . However, it must be
noted that this is on ly a nght that is vested in
the owner and involves a requiremen t to pay
him "reasonable·· compensation. O ne of the
controversial quest1ons IS whether it is necessary for actual damage to have been sustained.
I am afraid that the law on this is not very clear.
However. in most cases some form of damage
(whether it be rutting caused by aircraft wheels
or glider tailskids) is usually present in a forced
landing situation .
What, therefore, should pilots do if confronted by an irate landowner demanding
exorbitant compensation? The nswer, I
believe, is to attempt to negotiate some form of
reasonable disposal of the claim being made.
The obligation imposed by law is to attempt to
estimate the damage sustained and make a
reasonable compensation tender. Clearly each
case must be considered on its particular facts
and it is not possib le to lay down any hard and
fast rules . In the case quoted. the £50 "com pensation" would not appear to be unreasonable although clearly furtl1er information
concerning the alleged damage, if any, to the
stubble field would be needed in order to
evaluate this.
However, one aspect which in my experience is usually overlooked is the corresponding
duty and responsibility imposed upon the
landowner to take reasonable care of an aircraft
which he effectively impounds by refusing to
allow retrieval . In the past I have found that
when it is explained that the landowner will be
liable for any detenoration in or additional loss
and damage caused to an aircraft (eg by virtue
of exposure to the elements or inadequate
security) usually demands miraculously become more moderate and reasonable .
Indeed, in many cases in which I have been
involved, the potential additional loss and
damage which could occur {particularly to an
aircraft in a semi-damaged state) as a result of
inadequate care and protection can far outstrip
any property compensation claim. The possibil ity of a substantial counterclaim is therefore a
strong negotiating lever!
TIM BRYMER , Messrs Cameron Markby
Hewitt , London

High Quality Engineering and unique Sprung Cable feed produces
Launches of exceptional Smoothness.
Easy Maintenance. simple design, dependable Operation .

"If's like gofng up on AIU.Ial"'

ARE WHITE GLIDERS DANGEROUS?

Simple controls in a comfortable air filtered cab with heating makes for
pleasant, easy driving.

Designed and built in Britain by

Dear Editor,
Reading recent articles and letters in S&G
about safety, prompts me to ask why gliders
aren 't made more visible , since this would
reduce the chances of a mid-air collision? Most
modern glass gliders seem to be a uniform
white, which doesn't give much contrast when •

Single or Twin Drum Winches at £32,000 and £35,000
al•o Retrieve Winches to provide complete Launchlftfl

Synem.

Come and See One in operation at the
Midland Gliding Club

June/July 1993

D & MENGINEERING
wnTiiY riJIM
Tel: 0743 r74427
Fir. 0143174682

lAYSTOII HIU

IIIREWAURY
IIIROI'IHilll SYS OAZ
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GLIDER NSURANCE
T. L. CLOWES AND
COMPANYLTD
Lloyd's Brokers

viewed against a normal , cloudy sky (though it's
a good contrast for ploughed fields!).
Isn't it possible to have reflective surfaces
added on to a glider. such as bands around the
wingtips , tailplane and rudder?
STEVE KERSLAKE. Huby, 'fork

LAUNCHING RINGS

For further informatiOn or a
quotation please contact:
nm Proctor or Tom Eltls
T. l. Cl owes and Company Limited
8 Crosby Square, London EC3A 6AQ

Tel 071 628 8844
Fax 071 S38 0033

Oxfordshire Sportflying Club
The Premier
Motor-gliding School

* Convert your Bronze/Silver badge to a
Self-Launching Motor-Glider PPL

* We
teach and examine for Bronze C field
landing exercises
* Silver C conversions at a special rate

* We will fly to your Club for the weekend
*
*

for block field landings and navigation
training (special rates considered)
Ab initio training
-~~
Trial lessons
,7 f'. , , ~~

Discover motor-gliding
and how it can help
you in the world
of pure gliding.

,~~
.,_ :,;h1 ~
,
~~
"l ~

·-

~llllllr ·

For details call on 0608 677208

Ray Brownrigg (C.F.L) or Bobble Ford
Open seven days a week

AUSTRALIAN
SOARING CENTRE
NARROMINE

THE BEST FLEET AT THE
BEST SITE IN AUSTRALIA

* LS-4, DISCUS, ASW 24

* LS-6, ASW20, VENTUSC

* NIMBUS3, ASH 25

Contact: Sbawn Leigh
PO Box 206, Narromine 2821
Tel: 010 6168 892313
Fax: (68) 892564
A.H.: (68) 892642

Dear Editor,
I have twice watched a glider being written
off when a launch went wro ng , the second time
was last summer. In both cases when the pilot
was asked "Why didn't you rel ease ?" the
ans wer wa s that he tried to and the cable did
not go. In both cases , one wi ncl1 and one
aerotow, the rings in use were Otfur and th e
glider had a German type hook.
I have heard of a number of other cases,
some of wl1ich resulted in accidents, where
there was difficulty in releasing Otfur rings from
continental hooks. I have never heard of difficulties releasing Tost rings from any type of hook.
A number of clubs discovered this problem
long ago (including Bicester, Booker, Dunstable
and Lasham) and changed to Tost rings
exclusively, but some clubs are still using
Otfurs (or even worse locally made rings). Do
they realise the risk they are running?
In my view, the problem is now so well
known to those in authority (through the experience of major clubs) that to continue to use
rings other than Tost is negligence. underwriters might well be entitled to refuse payment
and anyone injured (it has already happened to
two people to my personal knowledge) could
probably sue with success.
Any club whicl1 says "We use Otfur rings and
have never had a problem" should thank their
lucky stars and change at once.
Use Tost rings and no others.
BILL DEAN. Kings Langley. Herts

TRAILER TAL K
Dear Ed1tor,
Once again we have somebody theorising
over the possible cause of trailer accidents _
This time it is the C of G of the car (April issue,
p69) and in he December issue, p309, air
temperatu re. Has anybody ever thought it could
possibly be due to lousy driving!
Remember, the maximum speed limit for a
trai ler is 60mph. lt could possibly be less
depending on the towing vehicle, but in any
event the driver should stay wit hin the constraints of the road , traffic and weather condi tions . The result would be less accidents. (See
also the February issue , p9.)
JULIAN DAY, Wakefield, Yorks
Dear Editor,
I wo uld like to add to the letters on the design
and use of trailers. Many of us have a ten dendy to buy the trailer as a necessary evil ,
looking on it mainly as a hangar which will be
used occasionally for retrieves and expeditions.
My first trailer was little more than a box on
wheels and towed well up to 70mph. Above
that many factors influenced its safety including crosswinds and loading .
I then designed a trailer I couldn't find time to
build. However. it was an education into the
various problems, for initially you have to

decide the desig n limits. A visit to le bureau des
Mines. responsible for roadworthiness In
France, suggested I should base the design on
85mph with light crosswinds. However, I was
very surprised to see that my next design
parameter of a 30mph crosswi nd at 60mph was
unrealistically low and had to be increased to
cater for the tramantin wind . Drivi ng much
below 60mph causes too much inconve nience
to other drivers on the autoroute.
Subsequent experience with a top Germ n
trailer indicated that there is an optimum
configuration for loading. If the C of G of th e
car is too tar aft tl1ere is insufficient weig ht on
the front wheels and hence the snaki ng effect
of th e trailed is not damped. Likewis e t11ere is
an optimum C of G for the trailer. However, this
isn't eas y to determ ine for I have found that
much depends on the cro sswin ds an d the
aerodynamic characte ristics of the trailer.
My experience shows that for my particular
combination of car/trailer l shoul dn't have more
than about 50kg load on the coupling . I should
add that I have replaced the standard coupling
with the Alko stablisher with considerable
beneficial results.
Every year on e hears of road accidents to
glider trailers. These are all costly for not only
is the trailer damaged but usually the glider.
From my studies it is evident that not all is the
fault of the driver. Not only is it essential that
stability is well tested , but also that typical
combinations of car/trailer are tested in strong
gusting winds on wet roads .
JOHfll MASON. Rambouilfet. France

CAN ANYONE HELP?
Dear Editor,
T he Thames Valley Aviation Society take a
kee n interes t in ae ronautical events 1n this part
of the country and we pub!ished details of the
Open Class Nationals and the Inter-Services
Regionals held at RAF Abingdon last year in
our magazine . Centreline.
We have a complete list of the competition
numbers (or in some cases the three letter
indentification) but despite generous help from
Barry Rolfe , we haven't always been able to tie
the competitio numbers in with the BGA C of A
numbers .
BGA C of A numbers not identified include 1,
3, 12, 13,26 ,29.60,87, 126 132.139,162, 166 ,176,
188,262,374 .388 ,412.434.501 ,559 ,691 ,748.
840,918 ,929,941 and 954. Both the glider type
and the BGA C of A number are needed for the
following - 166.559.748,A6. DXH and IGF .
Any help wou ld be much ppreda ted.
BARRY COO PER , 19 8/ackcroft. Wantage,
Ox on, OX12 9EX
ll:l

Dutch gliders- 53 2 gliders we re register d in
Holland last year (an increase of 18 since 991 )
and 54 motor gliders (an increase of nine) .
French competition: The L'Aero Club du
Poito u are r nning the Coupe d'Europe Two Seater Competition starting on August 13 .
Th ere isn't much time as entries have to be in
by June 30 , but for fu rther details contact 8 ,
Charpentier, Aero Club du Poitou , Section Vol a
Voi le , Aerodrome de Poitiers-Biard . 86580
Biard , France .
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BILL SCULL
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familiar cries of "all clear above and behind", "take up slack" and "all out" have been
with us since time immemorial. For twenty years
or more these messages have been confirmed
b y hand signals, a thumbs- up for all clear or a
finger pointed and waved in a circle, one finger
raised for take up slack and two fing ers for all
out. In addition the hand might be waved to confirm the all ou signal.
The potential risks involved with these hand
signals was raised by Derek Piggott at a flight
safety presentation in the context of releasing
the cab le if the launch goes wrong. T he question was put in terms of "how often (as an instructor) hav you seen a student or p ilot with
his hand/fingers still raised some seconds after
the g lider is airborne? The answer is "too often"
and the implications are obvious .

The risks
There was a time wh en the emphasis at the
start of a launch was on keeping the hand near
or even on the release. By doing so the pilot w as
able to stop the launch quickly if it went wrong, a
wing dropped or there was a loss of directional
control for whatever reason.
Given that the time taken to accelerate to control speed on a winch launch may be as little as
two or three seconds (longer for an aerotow)
then this is obviously a critical phase. If the pilot
has his hand raised in order to signal then clearly
releasing wil l be delayed in any emergency.
The actual risks are evident from take-off accidents which often give nse to substantial damage.

The situation
The logic of the present system is:

1 .That the pilot is reliant on the duty pilot or other
observer to ensure it is safe for the launch to proceed .
2 .Based on (1) above the pilot gives the command "take up slack" but having already ac cepted the cable it is implicit that he is ready for
the launch to start.
3 .The decision to give the command "all out"
(presently given by the pilot) is based on either
observation of the cable tightening or the glider
moving forward. If the take-off is slightly downhill then waiting for the glider to move increases
the chances of the glider over-running the cable.
This procedure is both time taking and dis tracti ng for the pilot. His concentration is divided
between observing the cable, signalling and controlling the glider. Also he is not able to make the
d ecision regardi ng possible cable over-run; he
relies on an observer for that.
The observer, who is also possi bly the signaller, may not be concentrating on the glider
because it is not specifically his responsibility ;
he simply relays signals. The demarcation of the
respective responsibilities is not clear, or at least
not as clear as it sl10uld be.

The alternative
The obvious solution is a complete rethink of
launch signalling practice. lt is usual in some
countries and, incidentally, at some clubs in the
UK to operate on the principle that once the pilot
has accepted the launch cable then further commands to start the launch are the responsibility
132

Bill Scull, BGA director of operations and eo-chairman of the Safety
Committee, submiNed the following paper to the Instructor's Committee.
lt was debated and approved.
The new arrangments have already been in use for some time. This
article aims to reach a wider audience so that everyone is aware of the
change; clearly, any pilot expecting to operate under the old, pilot initiated signal system would be at risk with this new procedure. Given the
considerable number of take-off accidents due, in the main, to the pilot's
failure to release, such a change was long overdue. - Dick Dixon, BGA
Instructor's Committee chairman..

of a ground marshal or duty pilot. This arrangement clearly establishes the respective responsibilities w ithout removing the pilot's ultimate
action of releasing the cable if he believes there
is anything wrong.

The arrangements
The only formal requirement is that th e ground
marshal/duty pilot (hereafter the marshal) is ful ly
aware of his responsibilities. For this he needs
some experience, briefing and an operational
procedure. The considerations are:
1. "All Clear" is already his responsibility in the
present system. Th e more usual potential for
conflict is with approaching traffic. With efficient
launching (wi nch driver ready and an expedi tious system) it should be possible to continue
launching up to the point the conflicting glider
turns finals and possibly later. This applies unless the glider is likely to land across the launch

line or ahead of the launch point and conflict in
either case. The more experienced the marshal
the better he is able to judge the stage at which
the impending launch s hould be stopped.
2. "Take up slack" can be given as soon as theperson attaching the cable is no longer in front of
the glider. There is no reason for anyone else to
be there.
3. "All out" can be given when the cable is tight
just as the glider starts to move forward .
4. Should the glider over-run the cable then the
marshal is best placed to d ecide whether to con tinue signalling or stop the launch. The pilot training emphasis must be to release the cable if the
g lider rolls forward then stops or the gl ider is
snatched.
5. "Stop·· sho uld not be given once the glider is
airborne. The exception to this is if the cable has
caught in the glider's wheel box [see (4) above] .

Safety and efficiency

Portmoaj/'

Scottish l]lfdin~Jf''Li;nit<.'d
-~

• All year round soaring in
thermal wave & ridge
• Launching by winch and
aerotow
• Holiday Courses available
from April
For Details Contact;
The Secretary
Scottish Gliding Union
Portmoak Arrfield
Scotlandwell KY13 7JJ
059 284 543

Such an arrangement is obviously more expeditious than the present system . In terms of
safety it gives a clearer demarcation between
the responsibilies of the marshal and pilot. Most
importantly the pilot is able to keep his hand near
the cable release while looking ahead, to detect
the first indication of a wing dropping or veer on
take-off from whatever cause.

Conclusion
it is recommended that th e BGA launching
practice is amended to :
1. That the pilot having accepted the cable is
ready to be launched.
2. The marshal is responsible for seeing that it is
clear to launch (as at present) and giving the
launch command signals of "take up slack", "all
out" and "stop" as required . Also that no one is
allowed to act as marshal unless they have been
properly briefed and acted in this capacity under
supervision.
3. To enable the pilot to be aware of progress
there should be an audible signal coupled to the
signalling light. Th is w ill give the necessary feedback to the pilot.
li:l
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Cumulus Clothing ... the variations
In the Summer of '92 Cumulus Clothing set out to develop the
ultimate gliding hat. lt had to provide outstanding levels of
protection and comfort in the air and on the ground. We did
more, and produced the best gliding hat in the world.
The gliding ha,t can be worn in 4 ways:

If you are a member
of one of the following
clubs you may be able
to get your hat from
them. An * indicates
that the club is a
stockist or has samples
as of 3.5.93 .

• Flaps up, it's .,p stylish and 'l ightweight cap with a multiposition peak which provides maximum protection from
direct sunlight.
• Pulil down the side flaps, and you have total ear and cheek
protection and is perfect for al l ground-handling situations.
• One more tug and the vulnerable neck area is covered.

ARGYLL & WEST HIGHLAND
•AVON
BICESTER
•sLACK MOUNTAINS
•sOOKER
BORDERS
•BRISTOL & GLOS
BUCKMINSTER
BURN
•CAMBRIDGE UNIV

• Choose the optional face visor, which can be withdrawn in
flight, and the hat will cope with every gliding condition you
will meet.
With over twenty years of design and manufacturing
experience behind it, you can be certain that the qual ity
matches performance.

·coTs wow
•coVENTRY
DEESIDE
DERBY & LANCS
•fAST SUSSEX
•ESSEX
•mE GUDING CENTRE
KENT
•LASHAM
•LONDON
MIDLAND
NORFOLK
NORTHUMBRIA
•oxFORD
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION
SOUTH WALES
SOUTHDOWN
STRATFORD ON AVON
•suRREY & HANTS
WOLDS
YORK
•YORKSHIRE

HOW TO ORDER
Choose the style you want
from the options shown then
select the size you need from
the table below. You can
either complete the coupon
(photostats are fine) or write
w ith your order to: Cumulus
Clothing, 14 1 Praed Street,
London W2 1RL. Tel: 071

724 9473

r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - ---,
I
1

Please send me

g liding hats at£ l 3. 95 each in the following sizes and styles
QTY

STYLE

•I

PRICE

•

Name
Address -------'----=-=.,..~

VISOR

I would also like
visors at £3.50 each
Postage : UK, SOp Overseas airmail, £2 .50
Post
Code

I enclose my cheque/PO, payable to Cumulus Cl o th ing for_ _Total

D

D

D

I am : Pre-solo
Post-solo
Silver C
and fly a t _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ clu b

Competitor

D

Instructor

D

Send to Cumulus Clothing
14 l Praed Street, London W2 1RL

VJ
cf,c

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------------j

Cumulus Clothing ... the Glider Pilots' Clothing Company

piece Skylark 4 wing, he said one day "This junk
has to go. Where's my chainsaw?" and in a few
minutes reduced the 40ft of timber to chunks of
firewood , all a nice size for popping into an Aga
stove.
No, I don't have to tell you what someone rang
and asked for the very next day ..

TAIL
FEATHERS

A great show
Mock thou not, for it
could verily happen unto
thee

Serious trade in odd wings.

nibbling at the tip , which is a quite common and
recoverable blunder, but smack across the middle, reducing the spar and brakebox to matchwood? I jest, of course, knowing the true answer.
In the case of the Dart, which I managed to spin
at about 400ft above the bar of the Dunstable
Golf Club within minutes of being winched off on
my very first flight in 1966 ' , there is little doubt
that the call for help of this kind arises from an

asymmetrical impact with the ground following a
spiral descent in a stalled condition . Thus one
wing escapes, and a tearful call goes out for a
mate.
A reader of S&G, smugly cosy with pipe and
slippers , reads the tragic small ad to his wife ,
who is knitting a pilot-warmer' , and not unnaturally jeers: '' Look sweetie, some poor clown
hopes someone else has got a spare starboard
wing just lying around! People really are weird!"
"Well, darling. what's that thing cluttering up
the loft that I'm always asking you to tidy away
and you always say you'll throw it in a skip next
time builders are in the neighbourhood, which
they never are?"
Pipe hangs sort of suspended in mid-air ..
"Great Scottl it's a-··
"it can't be-"'
In unison : ''it's a Dart 17 starboard wing!"
"it's a Dart 17 starboard wing I"
This is what the owner of an immaculate port
wing is imagining as he hopefully' pens his ad .
After all , gliders are not like power planes, with
their marked preference for spins in one direction. depending which way the prop is turning.
So the law of averages' should send the answer
to his prayer.
Pete Wells says don't joke, there is indeed a
serious trade in odd wings. He was called by a
chap who wanted a replacement wing for a
Polish glider' . Pete happened to have just such
a wing , which was duly collected. However the
person who called- obviously not the pilot at the
time of impact, since he or she would be unlikely
to forget- had not examined the surviving wing
much closer than , say, a hundred yards distance. That's right, you guessed it. They were
now the owners of two port wings and still no
starboard wing. This was eventually bought from
the manufacturers. Oddly enough, nobody tried
to return the surp lus wing to Pete and ask for
their money back. Shame and embarrassment
make people act in ways that are not wholly rational.
Wells pere (Martyn) relates a still sadder story.
Encumbered with two outer sections of a three-

'Recovery was a/less than 200ft above the golf club
bar. This was 500ft above the London GC bar, the first
bar being at the top of the Chiltern ridge and the second being at the foot (nestling is the guide book phrase)
of the slope. The irony is that the people closest to the
imminent impact saw nothing of this brief drama,
whereas those in the LGC bar half a mile away had a
first class view. ft is said that the flow of inane chatter
stopped for all of five seconds, allowing bets to be
made.

' He 1s a sterotypical male chauvinist pig and she is an
oppressed hearth-slave, but neither of them know it,
not being readers of the Guardian .
' I can fill up pages with this kind of dialogue and meet
the editor's quota. easy.
' Note the proper, but now rare, use of the word hopefully.
· Which assumes that the standard gliding club circuit is
equally often to the right as to the left.
' The glider type and the name of the individual are con·
cealed to protect the guilty, as usual.

A

'm'll ,d,

P'VOhi"''"' woold doobtle"

assert, is a cry for help . Bunny. Come back to
the syndicate. All is forgiven. Cuddles. PS.
Please bring wing pins with you. Some ads are
fascinating since we must wonder how the situ ation came about that provokes a particular cry
for help. Thus I always seem to be come across
ads in S&G or on clubhouse noticeboards that
say something like Urgently wanted: starboard
wing of Dart 17. Did the owners of an otherwise
intact Dart 171eave a wing behind while on holiday in the south of France? Probably not. Or did
someone run over it with a pickup truck, not just

Leave a wing behind.
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The Soaring Society of America , despite a
membership not much larger than our British
Gliding Association , regularly attracts a thousand people to its four-day annual convention
and exhibition, and about 400 come to the annual dinner and awards ceremony . This

I

I

'/.(
A luxury hotel.
February in Seattle I was generously g iven a
luxury hotel room fo r three nights and a ticket
to all events and shows in return for a few minutes of idle chatter and jokes masquerading as
an after dinner speech '. The only sad bit was
when one found that two or more excellent
speakers were sometimes competing for one's
time in parallel sessions- but audio tapes were
made available after the convention by way of
compensation. I should say too that since
Seattle is in the very top left corner of the USA .
some couples from the eastern or southern
parts of that vast country would have put in
more than 10 000 miles of travel between them
to make the round trip , but were not deterred
by the time or the cost.
In the 1980s , by contrast, the BGA struggled

A useful lecture.
to achieve half those numbers, and now the fullblown BGA Weekend Conference and Exhibition
has been abandoned and the annual gathering
has shrunk back to one-day affair comprising an
AGM , a useful lecture or two and a dinner.
Numbers : up to 200 in the best cases in the
1980s and now back to about a 100.
There are a number of alternative conclusions
one can draw from this, most of them unflattering to somebody, specifically:
·My thanks to Norm Ellison. a Boeing Bm. for inviting
me on behalf of the Seattle Glider Council.

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

TAIL FEATHERS
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THE FAX

il l ~lil l l l
Miserable skinflints.
That the British gliding fraternity are a meanbunch of miserable skinflints who begrudge
anything that does not automatically benefit
them here and now, and who think of a 100
miles as an intolerably long way to travel except when they want somebody to retrieve
them
OR
That the BGA and its volunteers- which includes me, I suppose- cannot put on a decent show that is worth the time and money of
their members, who are broke, especially in
the recessionary 1990s, but willing to pay for
a lively , informative and uplifting coup le of
days
Since such a debate would quickly degenerate
into vulgar abuse, I suggest a third explanation,
which is less combative and more creditable to
our movement.
Our clubs in the UK try to provid e a pretty
pleasant environment for members, rain or
shine. Since rain , or every form of cloud other
than cumulus or lenticular. is more common than
shine, the clubs usually have a social and educational programme that keeps members coming and keeps the bar and restaurant busy.
Everything from amateur theatrical s to fancy
dress parties to sessions on the theory and practice of cross-country flying . (Sorry , no drag
shows yet, but I wouldn 't rule them out.) And we
can always just sit and talk and talk and talk until
the sun comes out, if it ever does.
In the USA, however, many gliding operations
are located at local airports and seem to be al-

Ill
Social and educational programme.
most marginal to the powered activities . They
are friendly , efficient, professional get-you-inthe-air businesses that have to fit in with several
other commercial enterprises on the same site.
There is frequently no bar, restaurant or clubhouse -indeed no club in our sense at all. For
such a gregarious people as the Americans, this
leaves a huge gap which the annual conference
fills . This is your unique opportunity to feel like
members of one great club. In British clubhouses
we can have a gabfest every weekend . In the
USA it explodes joyously like Christmas, once a
year.
So that is the explanation of our relatively poor
showing in the matter of annual conferences
which casts aspersions on nobody .
All the same, you are a mean bunch of(STOP THAT! Eo)
11:1
June/July 1993

TOM BRADBURY

Tom shows how the fax has become a major factor in aviation
meteorology

l!dco;og oompellt;oo lo<eca'" "'ed to;,.
valve assembling a lot of radio and electronic
gear to obtain coded Met data from which to plot
charts and work out the prospects of a good thermal day . it was a time-consuming occupation
which was seldom really successful . The effort
of gathering information meant that the competition forecaster seldom had time to use it properly.
Then the Met office started a dial-up system
which enables anyone with a tax machine to call
up a lot of computer processed data . This can
save a lot of work. Fax is not the only source of
information but it has now become a major factor in aviation meteorology. Here are some suggestions on using tax , with a little help from BBC
TV weather slots.

Using the forecast chart
Every six hours the Met Office update the surface analysis and forecast charts. Dial 0336400-502 soon after 0445.1045 ,1645 and 2245
to get the ASXX (analysis) and FSXX (forecast)
surface charts. I usually dial during the cheap
rate time. often around 1830 after watching the
TV forecast.
At this time one gets the latest midday chart
and the forecast for midday tomorrow. As we ll
as giving a general picture of the situation the
forecast chart has two main uses:
1. Obtaining the gees trophic wind: Cross-country prospects depend on the winds being fairly
light; speeds of 30kt have not prevented good
races but most successful days had winds of
less than 16kt. The forecast charts are nearly always accurate enough to predict the geostrophic
wind within 5kt. Fig 1 shows some examples.

Fig 1. Measuring the geostrophic wind.

(a) First mark off a distance of 300nm on a piece
of paper or with dividers. The distance between
soof latitude is 300nm. Lay this at right angles
to the isobars . Th e Bracknell charts use 4mb
isobars . If the 300nm scale spans the distance
between one pair of isobars the wind is 1Okt.
The ru le at our latitude is that 2.5 times the difference in pres sure in mbs gives th e speed in
knots.
{b) A simple system is to see how many pairs of
isobars the scale crosses. In Fig 1 the line A-.0.
west of Ireland spans three isobars: multiplied
by ten th is gives a 30kt wind . The line B-B across
the Midlands of England spans one and a half
pairs of isobars. The wind there can be taken
as 10 x 1.5 or 15kt. Over the North Sea the line
C-C spans two and a half isobars so there the
speed should be 25kt. This convenient method
only works in our latitude. In other latitudes different conversion facto rs are needed.

More from the forecast chart
10 30

M8 S
25

Fig 2. Prospects for 300km or more based on
MSL pressure (on left) and the High/Low ration (at top and bottom). These figures represent tens of percent; 8 means 80% etc.
Area " A" gives very good prospects, "E" or
worse offers a very small chance.
As wel l as measuring the wind for the next day
one can find the chance of a 300+km day by
combining two pressure items and looking at Fig
2. Fig 2 combines the "High/Low" ratio with the
predicted surface pressure. To find this figure
you need :
(a) The ce ntral pressure of the nearest high.
(b) The forecast midday pressure over the likely
cross-country area.
(c) The pressure of the nearest low.
•
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The dew point is important because the difference between dew point and air temperature
is a very good guide to the lifted condensation
levell. Tl1is is nearly always very close to the base
of cumulus cloi'Jds. If you multiply the temperature/dew point difference by 400 you get a very
good approximation to the base of active cumulus. So the difference between the predicted max
and m in is a first guess at the afternoon cloud base. On good days the first guess is often a
slight underestimate of the cloud base.

Using the tax low level weather
and spot wind charts
Morning cloud warning of spread out.

From these one can get a ratio showing w~ere
the predicted pressure lies in relation to the high
and low centres. For example if the centre of the
high is 1031mb and the low is 996mb there is a
pressure range of 35mb. If the pressure over
your area is predicted to be 1024mb then the
ratio is 28/35 = 0.8 or 80%. This is the High/Low
(H/L) ratio.
. Now turn to Fig 2. This shows pressure up the
s1de and the H/L ratio at top and bottom. The
1024 isobar and the H/L of 80% meet in the area
marked "A". This indicates a very good prospect
of a 300km day or better. Tile areas from "A" to
"E" were selected from plots of 300 and 500km
lli_ghts; the greater the concentration of plots the
higher the prospect of a good day. The diagram
shows that the further away the high centre the
lower the chance of a good day. There is a small
deterioration in prospects as pressure rises
above 1030: this is because high pressures in
summer tend to produce blue days and/or very
low inversions.
No simple Met rule is infallible and a few good
contest days have occurred with both low pressure and a low H/L ratio. So do not write off the
day just on the basis of poor preliminary signs

from Fig 2. Alas, the reverse is true too; an apparently good day may be spoilt by spread out.

The value of min and max
temperatures
.1 usually note down the TV predictions of night
m1n1mum and day maximum temperatures.
These are values computed from a statistical relationship between all the important weather features which the computer model predicts. The
temps are usually pretty accurate. Good crosscountry days generally follow a night when temperatures fall rather lower than '"ormal. and
when there is a wide range between the minima
and maxima. At this early stage one looks for a
separation of at least 1oo between night mill and
day max. This indication is only useful on clear
and fairly calm nights. it is of limited use to us
when a front goes lhrough overnight.
During a fine spell when there are clear skies
and light winds overnight the night m in is quite
close to the dew point during the afternoon. A
check made on many good soaring days showed
that the difference between night min and afternoon dew point was usually within a couple of
degrees; by the time of max temp the dew point
had often fallen a degree or two below the previous night min.

After 0500 GMT one can dial10336 400 503
and call up the F215 "UK Low Level Weather
Chart" and the F214 "UK Spot Wind Chart."
These two normally appear as a single tax item.
The weather chart is divided into areas, usually
numbered from 1 to 4. An arrow on the boundaries or fronts indicates which direction and how
fast the weather areas are moving. A written description of conditions ir;1 each area is printed un derneath. it is not entirely satisfactory for gliding
because the forecaster is obliged to cover all
sorts of morning hazards, such as fog or low stratus which trouble early rising power pilots but
S8'ldom worry late rising glider pilots. As a result
it lis not easy to see if it will be a good soaring
day; another snag is the forecast ends at 1200
GMT, just when soaring may be getting good.
However, it gives a forecast surface chart for
1800 GMT; this is most helpful if another front is
coming in because the chart shows where it will
be at the end of the soaring period. One can also
measure the 1800 GMT geostrophic wind from
the spacing of isobars and see how the winds
are expected to change towards evening. This
is important if all you have is an 0900 spot wind
and a 1200 GMT forecast chart.

What the spot wind chart shows
This chart is covered with a series of boxes in
which the predicted winds at levels from 1000
up to 24000ft are shown. The boxes look like
this:
5230N 0230W
24 260 30 -25
18 260 25 - 13
10 270/15 +01
05 250/1 0 +06
02 VRB 5 +10
01 VRB 5 +13
The top line shows the spot where these winds
will occur, (hence the term "spot wind chart") . In
this example it is 52° 30min N and 02 ° 30min
west. The subsequent lines show first the level
in thousands of feet and then the direction and
speed. Thus the second line starting
24 260 30 -25
shows the 24000ft wind to be from 260" at 30kt
with a temperature of -25. Most cross-country
pilots will use the lowest three levels, from 5000
down to 1OOOft. The letters VRB mean the direction is variable. This particular box was issued
early on July 28, 1992, a day when many 500km
Hights were made and Nympsfield set a successful 519km triangle for the 15 Metre Class.
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Using the temperatures
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Fig 3. Temperature/Height diagram. Height
in thousands of feet along the side refers to
altimeter readings. Sloping lines show the
dry adiabatic lapse rate of 3°C/1OOOft. Pecked
lines show how the dew point decreases up·
wards in a thermaL
The temperatures are valuable too . Fig 3
shows a graph of altitude versus temperature
on which one can plot these predictions, or any
local sounding by aircraft. Here is a point to remember: A blue thermal cools at 3°C /1OOOft. In
the spot wind box the 1000ft temp is 13°C;
adding 3°C for the cooling between the surface
and 1OOOft gives us 16° at th e surface. This is
the surface temperature which has to be exceeded before a thermal could reach 1OOOft. At
2000 the temp is 10°C, add 6°C for the distance
down to the ground and the same value of 16 is
reached. Hence once 16°C has been topped
thermals should reach and probably pass 2000ft.
Now look up to 500011 where the temp is given
as +06. To reach this height a blue thermal would
cool 3 x 5 = 15°C. So for dry thermals to get so
high the ground temperature needs to pass 6 +
15 = 21 oc. The expected max temp that day was
21 oc so blue thermals would barely reach
500011, even at the time of day max. The reason
was that a stable layer existed just below 5000ft.
However if cloud formed below that level the tops
might exceed 5000ft.

Bringing in the dew point
The pecked lines on Fig 3 show how the dew
point changes as a thermal rises. Condensation
occurs when the dry adiabat crosses the dew
point line. For example if the thermal left the
ground with a dew point of 8 and an air temperature of 18°C condensation would occur at about
4000ft. At this level the air temperature would
be 6°C. The line of figures just above this level
identify the isotherms and are added to supplement the base line values. This illustrates the
simple rule: cloudbase is 400 x temperature difference. {In this case the initial difference was
10°C.)
Returning to the spot wind box with its temperature of 6°C at 5000ft, we can see that if the
max temperature reached 21 o and the dew point
remained at 8°C the CIOUdbase WOUld be 13 X
400 = 5200ft. We have already seen that blue
thermals could barely reach 5000, now it seems
that the cloudbase would be higher.
This suggests cu would become rather sparse
and the day could well turn out blue . In fact if
thermals were strong they might rise some distan ce into the stable layer to produce a puff of
cu on top. On the other hand if high cloud spread
June/July 1993

Midday cu spreading out.
over, weakening the thermals, any puffs of cu
would disappear.
Here is another example: On thi s day the
5000ft temperature was 13°C; to get a blue thermal so high needed a temperature (1 3+ 1'5) of
28°C but the max did not exceed 27. If cu formed
lift might have become good but the dew point
was 10. The separation (27-10) was 1JOC indicating the condensation level should be 400 x
17 = 6800 ft, which was well above the limit of
blue thermals. Not surprisingly it was a blue day
which tu rned into rather a grovel near the coasts
where the temperature was much lower.
On most good cross-country days the 5000
temp is at least 15°C below the max temp. If the
difference is a lot less it often means the re is an
inversion limiting thermals.

Wind effect and 0/R flights
Wind always reduces the speed achieved on
closed circuit flights. The effect is worst on an
0 /R fli ght if the track lies up and downwind .
Beam winds are far less of a hindrance. The effect of chang ing from head/tail to a beam wind is
shown in Fig 4. The curve shows the ground
speed as a percentage of still air speed. One
The last stepping stone before thermals
ended.

can see that the loss of speed due to the wind is
least when th e direction is 90° to the track (a
beam wind ). To emphasise the effect, the wind
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Fig 4. Wind effect on an 0 /R flight. The curve
shows how the speed varies as the wind direction changes from being along the track
(180 or 360°C relative) to 90°C (a beam wind).
With a very strong wind to emphasise the ef·
fectthe curve shows speeds reduced to just
over 50% when the wind direction was along
track to a trifle over 70 % with a beam wind.
speed was chosen to be 70% of the sti ll air
speed . This mig ht represent the effect on a K-8
with a still air cross-country speed of 50km/h •
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meeting a wind of 35km/h (about 19kt). In these
circumstances the curve of the ground speed
shows it is reduced to 50% for an up-and-down
wind flight but with a beam wind the ground
speed is just over 70% of the still air speed .

Equilateral triangles
Fig 5 shows the effect when the flight goes
round an equilateral triangle. The wind direction
does not matter in this case. The curve shows
the reduction of ground speed related to the
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Fig 5. Wind effect on an equilateral triangle.
The wind direction does not matter and the
s peed reduction is generally less serious
than with an 0 / R.
wind. Figures along the top show the wind as a
percentage of the still air speed. Figures down
the side are ground speeds as percentages of
still air speed. Suppose the wind speed (top
scale) was 50% of the air speed. On the diagram
the vertical line marked 50% meets the curve
where the horizontal line reads 80. This means
that the ground speed would be reduced to 80%.
Increasing the wind speed to 70% the vertical
line meets the curve at about 60%. Changing
percentages into real figures this means that
with a still air speed of 1OOkm/h and a wind of
70kml h the ground speed would be reduced to
60km/h. Until the wind speed exceeds 30% of
the still air speed the ground speed is not badly
reduced.
Fig 6 can be used for predicting the ground
speed round an equilateral triangle using the ex-

Fig 7 shows a set of curves for still air speeds
related to th e usable depth of convection. lt assumes still air with scattered cumu lus and no top

Several years' competition results we re plotted to see what speeds were reached. There is
of course an enormous range of values on any
one day . The widest range I came across was
113.8km/h for the winner and 20.2km/h for the
last man back. This dauntless pilot struggled
against wind and weather to complete a 107km
flight in around 5hrs.

"Top ten speeds"
lt seems generally true that short flig hts on
difficult days produce the biggest spread of
speeds. Flights of 300km or longer give more
consistent speeds- if only because the slowest
pilots never get ro und. I chose the average
speed of the top ten pilots as a representative
valu e. The winner was often about 10% faster
than this. When 20 or more finished the average
usually fell to 87% of the top ten speed.
The achieved speeds were then converted
into a still air speed by correcting for the windspeed. This correction is probably justifiable on
long cross-countries but can introduce serious
errors when competitors start off downwind and
then come home along a great line of cu muli
which allow a "wings level" flight most of the way.
Finally the speeds were adjusted for three
Classes. Discus and equivalent Standard Class
gliders were the 100% base. 15 Metres were allotted 105%. Open Class were given 115%. This
is much less than BGA handicaps suggest but a
comparison of speeds on good days showed that
over England Open Class pilots do not normally
achieve 135% of a Discus speed. Distance
flights may be different.

Factors influencing speed

Fig 6. Graph to calculate wind effect on a
flight round an equilateral triangle. Units are
mixed . Still air speeds and ground speeds
are in km/h since these are used in contests.
Wind speeds are in knots because those are
the units in forecasts.
pected still air speed and the forecast wind .
Notice that although the air speeds are given in
km/h the wind speed (left hand scale) is in knots
because these are the units in Met forecasts.
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Speeds and the cloudbase

What speeds do pilots achieve?

~

aa

For example if the still air speed would have been
90km/h (top scale) but the wind was 30kt, then
going down the 90km/h line till you reach the
30kt wind speed shows the ground speed would
be reduced to about 60km/h. Ihe fam ily of
ground speed curves shows that fast pilots are
little affected until the wind gets very strong. On
the other hand beginners setting off in their K-8s
may be badly handicapped if the wind is much
more than 1Okt.
The trouble with such corrections is t11at on
some days strong winds produce cloud streets
or lines of large cumulus. If pilots find a conveniently placed cloud line they may be able to
travel long distances into wind without circling .
The achieved speeds are then far higher than
usual.

The average lift is the most important factor.
In the absence of large areas of spread out or
extensive top cover the speeds achieved
seemed to depend on the usable depth of convection . On average the higher the cloudbase
(or base of inversion on blue days) the better the
lift. This assumes only small to medium sized cu
capping the thermals. Big cu and cu-nim may
produce very much stronger lift; however, they
are not always spaced conveniently. The small
areas of strong lift are of little use if one has to
go through miles of poor air to find the next thermal . Cloud climbs are good for crossing gaps
but speeds are usually higher with only moderate lift but well spaced clouds .

4 o-...L3---'4
Flg 7. English Standard Class still air speeds
and usable depth of convection. ( For Open
Class increase to 115%.) Curves are based
on the average speed of the top ten finishers. Means for 20 or more finishers are shown
to be slower. The winner's speed was usually on the "MAX" line but there are exceptional days when competitors found cloud
lines which enabled them to go into wind v~ry
last. These may account for some of the "EXTREME" line speeds.
cover or spread out of stratocumulus. The curves
are based on the average speed achieved by
the top ten gliders (S tandard Class). The winning speed was often about 10% faster. The average of 20 or more finishers was about 87% of
the top ten average.
Speeds were strongly dependent on the
cloudbase in mid-afternoon , or the base of the
inversion on blue days. Thus if the cloudbase
started low and never went above 3000ft the top
ten average tended to be only a little over
60km/h. However cloudbases rising to 6000ft allowed speeds of nearly 1OOkm/h. The arrival of
a thick layer of top cover often reduced speeds
to about 60% of these values.

Some corrections
(a) lt appeared that when thermals were capped
by large cu (but still well broken) the speeds
achieved were equivalent to an extra 1OOOft on
the cloudbase. lt is difficult to substantiate this
since conditions varied too much over the route.
Cloud climbs rarely improved the speed but did
enable pilots to cross gaps.
(b) On blue days speeds were nearer those
achieved under a cloudbase 500 ft lower than
the inversion. This is probably because lift tends
to fall off badly in the last 500ft of a blue thermal
but remains good up to and in to the base of a
moderate sized cumulus. Blue days also make
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competitors resort to gaggles which are nearly
always slower than individual pilots .
The link between cloudbase and cross-coun try speed is supported by figures from a French
Met man who found a linear relationship be tween thermal strengths and cloudbase. Theory
links thermal strengths to cross -country speed
but the line is curved , not straight. Th ere is also
a psychological factor which theory cannot allow
for. When the cloudbase is low there is only a
narrow operating band. Most pilots fly slower so
as to have height to spare if the next cloud is a
dud.
The highest cross-country speeds seem to be
made in hot dry desert areas such as central
Australia where (I am told ) one may have thermals up to 18 OOOft on record breaking days .
Such conditions make possible speeds of
170km/h. The achieved speed is improved because true air speed is greater at such high levels. Paragliders have thermalled to over 17000ft
asl over South Africa (near Vryburg ) but the
height above groufld was only about 13000ft. In
England, where it is rare to experience cloudbases above 7000ft , the cross-country speeds
seldom go much above 120km/h.
There !n ave been days , notably during the
drought year of 1976, when pilots occasionally
found cumulus forming at 11 OOOft. My impression is that the rate of climb on these rare days
was usually no better than on days when the
cloudbase was 6000-700011. The speed curve
shown on this graph tends to flatten out under
really high cloudbases .

New Standard Class speed graph
The dew point depression may show the con densation level is high but that is no use to us if
the thermals stop lower down . Fig 8 is an attempt

depression) and also the difference between the
mid afternoon temperature and the 5000ft temperature . (Look up the spot wind box. )
2. Go to the dew point depression (say 12°C
on the top scale). Move down the line to the surface/5000ft difference on the side scale . (Say
15"C.) Where these two lines cross the expected
speed lies between the curves for 80 and
90km /h, probably about 86kml h.
There are two diagonal' lines running across
the diagram . On the left of these lines one ex pects to find cumulus; it is marked "ZONE OF
CU". Between the lines "CU TEND TO NIL "
means that in that region cumulus will tend to
burn off during the afternoon . To the right one
expects only blue thermals. Underneath the remark "BLUE" is a region labelled "LOW INVER SION". Here the surface to 5000ft temp drop is
less than 12°C (Scales at the side .)

What the diagram is based on
All the "top ten " speeds were plotted on an
enlarged diagram of this type together with symbol s for blue days and spread out or top cover.
The speed curves were then fitted using basic
data from Fig 7 to supplement the spot values.
Notice that the speed curves , whi ch range
from 50km/h lower left to 11 Okm/h upper right ,
show a sharp bend as they pass through the region marked "CU TEf'JD TO NIL". Thi s is:
(a) Partly because speeds achieved on blue
days were seldom as fast as on cumulus days.
(b) Because the bottom of the diagram includes
days when the inversion was well below 500011.
Some of these days were spoilt by early morning fog and/or patchy stratus from the North Sea.
On these days CX>mpetitors found it hard enough
just to remain in the air so speed flying was of
secondary importance.
Thu s if the day is predicted to have a large
dew point depression suggesting a high condensation level , but the 5000ft temp is also high,
then thermals will never rise to condensation
level . If the 500011 temp drop is much less than
15°C there is likely to be a low inversion.

Spread out

Fig 8. New speed graph combining dew point
depression and the temperature drop between surface and SOOOft. Curves show average speeds by the top ten pilots.

to combine the condensation level with the extent of dry thermals. This diagram shows the dew
point depression along the top with the equiva!lent cloudbase along the base. Up the side the
figures running from 8 to 20 are the drop in temperature between the surface and 500011. This
height was chosen because the spot wind forecasts give the 5000ft temperature. (The max
temp is taken from the TV weather slot.) The
series of curves marked in km/h show the average speeds likely to be achieved by the top ten
Standard Class pilots round a triangular course
in still air.
This is how to use the diagram :
1. Find the difference between the dew point
and the afternoon temperature (the dew point
June/July 1993

In the middle left hand side is a stippled section headed "SPREAD OUT" . Th is represents
days when the air was moist . The cloudbase
was not very high but the air was fairly un stable. A 3000ft cloudbase combined with a 5000ft
temp drop of 15"C brings you into this stippled
zone . Such coflditions favoured the development of spread out. it is a region where the
clouds build up too rapidly and, if they encounter
a lid higher up, tend to spread out. On such days
even the Open Class had a struggle to complete
the task and there were days when nobody got
round .

Keeping a running check
it is useful to make a series of local temperature readings through the morning . However ,
Volmets reports are almost as good . They are
free by radio but if reception is bad one can get
reports from almost every airfield of importance
via the lax machine. Dial 0336 400 520 for an
index page . There are so many available that
several pages are needed for the entire country

and Europe. Fig 8 can be used as a "How-goes
it". Suppose the 5000ft temp is 3"C, and the predicted max 19°C, then one can make a littl'e table
using the hourly temp and dew points from
METAR or local reports.
THE "HOW-GOES-IT" TABLE
spd
Dew
Cloud- Tdrop
graph
Time Temp point T-D base (0-5000) km/h
07
07 2800 1 ~
60
0900 14
1000 15
07
08 3200 12
65
1100 16
07
09 3600 13
73
1200 17
06
11
4400 14
81
1300 18
06
12 4800 15
87
1400 18.5 06
1r2.5 5000 15.5
90
06
13 5200 16
91
1500 19
06
13 5200 16
91
1600 19
One can see why the top ten Standard Class
pilots would probably delay their start until about
1300 and then go round a 300km triangle at
some 90km/h, getting back about 1620. The winner would probably have taken 20min less . The
Open Class winner might be expected to do
about 115km/h in these conditions .
Clearly if 500km had been set (a fa irly rare
event in England) nearly everybody would have
set oil a bit earlier and the top ten average would
be a bit slower.

A warning on accuracy
There are so many items which can combine
to spoil or improve a soaring day that any table
of cloudbase and cross-country speed figures
can only give approximate value . A glance
through score sheets shows how even the better pilots may turn in poor results on some days.
On a day wh ich one pilot described as "The best
soaring weather I have ever experienced in
England" the top ten averaged 109km/h with a
standard deviation of only 2.2km/h. The cloud base was 6500 and the surface to 500011 temperature drop was 19"C in mid afternoon .
In contrast there was a day when the Open
Class at Enstone returned speeds ranging from
121 for the winner to 60 for the last man home.
Few things are certain in soaring or Met.
Combine the two and you get some surprising
results .

Adding the wind correction
Use Fig 6. Select the still air speed along the
top line . Move vertically down until you reach the
horizontal lines giving wind speed in knots . Read
off the likely ground speed from the curves. For
example on a mediocre day the expected still air
speed was only 70km /h but the wind was 20kt.
The probable ground speed is about 53km/h. In
contrast on a booming day with expected speeds
of 1OOkm /h the 20kt wind will only reduce the
ground speed to 90km/ h. This speed applies to
Standard Class sailplanes . Increase still air
speeds by 5% for the 15 Metre Class and by 15%
for the Open Class .
Speeds will be much lower if top cover
spreads over or the cumulus spreads out to give
a layer of stratocumulus. A rough guess sug gests that under spread out the speeds are only
60% of these values , and if this brings the average speed down to 50km/h a large proportion
will not get back at all .

a
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GERHARD WAIBEL

Schleichers became involved with the
further development of winglets after
their designs for the ASW-22 (1 m high)
and the ASW-20F (0.8m high) winglets.
They also asked Waiter Neubert to de·
sign wing lets for the ASW-22 and these
had flaps connected to the ailerons by
conical gears.

A,
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team found , the winglets improved low speed
performance but at the expense of of high
speed. Also the flutter analysis showed that tor·
sional stiffness of the wing needed to be increased to make the winglets safe, but the
additional weight negated part of the gain in low
speed performance.
Because this showed the performance cost
of such (big) winglets is bad (and they are
against the intention of the 15 Metre Class rule
to achieve a good performance to price ratio by
making small and simple gliders) I proposed to
OSTIV that the International Gliding Commission should be asked to abandoned
winglets in both 15 Metre Classes. lt is to the
credit of David Marsden (University of Alberta,
Canada) and a group of interested pilots led by
Peter Masak in the USA that they tried rather
smaller winglets on several gliders in an evolu·
tionary way, improving them in steveral steps.
Not only were the increased performance
gains spectacular compared with the small size
of their winglets, but the handling qualities were
improved. I could personally verify this after flying Karl Striedieck's ASW-20B after the Vivalde
World Championships.

Above and below the experimental wing let.

lt is not good for an engineer to have an excellent product without understanqing why but I
still didn't have a scientific explanation for why
they worked so we ll. This was nearly as frus trating as having a good theory but no results.
In this desperate situation I looked for a suitable wingtip in my repair shops and built on a
winglet (with adjusta'ble flaps) , leaving some
flexibility to change its angle of attack. We put
140

THE CASE
FOR WINGLETS
Gerhard, Schleichers' chief designer, wasn't convinced
about the value of winglets until he did some tests for
himself

Above and on the right a close up of the
wing lets.
this on to my car's ski rack (see photo) and
drove along the sheltered valley road near the
factory early one morning when we had a high
pressure system.
With oil/pigment brushed over it we got an insight into the aerodynamic problem . As the
winglet was in serial production we cou ld detach it from the wing and compare the difference in flow quality with and without winglets.
This test soon showed us what was happening . With rather smalll wing lets two beneficial
effects can be combined:·
t. Induced drag is reduced as predicted by existing theory. This means the low speed performance is increased , whereas at high speeds
induced drag is low and possible performance
gains are very small and overshadowed by the
additional winglet drag.
2. Friction drag is improved as indicated by the
flow test. Laminar flow is longer and tu rbulent
flow is shorter, resulting in a reduction in drag.
Separated flow areas near the trailing edges
are considerably smaller or even totally
avoided , though this doesn't show up in the
third and fourth photos. This can only be seen
when the car is bei ng driven and is therefore
hard to record.
Drag due to separation , however, is many
times higher that the transition from lami nar to
turbulent flow. So avoiding flow separation,
even if on ly locally in the wingtip area, counts
heavily on drag red uction. The drag reduction
due to (local) separation may be greater than
the drag of the winglet itself. Similar effects are
already known in general aviation from boundary layer fences or vortex generators . Glider pi-

lots know the effects of the turbulator tapes
(humps, zigzags or blow holes) where the additional drag turbulators are smaller than the drag
reduction because of the avoidance of flow separation.
Below: A flow visualisation made in flight at
120km/h. You can see the effect of the laminar boundary layer.
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After we had discovered the two beneficial
effects we found that Richard T.Whitcomb had
already published this in the NASA Tech Note
D-8260 . it was inconspicuously buried in a
short sentence but it is only fair that we call the
winglets "Whitcomb type winglets" in future .
Photo 5 shows a n example of the turbulent
flow made by Randolph W . Maser of Detroit ,
USA, flying at about 120km/h. Beginning at the
leading edge of the wing and winglet, you can
see the effect of the lam inar boundary layer .
The low laminar skin friction drag transports the
oil/pigment mixture slowly backwards until it
comes to a full stop (on the upper wing surface)
or just creeps over the zigzag tape on the
winglet.

Wingtip with winglet
View from the side

V

tN

Note : Rudy didn't use tape to cover the
winglet section.Leaking air caused a typical turbulent wedge or cone opening up downstream
at both sides of the junction.
What really happens on wingtips if winglets
are installed is very complex": However, a simplified model may show the main effect. The
winglet is only effective if it produces a sideways inwards force . As on the upper wing surface, the speed of the airflow is faster and adds
to the flow wh ich would occur without the
winglet (see Fig 1).
For the wingtip, the higher speed caused by
the winglet results in :
a. Higher lift.
b. A lower induced angle of attack and a lower

a =

Angle of attack without wing let
Reduced angle of attack
caused by winglet

A

Lift of wing without winglet
Additional lift
caused by wing let

V

Flying speed
Additional speed
induced by winglet

w = Rate of sink
Fig 1.
The large amount of oil/pigment on the wing
is a laminar separation bubble which is known
for the ASW-24 profile, but a very thin one has
no serious effect on drag . Behind the separation bubble is turbulent re-attachment.. The skin
friction of the turbulent boundary layer disperses the oil/pigment quickly to the trailing
edge of the wing.
The winglet turbulent boundary layer is also
visible behind the zigzag tape, but large drops
near the trailing edge and the winglet tip show
that the trailing edge separation is perhaps just
avoided. If Rudy Maser had flown one minute
longer before he landed and took the photo
they would probably have gone except for the
tip.

Fig 2.

View rrom above
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angle of trailing edge flow (see Fig 2).
The simplified model is helpful in explaining
our find ings in flight if we make best flights with
and without winglets.
Effect a). results in a slightly lower stall speed
(about a pointer's width on the AS I) of about
1km/h or ~kt.
Effect b) results in a higher safety margin
against stalling of the wingtip and therefore a
lower tendency for wing dropping . This means
that speeds close to the stall can be controlled
better and even if a stall occurs it will be more
gentle.
Both effects together explain why Karl
Striedieck can feel vibrations caused by a separated flow on the top his ASW -20s's ailerons
without wing lets. But if winglets are installed the
vibrations disappear which means that the flow
separations are reduced and better performance can be measured by direct comparison
in flight.
Also Waiter Binder fitted his ASH-25MB with
winglets and found that rain drops dried off
quickly, beginning at the winglets and continuIng to the flaps , whereas without wing lets the
ailerons dried off last.
lt is worth mentioning that Wil Schuemann
(who also made the Schuemann vario and TE
compensation boxes) modified his ASW-1 2 into
a 15m version by sweeping back the outboard
wing . He demonstrated that flow separation in
the aileron and flap area could be avoided .
To the best of my knowledge and understanding, winglets or sweepback or triangular
wingtips are three successful means of controlling outboard trailing edge separation with its
drag increasing effects in an inboard direction.
A combination of all three methods however
cannot triple the drag reduction. it is enough to
avoid the separation by just one means.

Fig 3.
Nevertheless I tried the combination for the
ASW-22BL hoping that the 0.3m high winglet
still had some effect on a 26.4m span wing .
Did our glider designer forefathers know
more than we did until Klaus Holighaus designed his Discus? As far back as 1921 at
Gottingen Mr Muttray tested wing planforms
like the Discus and Akafleig Darmstadt (Fig 3}
designed triangular wingtips for the Konsul (Fig
4) to improve induced drag .
To the best of my knowledge and understanding the Whitcomb winglet combined with
the sweepback of th e outboard wing reduces
flow separation on the upper side of the wing
and makes pre stall flight conditions easier to
control.
Many aerodynamicists in Germany. the UK
and USA are glider pilots after all. I hope this
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Fig4.
article triggers their interest and that we get a
good theory of winglets soon. it is frustrating to
work on the trial and error method and driving a
car up and down the road.

a

A Quote from the BGA Annual Report
Humfrey Chamberlain , Development Committee chairman . reported : "lt is generally agreed
that those clubs which have moved away from
an all aerotow reg ime have gained younger
members as a result. The reduction in the number of aerotows has enabled some clubs to sell
surplus tug planes with large savings in over heads.
"The BGA can be seen to be promoting an
environmentally more friendly effect on its pub lic image."
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JOHN DOBSON

Now !hot llymg oc the T&S ""' beec " '
ered. thermalling turns us ing th is instrument
should be rel atively straightforward. The trick is
to be abl e to stay in the thermal whilst flying on
Instruments and to roll out a heading. Using an
artif1 c1a l horizon (N H) makes instrument flying
so much easier as the pilot now has a single accur,ate pitch and bank reference to refer to , therefore the workload involved with therma lling is
less nd the safety and efficiency factors increase.
it is strongly recommended that cloud soanng
h1gt1 performance gliders is done with an NH as
the main instrume nt reference . Cloud soaring
can be done using the T&S , as many pilots have
proved in the past , but it is recommended that
th1s be done only in gliders wh ich are able to stay
with in their V, E. limit In a vertical dive with full
airbrakes selected.
The a1m is to cl imb in cloud safely .
Considerations
Clouds. Small or shallow cumulu s do not normally lend them selves to cloud climbs; often the
climb seems to stop just below cloud. Medium
to large cumulus clouds that have a solid look, a
crisp outline and dark . level or concave bases
usually have at least one thermal that continues
easily above cloudbase. Once in the cloud the
thermal increases in strength and size as th e rising air absorbs the latent heat from the condensation process and continues to surge upwards.
Caution and pilot airmanship judgment should
be exercised, however, on a day with rapidly
growing cumulus which has a forecast. or shows
the potential , for thunderstorms, especially if
there are cu-nim s already in the sky : the last
thing you want is for hail, icing or lightning damage and a very turbulent ride . The height of tt1e
freez ing level should be noted so that icing of
t11e airframe , canopy or pitot system does not
come as a surpnse . Most glider manufacturers
prohibit cloud fly~ng with waterballast on board.
especially above the freezing leveL
Radio and airspace. The radio must be monitored on the cloud flying frequency , 130.4Mhz,
and used intell igently to inform other glider pilots
before intended cloud entry and after exit. Th e
information includes the distance and direction
from the nearest distinct geographical feature
and the height above sea level (QNH ) at entry
and exit. Needless to say the pilot must be aware
of relevant controlled airspace and its category,
staying clear unless specifically allowed access
by the rules contained in the UK Air Pilot or its
associated documents.
T&S soaring . The first attempts at realistic instrument soaring should be done in VMC to
gauge what happens with a vi sual/instrument
mix and to calibrate the rate of turn against
needle deflection . Once the instrument scan and
control of a1rspeed/at11tude , differing rate of turn
and rolling and out of the turn have been prac tised. then therm all1ng on instruments should be
tried, perhaps culminating in a real cloud climb .
it is Important to be settl ed into a stable , trim med
turn before entry . Once in cloud it all gets a bit
more di ficult as the mentally disonentating stimuli becom e very strong , especially if the head
and glider ar e moved significantly or gl1mpses of
the ground are seen .
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CLOUD FLYING
FOR ADVANTAGE
This is the second article by John on teaching safe cloud
flying. In the last issue, p81, he concentrated on the turn & slip
and now shows how the artificial horizon makes instrument
flying so much easier
The airspeed will fluctuate also with thermal
gusts, and the tendency to chase the speed must
be tempered with some "seat of the pants'' feel ,
and an audio vario . The rate of turn on the T&S
should be carefully monitored and promptly ad justed , as a steep turn can quickly get out of
hand . Try for a steady turn . rather than a reactive one ; the lift should be good enough so that
there is no need for every bit of performance ,
and it is more important to stay in good lift
smoothly rather than right in the centre of it with
the risk of losing it through disorientation or scan
breakdown .
Errors. If the airspeed increases or the altimeter starts unwinding quickly , resist the temptation simply to increase th e stick back pressure,
but include the turn needle in your assessment
of what is going on , reduc~ng the bank and rate
of turn first if necessary . The airbrake should be
used as necessary to control the speed within
reali sti c lim its. the hand resting on the lever to
allow a timely selection, until the speed is under
control agam.
Centring. Eventually the thermal turn will need
a re-centring adjustment to cater for flying inaccuracies or wind shear ; 1t is suggested that the
thermalling technique of straightening on the
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surge is used, as this does not need a timing
delay or the reading of a compass . Another tech nique , however, is to wid en th e turn in weaker
lift, and tightening with stronger indications; this
may be easier to teach .
Co mpasses. A Cook or Bohli compass is a most
useful instrument to have in cloud flying as the
ability to level the compass with the earth's horizon minimises the turning and acceleration errors and allows accurate interpretation during
the turn and roll-out. The only small problem is
to decide where the horizon might be in a turn . A
Bohli can also give some attitude information by
relating the position of the heading index marker
to the circular markings on the perspex globe .
Beware if the compass is mounted where it is
not easy to read without turning the head- get if
moved if you don 't want to get disorientated.
Turning errors. An Airpath or E 2b /c compass
is a different story , however , as they are affected
markedly by acceleration and turning of the
glider. This makes it very difficult to decide what
the heading is in a turn without rolling out of the
turn- a distinct disadvantage in cloud climbs!
The turn ing errors only become marked at angles of bank over the critical angle of the compass , which is about 22° of bank. If the turn can
be made at a fairly shallow angle of bank then
the turning errors should be minimal . If the sun
is not discernable through the cloud and you
need a reasonable bank angle , then the only accurate option is some clever mental gymnastics:
1. Acceleration errors are at a minimum on due
magnetic north and south and at a maximum on
due east and west.
2. Turning errors are the least on east and west,
and the most on north and south .
3. As the turn towards north approaches east or
west these headings will be visib le for a long time
and make a controlled roll -out easy . As a turn
towards south approaches east or west, and a
roll -out is attempted , the compass will be completely erratic until the wings are level, making
an accurate roll-out almost impossible. In turns
towards north roll out late on the indir::ations in a
turn from west , conversely rolling out early in a
turn from east. Rolling out on south needs an
early roll -out when turn ing from east and a late
one when turning from west.
4 . As the turning errors are normally paramount
it follows that the only headings which can be
accurate during a steady speed turn towards
magnetic north will be east or west. If the rate of
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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the turn can be estimated - a Rate 1 tu rn at normal TAS for a glider calibrated T&S is about
8°/sec- then a swift calculation can be made for
any roll-out heading. For example , to roll -out on
north, depending on the Rate 1 turn direction .
count 1Osec off from the east/west heading then
roll-out of the turn. Given that the roll-out will
take about 1oobefore the wings are level thi s
should give a good result. As the wings are lev elled the compass will either slow down or speed
up its rotation depending on the compass quadrant and turn direction; t111s is normal and. after
some practice, predictable. Minor heading errors
can then be corrected with small amounts of
bank.
If you want to leave the cloud on any heading
then rolling wings level should work eventually!
However, another slightly more accurate method
is to watch what the compass does as you approach the visual heading prior to entering the
cloud, provided that you maintain the direction
of turn.
Artificial horizons. Most horizons are des1gned
so that the miniature aircraft symbol (us in the
glider) stays fixed in the centre of the instrument
whilst the horizon bar moves so as to be always
co-incident with the real horizon. This gives an
immediate representation of what the glider's
pitch and bank attitude is , allowing fine adjust·
ment to either. The flying technique is now modified slightly in that instead of just moving the
stick, hoping and waiting to see if it is the right
amount, as in the T&S flying, now the pilot moves
the glider's attitude to a suitable position on the
display with a stick input, and gets an accurate
feedback .
Radial scan. Smooth, accurate cloud flying is
possible if a proper scanning pattern is used ,
using the AIH as the cen tre of a radial scan whilst
referring to the performance indicators in turn.
The scan pattern for a steady turn for example
would be: A/H, airspeed, AIH, vario , compass,
AIH , airspeed, AIH , T&S, AIH, airspeed. etc.
The disadvantages. These expensive and useful instruments do have some drawbacks which
you should be aware of:
1. They need a good power supply (14 volts) to
provide the fast erection for older horizons and
the starting current for the attitude gyro in all
A!Hs. This power supply needs to be separated
electrically from other glider power sources and
should have its own battery power level indicator. Once run up an AIH draws a comparatively
minor current, unless it needs further fast erections of the gyro .
2. A/Hs can topple if the pitch limit of about 80°
is exceeded, but they normally have freedom in
roll. The gyro will wander during prolonged turns ,
giving smal l pitch and bank errors which may
only be noticeable on rolling wi ngs level , by
cross-referring to the T&S and altimeter/AS!.
3. They tend to be rather heavy, normally need
a special AC to DC inverter and take up a lot of
space behind the instrument panel.
4. They need time to run up sufficiently to allow
caging or fast erection , which must take place
with the glider in a normal cruising attitude, wings
level , to be accurate. They can be damaged internally if the gyro is not caged during violent
manoeuvres , take-off and landing . The "off" flag
normally indicate power failure , and is not an indicator of satisfactory gyro speed.
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5. A/ Hs do need a back -up primary instrument
display to include a T&S in case of toppling or
power failure. The pilot needs to keep in practice on the T&S , even if the glider is A/ H
equipped , as an obvious insurance pol icy in case
of an unexpected failure .
AIH and T&S failures. A technical failure of the
electric instrument is rare compared with low
battery voltage situations . Poor battery output
tend to make the failures insidious, with the gyros
losing speed and the ··off" flag staying retracted
whilst the AIH bar or T&S gets wobbly , sloppy or
unresponsive. If you suspect the AIH Is fail ing,
cross-chec~ the T&S , ASI and altimeter, trusting
them if you see discrepancies wi th the A/H. A
major problem is then to ignore the distracting
and bogus artificial horizon indicat ions com pletely and to concentrate on flying using the pn mary T&S scan . Th is is very diff icult and it is
recommended that the cloud flying is term inated
safely , wings level.
If the T&S is suspect , waggling the rudder
should show a corresponding movement on the
turn needle. If you are relying solely on the T& S,
and it fails, then you can use the emergency exit
procedure to get you out of cloud. Alternatively ,
if you are using an Airpath or E2b, you could fly
a southerly heading , as yo u can get quite an accurate idea of wings level information from these
compass types as any turning is magnified by
the compass turning errors on a heading of 180°.
If the T&S fails whilst flymg with an AIH as the
primary instrument. cross-check the A/H Ire ·
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quently m wings level fligh t against the ASI. al timeter and the compass. an d carefully consider
if you should not leave cloud.
Pressure instrument failures . The co mmon
type of failu re of the pressure instruments is of
the ASI caused by water getting mto the pilot or
static systems and freez ing. T his ca n happen In
VMC as well , and IS normally cured by descend ing below the freezing level : once on the ground
the system is carefully dried out. Th e symptom
Is a slowly reducing airspeed with normal pitch
attitudes . The glider can still be flown safely out
of cloud if the AIH Is re liable , but if the T&S is
used the altimeter is th e only reliable pitch indi·
calo r, toge her with airstream noise , and there fore it is better to exit cloud wings level. The
altimeter ca n also read incorrectly with freezing
of the stati c system normally if will read the
height at which the blockage occurred.
Instructi ng AJH flying . Fly unhooded initiall y.
Show wi ngs levelmstrumen t attitude through
the li ely speed range, the airbrakes out attitude
at penetrat1on speed , fin d the Ra te 1 an gle of
bank attitude at normal speed, practising con tin uous turns using Rate 1 and angles of bank betwee n 20 and 40 ° approximately. Progress to
steeper tu rns as confidence grows . Show that
attitudes within th e untoppled range of pi tch and
bank do not upset the horizon reference unduly,
but then deliberately go beyond the topp ling limit
to show typ ical toppled display. Sho w difficul t
scan of primary instruments with the o1strac tio[l
of a toppled horizon . Sho w a cage or re-erection
of the A; H gyro in straight flig ht, and co ntinue
with turns to headings as required. Try !hermailing turns and oppo rtU[l ity cloud soarin g.
Once these points have been covered and the
studen t has practised them satisfactonly In a
visual en viro nment. let the pupil practise wi th no
external refere nce to the cloud flyi ng soarrng
standard.
Standards. Th e su ggested end standards using
the H. (T&S in parenthes is) are :
1. Speed -r-1Of-5kt, (+ 15, - 10) in norm al condl·
lions and shows competence in th erm als in 30",
(Rate 1), turns during 3mln.
2. Rolling out on to nom inated headings +1--45"
initially, adjusted to +1-20" wi hin 1min.
3. Unusual attitudes recovenes to stra1ghl fl ight
using the AlH . but also to include a recovery wl111
a toppled horizon , using the T&S as the pri mary
instrument and then straight flight or 1min. to
simulate a controlled exi t from cl oud, th en reerect the AIH for the recovery .

Advice to instructors
Don 't have a long instructional session con centrating on the instruments , especially under
the hood , as lt Is a recipe for airsickness
Let the student fly as much of the recovery to
the ai rf ield as possible . but do not have the m
land under the hood .
Emphasise to the student that they must stay
in practice , once qualified . as the new skills can
quickly be blunted w1thout reinforcem ent. This
may mean more backseat time.
Ensure that the hood is really effic1en t at re moving all outside references as it is easier to fly
on instruments with the occasional gl1mps o
the sun . horizon . or the move ment of shadows
on the cockpit floor than it is to be totally depnved
of any outside reference as in a real cloud I

a
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MARGARETA RATSIENSKAYA

S&G
CLASSIC
CHOSEN BY PLATYPUS

The usual notion of a Classic in these pages
Is an account of a great flight, brilliantly described. The choice this time may be a disappointment to many of you, but it's my
quirky self-indulgence that is allowed to rule
till the editor calls " Halt!" For my p urposes,
the definition of a classic is any piece of writing that one has difficulty in forgetting even
after years, and I believe what I have chosen
fits the bi 11.
In 1965 I produced the daily newsletter' at
the World Championships at South Cerney;
this was a g reat opportunity to meet my
heroes like Dick Schreder, flying one of his
many own designs, and Dick Johnson of the
USA (flying a very clean Skylark 4, with a performance close to what people now go solo
in) and to try out my languages, predominantly French and Russian. 1t was the time I
fell in love- with the amazing D-36, forerunner of the Schleicher and Schempp-Hirth
Open Class ships. There were lovely plastic
gliders such as the Phoebus that made our
British Darts look like starved horses. The
gliding world was trembling on the edge of
vast change.
The French won in the Standard Class with
a wooden Edelweiss, despite the fact that one
of them, Cartry, was removed from the sky
by a metal Russian-built A-15 flown by a
Bulgarian. Cartry soared back to South
Cerney with a large piece of w ing missing,
put on a replacement wi ng, then restarted
and completed the race with splendid sangfroid . The Bulgarian finished the task with a
minuscule dent in the shiny leading edge.
Whatever else, Russian gliders were tough.
No penalties were imposed on either party,
and the rule about not replacing major pieces
of glider after an accident was not invoked,
since 1t was impossible to attribute blame for
the collision. An East-West diplomatic row
was side-stepped. For in those days the cold
war was at its chilliest.
The most interesting event so far as this
Classic is concerned, however, was not at
South Cerney itself, no r i n England, but in
the Soviet Union after the tents and trailers
had departed. The Soviet team had not performed well. In football parlance, the boys
done lousy. In most countries this would
have been passed over with little or no public comment, apart from " better luck next
time" . The Soviet pilots had little or no experience in flying outside their own country; to
make things worse, the UK skies, after a deceptively fine practice week, turned dark and
damp. From the cloudy, freezing, windy
opening ceremony onwards, the conditions
were about as far from the Steppes in high
summer as you could get. So they could eas'Later editions of the newsletter were brought out
by George Locke and Gordon Camp.
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SOVIEl LESSONS FROM
THE WORLD CHAMPS
Translated from Krilya Rodiny by Christopher Wills

I.

w"

s,;et uo;oo
«we•eoted by M.
Verietenikov and V. Chuvikov in the Open Class,
and I. Yarushevichus and 0 . Suslov in the
Standard Class.
The effort of our glider pilots was a failure . I.
Yarushevichus and 0. Suslov came last and V.
Chuvikov and M. Verietenikov only managed to
take 22nd and 32nd places respectively. What
was the cause of this failure?
The basic and ch ief reaso n was the inadequate training of our glider pilots in flying under
complex weather conditions- particularly the
sort they were likely to encounter in England:
low cloudbase, weak thermals, and bad visibility
which makes flying on course difficult.
For the trai ning flights, a country of good climatic conditions and relief was chosen. Tt1e pi lots, even then, only flew when the thermals were
strong and the cloudbase was high. Before departing for England, they trained at the town of
Donetsk. The trainer, however, fearing the arrival of complex weather, went with the team to
Dnepropetrovsk. Last year, for some reason , the
members of the team did not take part in a
National Meeting. So they found themselves
alone and flew how and when they thought fit.
In the Championships, the Poles, the French,
the Germans and others flew well, thanks to excellent co-operation with their teams on the
ground . For example, every member of the

Polish team, including the drivers, assisted the
pilots. They went out on the roads early and gave
their pilots full information about the weather,
helped them to find thermals and also with their
navigation. Our tea ms included many people
who knew little about gliding. They did not leave
before the start of the respective flig hts and
therefore our pilots were not able to benefit like
those mentioned.

lly have blamed their fa !Jure on our weather
(or their heavily loaded KAI-14 Standard
Class sailplanes, built for conditions that
could keep up not just a barn door but a
whole collective farm) and kept any soul
searching to themselves. But no. An excoriating critique of the team's conduct, and particularly its leadership, was made public, and
that is the subject of this Classic.
Although it reads like a tale of incompetence, the fact that such a damning account
was aired openly was a matter for admiration, not to say astonishment, at the time. For
such a closed society to be so open was refreshing. However it left tantalising questions hanging in the air. Who wrote the
critique? Obviously someone who knew gliding really well and presumably someone who
was present at South Cerney. But who? Not
the pilots themselves, surely. The political
commissar? If this mystery critic, who had
both the expertise and authority to publish a
damning review of the manager's efforts, was
at South Cerney at the time, why didn't he-

or she- step in and take over? Since I wrote
the above note, Chris Wills, translator of the
original unsigned article, has filled in some
gaps.
The writer was Margareta Ratsienskaya, a
famed prewar record-breaker of immense
prestige and standing in the Soviet movement. She was an OSTIV representative at
South Cerney. Apparently the team captain
was God and could not be overruled at the
time, though after the damage was done nobody stopped Mme Ratsienskaya from flaying him alive. However it seems that the
authorities did not take kindly to the subsequent publication in S&G of Chris's translation- in effect the washing of one's dirty linen
in western media. There was a bit of a scandal; Mme Ratsienskaya did not appear in
further OSTIV meetings abroad. After conventional gliding she became very active in
hang gliding, rather after the manner of Ann
Welch. She recently sent Chris Wills a long,
chatty letter, so it appears there were no dire
consequences.

Mikhail Verietenikov (left) and Vladimir
Chuvikov at South Cerney. Chris Wills is in
the background.
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lt has long been known that In bad weather it
is better to fly as a group in order to make the
finding of thermals easier. However, already during one of the first flights, this was not adhered
to. lozas Yarushevichus found himself in a bad
position and he was losing height. Along the
course there was smoke, and visibility was limited . He did not know where to find any more lift.
Not far away, Verietenikov and Chuvikov were
circling. Yarushevichus asked them to wait a little so that he could fly under them to gain height.
They did not wait for him, and so their comrade,
not finding any lift, had to land and broke his
glider.
The director of the team , E. Stepanov, and
the trainer, L. Petrianov, would often call up the
glider pilots during their flights , asking about
conditions, giving unnecessary information .
Post-mortems of the flights , with the whole team
present, were enough to make everyone
nervous.
We do not understand why the chief glider
trainer, P. Antonov, did not train the team for the
Championships. Last year, at the international
meeting in Czechoslovakia, he must have
learned sufficiently well how to train glider pilots
for a competition. Nor do we understand why the
chief trainer did not come to the World
Championships.

CADET
SCHEME

The directors of DosAAF prescribe that pilots ,
when down to 300m (1 OOOft), should abandon
soaring and look for a landing field. This is necessary for beginners, but one would have
thought that experienced pilots could do without
this limit. As Verietenikov srates, this regulation
was enough to make our pilots' knees tremble
every time they were down to 300m and to make
them abandon all thoughts of continu ing the
struggle in order to seek a landing place.
Some people say that the reason for our failure was due to unsuitability of the A-15 and KAI14 for English conditions. Yes, our machines
have a high wing loading for weak thermals. But
the Hungarians also flew A-15s and they were
better placed then Chuvikov and Verietenikov.
To be just, it is only fair to note that Hungary has
entered many contests, and they have a more
sensitive variometer.
lt is to be hoped that the directors of aviation
training and sport, DosAAF , the Federation of
Aviation Sport of Russia and its gliding committee will draw serious conclusions from the
lessons received at the World Championships,
and will really help the development of gliding in
our country.
(This article was first published in the
December 1965 issue of S&G. p495.)
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MIKE LANGTON

Mike describes a way the Cambridge University GC are
attracting young people to come gliding
We have in part unashamedly plagiarised the Lasham scheme but as it is working so well it might
encourage other clubs to try a similar method of recruiting . We offered a year's membership and at a
very reduced fee (something for nothing is not really appreciated) , a much reduced inclusive price for
a flight (easier to budget) and an age limit of 14-18.
At the moment we do have slight reservations about starting so young as we may have to hold
them back from going solo. But if this becomes a problem we can revise this another year.
In return we asked for enthusiasm , enough time to take part in the scheme and, where possible,
wanted cadets who either lived within walking or cycling distance of the airfield or who had transport.
Also, we wanted them to give one week's work in the summer (this year during our Regionals) and
help on a number of flying evenings.
I went round local schools giving lunch time talks on gliding and the Intended scheme and was encouraged by the number of application forms I gave out. lt was a lengthy form but by asking for a lot
of details we were able to sort out the wheat from the chaff and cut down on the number we had to interview for the six places we offered to launch the scheme.
We had an informal selection panel and started our cadets (three girls and three boys) off this
January. lt was a good time as there is usually spare flying capacity in the winter. lt wasn't long before duty instructors were arriving to find the hangar doors open and they were no longer allowed
their tea-break. In fact the first launches of the day were earlier than we had achieved all summer.
Now we have volunteers to keep the log, to push back the gliders, tow out vehicles and, when the
weather was really bad, we appreciated their help in planting 1200 trees on our new trailer park. The
weather didn't give us a good start to the season but so far it hasn't affected their enthusiasm.
lt soon became obvious that it wouldn't take the year we had allowed for them to go solo and we
hope it won't be very long before they are claiming a Churchill award (see the last issue, p96) .
And there have been other fringe benefits such as a better relationship with local residents,
favourable murmurings from local authorities to grant applications and publicity in the local newspapers. I have had great personal satisfaction from being involved and would be glad to hear from anyone organising schemes at other clubs or interested in starting one. Contact me at CUGC, Gransden
Lodge Airfield, Gt Gransden, Sandy, Beds.
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MERRI HEAD

MERRI'S
PROGRESS
Back

To
Normal

I'"

h•d two ye•.s of glidiog ' ' " ' " ""' , aod
bringing up baby constantly. Now, I love being
with our daughter, and she always comes first
(especially at 3:00am), but, let's be honest, there
is nothing like soaring, is there ? This year lzzy is
two, sleeping more or less reg ular hours , and
I'm so eager to get back to normal (if glider pilots can be described as normal) that it almost
hurts. In fact , when non-gliding friends ask the
two of us with a knowing look in their eyes
"When 's the next baby due?" we reply with the
infinite patience borne of looking at the sky while
standing on the ground too many times- "Not
this year'"
Bearing in mind how early it gets soarable, I
made it a point not to get frustratingly behind the
weather. Early on this season , therefore, I got
myself solo-checked and current off aerotow.
"Elf" , the lucky fellow who chose to sit in the
back while I had a nervous breakdown in the
front, managed to remain wo nderfully calm.
Bless him, he didn't turn a hair while I gibbered.
As the CFI said, he's been instructing for donkey's years- and I was unlikely to frighten him
any worse than he's been frightened before.
How true- but it did wonders for my confidence
to be told that I had graduated from straight-andlevel-behind-tug to solo aerotow.
The next step was getting solo checked off
the winch which, in the Janus. always leads to
the fun of wondering just where on the airfield
we would end up. I should have been warned any one sensible would have been warned - by
the brief given by the CFI to the instructor: "Make
her life miserable; give her a really hard time" . I
should have expected no less than this, but still I
thought that I would be eased back into th ings
gently. Up the wire, first launch, pulling like mad
thinking that the bung wou ld be pulled at 600 or
so feet when. "Ding"- 350ft' I ask you ! Now I
know that there is only 30ft of wing either side of
the fuselage, but the tips sure looked close to
the ground as I turned and landed.
By the time we got back to the launch point I
had stopped trembling enough to strap myself in
and was cautious enough to actually wonder
what was coming next. I should have guessed150ft. lt would have been a normal , straight
ahead approach , but in my haste as I reached
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for th e airbrakes I knocked the flap lever. Of
cou rs e, the flaps behaved exactly as they should
and slipped into -7, I kept the speed up and,
wh ile the roundout was rather positive (at those
speeds it had to be}. the landing was actually
quite smooth.
I always look for the bra ke leve r as I reach for
it. because it is very close to the flap lever in the
Janus, so this just goes to show that even with
the best procedures. acc1dents do happen. I got
out very red faced explaining what I had done .
and was told "I thin k we learned someltling from
that. .. Not least of which is that the Janus can be
la nded in - 7 if needs be. Af1em.
One probl em with this last simulated cab le
break was that. while no one was close enough
o see the flaps move, everyone could see the
tncrease in speed , rate of descent. and snatchgrab landing . By the time the CFI had moseyed
up to chip in I was feeling a bit peppery : I had
been teased by husband and others . and repeated the story sever al times . much to their
amu sement. I'm afra id my response was something less than it should have been considering I
was peaking to the CFI! Thank heavens it was
mu ffled by the canopy being closed . The forebearance of these chaps!
The third and last cable break was the one I
had anticipat ed the first time around - nice and
high With plenty of ti me fo r decision making . it
was very tactful of AI to let me smooth my rather
ruffled feathers and regain my composu re I think
he is to be eo m mended for sticking to his brief
so fa1thfulty l I then treated myself to an hour or
so local soarin g off the wi re. while Al . having had
enough. hid in the bus.
Easter Bank Holiday Monday was a cracker. I
don't know wh t the wea ther was do ing where
you were . but at Bicester, just for a change, the
showers pass ed about 2n m e1ther side of the
airfield Unusually, the entire syndicate was present. so I j umped in the fron t. Peter Saundby
was put in t e back {shame to waste a seat by
going solo on such a nice day ), and off we were
towed to a nearby cloud street. lt was wonderful
-a climb t 4kt to cloudbase . and then a high
speed wazz and pull up at the end (gain of about
600 ft) accompanied by maniacal giggles fro m
the front and "Tut-tut, waste of height to fly this
fast' from the back. There are some th ings on
th is ea rth that are just too good to res ist. and
that was defmitely one of them!
I settled down {sort of} after having got that
out of my system. and carried on a more seemly
fa sh1on. We made th e decision to sta y fairly
local. as it wou ld have been so easy to get
washed out by the showers _This decision , howev er, had no impact on the fun-factor. Peter is
quite experienced at cloud flying and kindly
demonstrated some basic procedures .
Havi ng done a PPL nd the requ isite instru men t fly ing for that . I realise cloud fl ying in a
glide r and !ly1ng blind In a powered aircraft are
not at al l alike . Anyone who thinks that because
he can fly powe r on instruments . he can cloud
fly In a glider has a lot to learn. Gliders acceler ate fast, and they respond more to flight conditions than a tin can witll a propeller ever could I
We next too adva ntage of the conditions by
practising co mpetitlon fi ni shes at altitude . We
picked a little wi spy cloud to be our airfield and
proceed ed from th ere . it all wen t very smoothly
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until we noticed that the airfield (cloud) had disappeared as we were completing our "circuit". I
probably frightened it away. Still , it was good
practice and great fun.
Having climbed back up to cloudbase with my
usual flair , Peter decided that 'tlnough was
enough and I had to be taught proper thermal
entry techniques. He then demonstrated the fol lowing , which is particularly appropriate for big ,
flapped gliders . As you begin to enter lift, start
easing the speed off so that as you are ready to
initiate your turn . you are at your normal flapped
thermalling speed and the glider is nloaded. As
a wing starts to drop - this is important: make
sure the other wing isn 't being pushed up by the
lift because if so . it's that wing you should roll on
to- ease the flaps into +8 and let the glider carry
on turning itself.
This results in the ultimate of elegant pirouettes smack in lift requires the least amount of
input from the pilot. That in particular makes me
happy, because I am a firm believer that gliders
fly themselves better than ever I could . it's safe
because you never actually stall and for a big
glider like the Janus . is just the answer. lt was
exactly what I had been looking for ; I had long
fretted that wh it I could get into a thermal well
enough , my tech nique lacked a certain amount
of fi ness e which had really irritated me. Here , fi ·
nally , was that elusive degree of finesse!
As cloudbase had begun dropping. we decided to call it a day . Peter, who was in charge
of the GPS (th is is just as we ll, I haven't got a
clue as to how it works) . simulated an instrument
circui t join for me by reading the GPS and pre tending to be the air traffic controller. This
worked very well. positioning us on the downwind leg . and was good practice at flying on our
glider's instruments . A neat hangar flight ended
one of the most enjoyable afternoon 's flying .
For me, it wa s a prime example of how a
dodgy day to be going cross -country can be put
to use and made into something special. Now I
know I'm fortunate in having a high performance
two-seater (OK. all of you with Nimbus 3os , ASH 25s and DGs can just back off), but the point is
that we extracted lessons from everything we
did , rather than just bumble around .
That can be accomplished in the most humble of single-seaters with a bit of planning. Every
club has a pundit. and by asking them to suggest something to try when your own inventiveness fails , you can raise your standards of
competence quite dramatically . I know, because
I vivid ly remember what gliding was like before
we bought 710 and I was flying single-seaters ,
and some pretty basic ones at that. If you only
explore the performance of your glider. you learn
how to use it better.
One last bit about this Bank Holiday : after
Peter bravely shot down the lone enemy aircraft
which strayed into our air exclusion zone. proving quite conclusively that boys will be boys .
there followed one of those magic climbs, again
at abou t 4kt to cloudbase . The cloud was pulling
so strongly that it formed a dome. and up we circled (T&Ss and horizons on} Into the dome surrounded by a curtain of cloud fronds. lt was so
brea thtakingly beautiful that if that had been all
we had experienced on the day, it would have
been enough. We ll. almost. but then I am notoriously greedy.
11:1

RIC HAR D SKERRY

SOMETHING
SPECIAL
Richard started gliding ten
years ago and flies club
gl iders at Strubby GC, has
more than 150hrs and an AEI
rating, but it still waiting to
finish his Silver badge

s.

"'d'Y· Seplembe' 8 , 1990.

w" IO<ec"l

to be a good day . Many times I had cons.idered
going for my Si lver dista nce and decided this
would be the day.
I told my CFI I thought it should be a downwind dash to Crowland . His ''Why not" filled me
with a cross between terror and anticipation.
Off the wire in the K-8 I settled down . which
meant I made a conscious effort to stop shak·
ing . Eventually I adopted my normal soaring
style . sinking at 2kt, and in this mode floated
round the circuit . Then I got my first tickle, not
much, bu t ~kt is l!ikt.
After several turns the airfield started to look
a long way off. Then the audio howled and a
quick look at the vario confirmed 4kt and then
6kt. I kept turning . bringing into play my two
golden rules of soaring. 1. If it's going up leave
it , and 2, who cares how fast it's going. it it's 6kt
invoke rule 1.
Going up like a train I decided that if I could
get to 400011 I'd set off. As it was I went to 500011
-after all you have to have some safety margin!
I set off on track and felt I was doing quite well
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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when th e K-6 came thrashi ng past at about 80kt.
lt had to be our CFI , Phil. I took the thermal he
marked for me and waved as he set off back .
leaving me to my th ough ts and self doubts .
The first major town I flew over was Boston .
full of bustle on this late summer Saturday afternoon . I looked down from my mile high perch.
thinking that probably no on e was even aware
of my passing . Awe inspiring. Staying up now
had becom e easy . eve n fo r me. By the time I
reached Spalding I'd cl imbed to 6000ft. conten t
in the knowledg e that I coul d glide it out from
there.
The nex t probl em was findi ng an airfield that I
had never seen before. I followed a river. which
my map told me wou ld lead straight there. But
the only snag was I couldn't see Crowland anywhere, even though the map and landmarks
showed I must have been almost over it.

Soon a large _ _ ........,_ __
town was below----Panic began to scratch at the back of my mind ,
but I flew on. Soon a large town was below which
must have been Peterborough. So I'd come too
far. I turned through 180° and retraced my steps.
Suddenly , like a beacon, I saw a flash from
the ground. lt took me a second to realise that it
was th e wings of a powered aircraft crossing a
hedge . They ae rotow ed at Crowland. didn 't
they ?
A more careful look revealed a line of white
trailers and I'd arrived . Gliding around to lose
height, I watched th e sea breeze co ming in . I
joined th e ci rcuit , praying my landing wouldn 't
let me down . lt didn 't. Th e next impression was
a sea of faces and the usual question I've asked
so often of others , "Wh ere have you co me from ?··
! walked on shaki ng legs, tre mbling legs to the
clubhouse to 'phone and saw Steve Crozier land
his Oly. He had followed me here. A good day.
Later . whilst pondering on my achievemen t
and measuring my track . I discovered I'd flown
1OOkm in just over 2hrs in a K-8. Nothing special I
~

Manin Carolan

HIGH QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP AT AN
AFFORDABLE Pt:IICE
FUL L WORKSHOP FACILITIES TO
COVER ALL JOBS BIG OR SMALL
Cof A DUE?
PHONE FOR THE BEST PRICE
15 Jubilee Avenue. Woodend Fields ,
Cam . Dursley, Glos GL11 5JJ
Telephone :
Home 0453 544 107
Mobile 0860 542028
Workshop phone or tax 0452 7 41463
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PETER SALISBURY

RETRIEVING WINCH CABLES
The Midland GC is one of the few clubs with this system and
Peter, their professional winch master, is always being asked
about the pros and cons of their operation. Here he explains
what is needed from the basic features of the gliding field to
the main (launching) winch and the retrieve winch

I,

fo llowiog " ' fh• phy,iool " ' ''"m'""

of the airfield .
Shape. To allow for the eventuality of drift in a
15kt cro sswind re sulting from a failed retrieve, a
suitable shape is approximate ly elliptic with an
axis ratio of 3:1: normal retrieves with intact
cable remain well within these li mits.
Surface
1. lt should be smooth surfaced with dense
vegetation and the cable dropping zone clear of
thick patches of bracken, protruding rocks.
bushes or saplings. etc.
2. If markedly convex between winches , cable
action will eventually remo ve vegeta ti on an d
create pits and bare patches .
3. Cable an d associated tackle sho uld be prevented from crossing extensive areas of stone,
asph alt or concrete.
4. Th e lau nch point area must be sufficient for
locat ing gliders for launching at least one span
distance laterally either si de of the retri eve
winch.
Main winch Performance and operation must
exceed certain minima :1. Engine torque must be sufficient to haul the
heaviest glider in the fleet to at least 1OOOft in
still air otherwise "cable flo at" after release
does not last long enough for a smooth retrieve
phase entry. (This may require the addition of a
small drogue parach ute to the linking tri angle see Retrieve winch design (7).
2. Engine power. and the associated drive train ,
must be capable of accelerating an d lifting the
heavie st (and highest wing loading) glider
rapi dly above the retrieve wire . An automatic
gearbo x and torque converter most effectively
applies engine power in a co mfortably con ·
trolled man ner. and needs coupling to a motor
of at least 250bh p (egfor a K-13. K-7. Puchacz
etc 2-up) or nearer 400bhp (eg for a K-21. Twin
Astir. Janus. Super Blanik etc.
3. Reliably operated launching with a ca bl e retrieve preserves the cable because the system
is always under tension. an d the total extent of
reciprocal cable movement is minimised .
Winch drivers need to be properly and carefully
trained and to remain in curren t practice , as a
success ful operation depends pr edominatel y
on the ability of the mai n winch driver to land
the cable skilfully afte r th e gl id er's release.
whatever the wind conditions. Also they must
give accurate. power-controlled launches to at
least 1OOOft if without the drogu e 'chute.

Re trieve winch design and operation . Some
essentials are as follow s:1. The retrieve cable drum mechanism mUs t be
capable of paying out the cable at high speed
completely fre e of the tran smission or brake
drag .
2. Th e drum over-run brake needs to be ca refully designed to provide instant automa ti c re·
tardation when the cable slackens on reel -out.
but only gentle braking on the completion ol the
reel -in .
3. To enable the effective timing of the airborne
ca bl e float . the drum drive sho uld attain reel -in
speeds shown in the table below.
Launch height
Retri eve spd (mph)

1000 i500 2000 2500
30
40
50
55+

4. Retrieve cable shoul d never be reeled out on
a launch unless it has been reele d on tigl1t by
retrievmg the ma1n cable.
5. it is imperative for launch safety th at any
slack retrieve cable is reeled on to the drum be fore take-off.
6. Warn members that a continuous cable sy s•
tem is ac ross th e field. lt is advi sable to put a
rotating be acon on the retriev e win ch with a
temp orary fence on either side.
7 . A sug gested method of a three-point cabl e
connection is at the apices of a spec ially fabri cated tubular triangle. (See Fig 1).

J:m alf<r' { -1 lrop

~~()/
Fig 1. The layout of the connecting triangle.
Availability. For the first time in the UK. propri etary retrieve winches, eng ineered to a high
standard and to an advanced design incorporating the benefits of long expe rience of our
professional operation on the Long Mynd . are
available from D & M Engineering. (see th e ad vertisement on p129) They also make the
Skylaunching winch, which is now in its second
~
successful season at our club.
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BILL SCULL

International Vintage
News
In Germany Jochen Kruse has bought two.
Condor 4s from Argentine . One is to be sold to
pay for the restoration of the other. Jochen's
previous Condor was destroyed when spun in
by two instructors.
A second crate left Argentine at the same
time with another Condor 4 and a Rhonbussard
for Robert Gaines in the USA. Bob Gaines also
has the third Weihe which Philip Wills brought
to Britain (with the fus elage sawn up) in June
1945 and a MO 13o-2 ( taken from Germ any in
1945 lashed to the superstructure of a
Canadian destroyer) and a K-3.
News from France is that one of the legen mdary Avia 41 PS has been discovered after 50
years in a barn in southern France lt was built
in very small numbers because of its construction from 1932 and broke the French distance
records flown by Eric Nessler - one flight being
of 378km in 1938. lt was influenced by Robert
Kronfeld's Wien but is smaller.
lt will be restored to become a static exhibit
in tt1e Musee de I'Air et de I'Espace at Le
Bourget. Also , the Avia 40P in Britain has been
bought by Francois Ragot and is being restored
here to fly in France. This was France's only
performance sailplane to go into production in
any quantity during the 1930s.
The Rendez Vous Rally is from July 28August 2 on the Wasserkuppe and the 21st
International Vintage Ral ly will be at
Zbraslavice, in the Czech Republic, from
August 4-25.
CHRIS WILLS
The BGA Turning Point List
On going to press /an Strachan. BGA TP co-ordinator, sent us the following corrections:
An amendment list to the 1993 BGA Turning
Point list has been sent to all clubs consisting of
corrections which came to light up to April 30.
Most are minor. but note that for the following
points either the grid ref or, more frequentl y, the
lat and long have been corrected:England & Wales List; DUS , FAK, FIL, GRS,
HVT, MIL, MOK , NWT, PRK , STB, SFB, TEM ,
TNE, TRN , WNW . Scotland List; BCY, BGA,
DUS, JED, WHR .
Particularly if you are using GPS , yo u may
want a copy of the amendment, either from the
BGA office or from Ian Strachan -see the last
issue, p97, for the address.
As usual it is available for the cost of postage
in hard copy (two sides of A4) or on a PC disc
in Word Perfect or ASC11 . The disc files include a free progranne for converting grid ref to
lat and long and vice versa, Those who have
sent discs previously will have files corrected to
the date of dispatch , but not necessarily to the
closing date for the April 30 amendment.
lt IS not intended to 1ssue any more amendments this year, but if you have extra points for
the 1994 list, suggested changes or comments,
do not delay in sending them in so that we can
avoid a last minute rush just before finalisation
of any changes for the 1994 list.
Please note that the BGA accepts no liability
for the consequences of using the data it provides , which is offered in good faith for use by
BGA members at their discretion.
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ALPINE SOARING
In the last five years 42 pilots have been killed in the French
southern Alps, usually through flying too close to the
mountain, due to a loss of control, including stall/spin and the
occasional mid-air collision. Most accidents are in good
weather and collisions when there is no great concentration of
gliders. In this article Bill reports on the training needs to
improve safety

D,pite thl' gloom. llylog lo the AlP' ;, lao
tastic and has been written about in S&G and
the 1991 Yearbook by Bill Malpas. Soaring has
a new meaning- the views , the strength of the
thermals , the variety of soaring opportunity, the
different conditions to be understood. People
without alpine experience need a long time to
appreciate the "meteorological engines" and
have to be rather more careful than might at first
seem necessary until familiar with the region
over a series of visits . But, be warned, if you go
once you will be hooked I
Alpine flying can offer you the most rich ly rewarding experiences but you may have to work
hard and d iligently to remain safe when conditions turn out be different from what you have
envisaged . In this respect the answer lies in
training.
Comprehensive training is not readily available and pilots may be led to believe that soaring in the Alps is easy. Not so ! I was privileged
to take a course at Gap!Tallard with the
Association Francaise de Vol a Voile en
Montagne (AFVVM ) with the exclusive use of a
Janus and attention of an instructor, Jacques
Noel . My German counterpart, Matth ias
Borgmeier also attended , brought his own Janus
and flew with Roger Biagi. The instructors have
6000 and 9000hrs gliding experience respectively, most of it in the Alps.
There are a number of sites in the valley of
the Durance, St Auban. Sisteron , Gap/Tallard
and La Matte, to name a few. Concern over the
number of fatal accidents has resulted in a proposal to limit the nu mber of gliders at any one
site. This, in itself, is only a coarse control since
such a limit can do little to prevent over-crowding of a particular ridge. As mid-air collisions only
account for a small proportion of the accidents it
seems unlikely that limiting the number of gliders will achieve very much.
The more specific problem is one of control.
Can a visiting pilot, especially one flying in the
Alps for the first time, be properly checked and
supervised on a day to day basis? The answer"probably not!" One local view was that therewas no point in checking a 1000hr pilot at aero-

towing and flying a ci rcuit , or words to that effect. Best let him or her get on with it and th at
the pilot's instinct for self-preservation will on its
own provide sufficient regulation to govern the
safety of the flight. I will comment on that approach later.
First of all , what about a pilot's previous experience? If he has some hill soaring experience
th en won't that count? Sites such as Talgarth
may give some relevant experience, but if so it's
the on ly one that might. In my view the rest of
the UK hill sites and ridges offer little that would
count as preparation. So, what's the difference?
The single obvious consideration is the size.
Mountains in the im mediate area are up to 2000
metres or so and, even allowing for a take-off altitude of 600m , that's big. Perhaps more critical
are the alternative types of lift - ridge , valley
breeze and thermal. Also they may interact; thermals result in sinking air which can destroy the
hill lift. Genuine valley breeze , the anabatic effect, requires the glider to be flown very close to
the rock face which may be vertical. lt decreases
with altitude and is independent of the gradient
wind which increases with altitude. Valley breeze
and the gradient wind may combine or con flict.
Get the picture?
The instructors of AFVVM put it simply.
"Above the mountain tops you have all the advantages of the mountain but below, all the disadvantages." Flying in thermals at great heights
and well above the mountain tops may be easy.
The question is- what happens when you get
below the tops? The answer is hot, sticky and
stressed I
The AFVVM instructors, Jacques and Roger,
have a philosophy. You must be trained to cope
with the difficult situations first. In five days with
one launch a day I flew for a total of 15hrs and
was still learning at the end.
Althoug h there are some outlanding areas
and other airfields the problem once below the
mountain tops is that you cannot see your escape options; there may be more than one. This
is when it gets stressful. We did not land out but
occasionally found ourselves in a situation described as "parking". The motoring implication
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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could not be less appropriate . One is working
very hard indeed using weak and possibly limited lift while waiting for a thermal. In the meantime you monitor the height and distance to the
escape options, based on a glide ratio of 20 :1.
This figu re is chos en as the shallowest angle
one can monitor visually and to allow an adequate safety margin .
Such basic reckoning of glide rat io sounds so
simple . 11 is if you work in knots for speed and
sink rate but the instruments are in meters so
8km at 20 :1 needs 400m . Monitoring th is in an
actual glide, relative to the air, needs a conversion from km/hrs to m/sec ; the figures are:
Km!h
M/sec
Kt
90
25
50
108
30
60
144
40
80
180
50
100
. . . the last row of figures is for pundits.
The menta1 OR for the glide now becomes distance (D)/height (H) so a distance of 6km at 20:1
needs, er . 300m .
In making a glide to an escape option you can
see it is obviously vital to monitor progress. This
leads to another possible problem ; the direct

Flying close to the rock face may be essential to get and stay in the lift.

route may not be the best_ In general the route
will follow the ridge tops and be anything but di•rect. When working close to the mountain side
the indications given by the cumulus are of little
importance. One relies on orientation . the mountain side , movement of leaves on trees, smoke
and patches of sunl ight. On ly near cloudbase
do the cumulus become important.
Flying accurately is vital. There may be times
when the lift is smooth; the evening valley breeze
is describes as "laminar'' and really is. For the
rest you need margins- of speed and control
authority. for example:
- Jacques reckons never to use more than one
third aileron deflection when turning towards
the mountain. the remainder is in reserve for
contingencies in gusts , turbulence or thermals . However, the outward turn should be
as tight as possible to minimise the turn radius to keep in the lift if possible . In some situations the safe speed will reduce the climb
rate, or stop it ; so in order to climb you will risk
reducing the safety margin .
- Below the top of the mountain he never approaches at an angle greater than 45°. The
general rule is not to circle until 80m above
the mountain top but it is possible below given
careful monitoring of the variometer and if
there is no conflict with other gliders.
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Once above the mountains it is more important to read the ground than the clouds .

There are new airmans'hip considerations for
most pilots without previous mountain flying experience. If you have the ridge on your left then
you must give way to other gliders with the ridge
on their right since they cannot alter course to

the right. Going round a corner requires caution ;
move away from the ridge , especially if its on
your left, to allow for the glider coming in the opSunward facing slopes with snow are poor
thermal sources. Photos by Bill.

posite direction. Also the need for awareness of
the wind direction requires you to monitor drift at
all times, thermalling, straight glides or following
the ridges.
So in conclusion , can one rely on the pilot's
instinct for se lf preservat ion ? I think not. "Fly
safely" is no use as advice if you don 't know what
the problems are . Consider:
- The demands for flying accurately are likely to
be greater than any you have ever faced , and
I mean ever. The "horizon" is changing all the
time and is almost useless as a reference.
- The stress of being unable to see the escape
options during "parking" impairs flying accu racy, decision making and mental dead-reckoning ability.
- Even the launch has its problems. The towplane plane pilot will probably fly quite close
to the mountain or ridge. Sometimes uncom fortably so . The risk? If you don't follow he
may be pull ed into the ridge.
Flying in the Alps was better and more exciting that any of my previous gliding experience.
To do it safely requires good instruction. You
can get it with AFVVM at Gap/Tal lard . Thank you
Jacquest
~

SAM MUMMERY

AEROBATIC
TRAINING
Sam, who is a senior aerobatic examiner, gives details of the
BGA advanced aerobatic training syllabus which will be
available to pilots throughout the UK

The last few years have seen advances in
dual and single-seater glider design which
makes some more suitable for advanced aerobatic figures. The K-21 , Puchacz and Grab 103
Acro are cleared for rolling and sustained inverted flight. Also there are at least two L01 00
unlimited aerobatic gliders in the UK and a
number of modified Pilatus B-4s which are suitable for unlimited figures.
Competitive aerobatics have also become
popular with World and British National competitions well established. So we now have suitable aircraft and a good deal of interest but are
Jacking an essential ingredient to allow us to
proceed safely and competently. We have no
standardised training as we do for every other
aspect of our sport and that is what this article
is all about.
Some years ago Lasham was lucky enough
to have the services of Jose! Solski, a professional pilot and member of the Polish Glider
Aerobatic team, to run a number of aerobatic
courses. They were very popular and covered
all aspects of aerobatic flying from loops and
chandelles through to advanced rolling and inverted figures .

Syllabus developed
Jose! wrote a train ing syllabus which has
been deve\'oped and adapted. it works well but
it was recognised that teaching advanced
aerobatics requires a greater level of awareness and competence than is needed for basic
manoeuvres.
The BGA has also been concerned about the
self taught method of learning to fly gliders upside down. Plenty of people have given
themselves a very bad fright whilst attempting
inverted flight and one has died .
What follows is the BGA approved advanced
aerobatic training regulations to which all instructors who wish to teach advanced figures
will have to adhere. You will note that this is for
advanced figures only. The guide lines for
basic aerobatics remain unchanged.
1. Instructors will be expected to demonstrate
that they can fly the figures which they wish to
teach, safely and' accurately.
2. They will also be expected to recover the aircraft from unusual attitudes, especially when in150

verted, and demonstrate their ability to take
early and decisive action if their student loses
control.
3. They wil l be expected to have a thorough
!knowledge of the flight limitations of the aircraft
used for training and be able to explain the
flight envelope to their students.
4. They will have to understand the Aresti shorthand and be able to write simple programmes
for their students.
5. They will be expected to remain in practice.
Recency is defined as:
lless than 50 full aerobatic flights- two weeks.
Between 50-200 fu ll aerobatic flights - one
month.
More than 200 fu ll aerobatic flights - two
months.
6. Limited ratings may be issued to those instructors who do not wish to cover the entire
syllabus or who need more practice at some of
the figures .
7. Minimum equipment for gliders will be:
A five point harness.
Accelerometer.
Parachutes, which must be worn for all aerobatic flights.
Pitot extensions, if required by the flight manual.
8. The advanced aerobatic instructor's rating
will be issued as an endorsement to either an
assistant or a full instructor's rating and will
specify the figures authorised as follows:
Half roll to inverted
Half roll to erect
Slow roll.
Inverted turn
Half Cuban
Full Cuban
Reverse Cuban
Stall Turn
Half flick (specific types only).

Further considerations
Clean coC'kpits are essential for safe inverted fl ight. If you can't vacuum the cockpit ,
wear goggles. And if you can't do either, don't
fly upside down.
Equally, quite innocuous bits of cockpit junk
-DJ books, pens, papar bags etc- can be very
distracting when they float about in front of your

Sam and Col in Short practising formation aerobatics i

AEROBATIC TRAINING

Dick Dixon, chairman of the BGA
Instructors' Committee, explains
the thinking behind the advanced
aerobatic instructor's rating

sin Pilatus B-4s over Lasham. Photos: Terry Joint.

eyes. Batteries and derigging kits can be a lot
more inconvenient. Remove them or ensure
they are completely secure.
Local flying rules will probably contain guide
Hnes for minimum heights when performing aerobatics, but whatever they are remember that
inverted figures should be completed by 1500ft
and great care should be taken if attempting
loops at lower than 1OOOft. In any event once
you have decided what your minimum is, do not
infringe it under any circumstances.
A visibility of three miles at 2000ft is the minimum which you should accept, mainly because
of the l1ikelihood of there being no visible horizon . Attempting to introduce students to inverted flight with an indistinct horizon is a waste
of your time and their money.
Be cautious in strong wind conditions when
there are thermals.
Reset the accelerometer when airborne then
monitor it whilst on tow. If you see an acceleration of plus or minus ~g during the tow, reduce
your planned sequence loading by 1g. This will
give you a good safety margin and will only restrict you from flying high g figures. Rolling and
inverted flight does not involve particularly high
loads but it is the more demanding discipline
and it is a good idea to practise in less than
ideal conditions.
If you are interested in an advanced rating ,
wou ld like to improve your basic aerobatic skills
or would just like to find out more about aerobatics in general , contact the BGA office who
will put you in touch with someone who can
help.

The BGA 's forward plan deals with the
teaching of advanced aerobatics but in recent years there has been no formalised
coaching and no official BGA aerobatic
instructor's rating.
Therefore the Instructors' Committee
have asked an experienced and skilled
advanced aerobatic
instructor to set up a
coaching operation. Sam Mummery.
This involves developing a coaching syllabus and mechanism
for awarding instructor's ratings.
I was very pleased when Sam
Mummery, who flies
at Lasham, agreed to
take on this task.
Sa m is well qualified
having had CAA display authorisation for
the past five years.
He flew in the 1989
World
Aerobatic
Championships and
last year organised Lionel Sole.
and flew in the first
British Championships for 30 years. Sam
is representing Britain again in this year's
World Championships and organising the
British Championships.
Clearly coaching, examining and appointing aerobatic instructors would be too
much for one person
so two additional examiners have been
appointed to provide
support and territorial coverage. Lionel
Sole (Scotland and
the North) has flown
in every World Aerobatic Championship Colin Short.
since they started in
1985 and is the current National Champion.
Go/in Short (South and West) will be flying
for Australia for the third time in the World
Championships and was runner-up in the
Unlimited Class in last year's British
Nationals.
So with all this experience available we
are ready to announce the new advanced
aerobatic coaching arrangements which
Sam describes in this article.
11':1
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S&G 1993 YEARBOOK
OUT NOW

Below are a few
of the items we don 't

C of A or repair!

C's of A, REPAIRS AND GLASSWOR K

Astir Spigot Mod £400 +kit at factory price.
Purpose built glider workshop on a SOOyd
grass strip 2 nautical miles SW of Warminster
Currently maintaining over 15 motorgliders
Please fly in, call or write to:

Tim Dews, Airborne Composites, The Hangar, Wing Farm,
Longbridge, Deverill, Warminster, Wilts BA12 700.
Tel : 0985 40981 (workshop) or 0373 827963 (home)

FLY A SUPER CUB!

fhis is the cover of the S&G Yearbook
which is now available. lt is really a seventh
issue of S&G plus masses of extra information to carry you through the season.
lt costs £3.50 and is £3.95 including p&p
from the BGA, or get your club to make a
bulk order. There is a generous discount to
help club funds.

ACCOMM ODATION
A VAIU\BLE

CO NVERT YOUR
SILV ER O R BRONZE C
TOAPPL
GLIDER TOWING
COURSES
TAILWHEEL COURSES

FRIENDLY PROFESSIONAL
INSTRUCTION
SPECIAL COURSE RATES
MICRO LIGHT TRAINING
For more information contact:

MEDWAY FLIGHT TRAINING
FARTHING CORNER AIRFIELD, KENT. TEL: 0634 389757
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DIAL-UP FAX FORECASTS FOR PILOTS
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DIAL UP THE INDEX PAGE FOR THE LATEST DETAILSOF THE WHOLE RANGE OF DIAL·UP FAX PRODUCTS
AVAILABLETO PILOTS I NCLUDING UPDATE & VALIDIT'fTIME
N

MetFAX Aviation is the
Met. Office/CAA dial·up weather
service for pilots. Anyone w ith a lax
machine w hich supports polling can
request Met. Office information and
forecasts immediately and
automa tically at the press of a button.
No need to register or subscribe· just
DIAL A ND GO!

FAX OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE
POCKET·SIZED CARD

FAX NUMBER

PRODUCT/DESCRIPTION

0336-400-501
0336·400-520

Index Page
TAF & METAR Index Page

0336-400-502

Surface Analysis chart
Surface T+ 24 Forecast chart
F215 UK Low level Weather chart
F214 UKSpotWindchart
Surface T+4 8.T+72 Forecast chart
3-day planning texl (South)

0336-400-503
0336-400·504

2 min 45 sec
3.5 min
5.5 min
5.5min
4.5 min

INSTRUCTIONS
Fax machine w ith handset:
lift handset. dial ocr number and press
START after the tone. If t his fails t ry:
Fax machine w ithout handset:
set machine to POLLI NG mode then dial
our number . Check instruction book for
details o f polling.
For help:
FAX o ur Helpline 0 344-8S40 18 wi th
deta ils of your machine.
CALLS ARE CHARCiEO AT )bp PER HINUTE CHEAP RATE
AND 48pPER HINUTE AT AL.L OTHER Tlf' 1f5 ( INC. VAT)

lHE MET. OFFICE. COMMERCIAL SERVICES. LON DON ROAD. BAACK NELL. BERKS RC 1 2 2SY .
fN(:
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APPROX.. DURATION

qt: The Met. Office

0)4 4 -8 5 40 18

MetFAX i~ ll l rademllrk of the Met. Oflicc:

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

L23 "SUPER BLANIK"
A superb Trainer
Fully lnstrumented 2 Panels
Easy Ground Handling E/W 31 OKgs
Fluorescent Orange Windcones made
in Nylon or Ministry of Defence
Hypalon,®.

ANNOUNCING THE
NEW L·33 SOLO

Flagstaffs suitable for Windcones supplied and fitted.

World Class Glider
All Metai14.00M
lnstrumented

Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
All types of Flags and Banners.

HERCULES 4 WINCH

PIGGOTI BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers, Ongar, Essex CM5 9PJ
Tel: 0277 363262
Fax 0277 365162

Gliders up to 17601bs AUW
Twin Drum

Brochures and prices on
application

PETER CLIFFORD & CO

............
:;;
......."'
...~
.......
~
"'........

15 Home Farm, Crowmarsh Gifford
Wallingford, Oxon. OX10 BEL
Tel049183931~0420

Fax 0491 839316

CANOPIES
&
SCREENS

*

LARGE RANGE
OF SHAPES
AND SIZES
FOR GLIDERS
AND LIGHT
AIRCRAFT

The most comprehensive in the air :
Daily weather and task briefing . Soaring & competition
training courses. t 4-glider fleet- Junior to Nimbus 2C.
Day, week, month hire rates . High performance training
available in Janus.
The most convenient on the ground:
On-site budget accommodation. Easy walk to four motels. Pleasant country town , all activities. Mountain, river
scenery one hour by car. Melbourne two hours train, car.

it's got to be

BENALLA
Write or phone John Wil/iamson for details:
PO Box 46, BENALLA, V/C. 3672, Australia.
Tel: (0) 57 621058. Fax: (0) 57 625599
For discount travel and details of alternative Aussie
Holidays quote 'Banal/a Gliding ' to:
TRAVELBAG, 12 High Street, AL TON,
Hants GU34 8BN. Tel: 0420 88724

*

Bob Reece

REMATIC
SchoolHouse
Norton
Nr Worcester WAS 2PT
Tei/Fax Worcester
(0905) 821334

June/July 1993
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EX-STOCK
IN CLEAR OR
COLOURED
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STORCOMM
TWO-WAY RADIO
Our NEW instrument panel mounting air set,
model TA 9005 is now in production. Main
features :
Covers entire band 118-136 MHz.
Accepts up to 8 channels.
Offers cost saving narrow band receiver version.
Full power transmitter accepts both hand and
boom microphones.
Sensitive and selective receiver with crystal
filter.
Economic service for all our previous models
plus most other air and ground radios.
Pye "Westminster" 6-channel ground sets available, fitted 130.1 and 130.4 Mhz.
Detailed information, prices and technical specifications from

......."'
...
..."'....
~
......."'

*

*
*

*

*

GEORGE STOREY

Tel. 0932 784422

H.T. Communications, P.O. Box4,
SUNBURY ON THAMES, Middlesex, TW16 7TA
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BRENNIG JAMES

WHY DO WE HAVE
TO BUY GERMAN?

I,""'

gl•"·llb" "'"""" b"'" to ooy q"ootity for an aircraft was the radome on the
Lancaster bomber, but now nearly all the gliders
on sale are built in Germany. This is not to decry
the very considerable achievements of the
German manufacturers but when nearly all the
world's racing cars are built in this country, even
Ferraris. why are we not building the best gliders?
Some of the main reasons are the larger market in Germany, greater popular interest and
support and they have a five-year engineering
course, the last three years of which include a
project often involving the construction of a
glider . In this country the course is shorter and
the project only involves the last year, with the
result that there is no continuity. Our courses
produce good employees but few masters. Most
of the development work is carried out by students, unpaid and in their spare time. We lost
our way in this country when we went for light
alloy since it had a higher modulus. We tried to
get back with the Kestrel , but we fell behind and
everyone concludes that the race is over.
Far from it; it is only starting. Better materials
are becoming available, computerised design is
becoming much easier and there are plenty of
ideas about design and construction which can
be tried. Modern gliders look nothing like eagles;
possibly they should?
I am appalled when I hear of someone lovingly restoring an ancient Spitfire when with the
same effort he could have made something new.
British aviation spends its time contemplating its
navel. If you write to a CAA official complaining
about an anomaly in the law he replies to your
letter as though you were a cri minal. On the other
hand I can legally cloud fly within 50 miles of
Heathrow but nowhere in the USA or, wait for it,
Australia. it's a funny old world.
The development of gliders in this country by
a lot of unimaginative self-seeking people has
killed every idea that wasn't their own. There
should be a new set of rules so that people can
build new designs rather along the lines of those
they have in the US.
Everybody accepts the current set of rules as
though they were as permanent as the second
law of thermodynamics , but most of the rules
were drafted by people who have never flown .
The medical decisions were often taken by an
RAF officer who had never flown and consid ered that flying was a good deal more difficult
than Grand Prix motor racing, and that anyone
who had had migraine should never fly . Nearly
everybody has had an attack of migraine sometime in their life so we should all be grounded.
Aviation cannot progress without some risks
being taken. lt is better that the rules should be
made by the people who take and can estimate
the risks than someone who sits in an office all
day and thinks that all pilots are hell bent on
154

breaking the law. Too many decisions are taken
by people who are ignorant and incompetent.
I once told an MP that when flying a glider one
rarely saw a powered aircraft, but he said he saw
plenty, flying to Silverstone for the Grand Prixabout the only day in the year when there was
any traffic about. I wrote a potted history of the
Germany gl ider development in glass and
graphite for a British periodical that dealt with
composite structures, pointing out how they
were ten years ahead of us. but they did not want
to know as it might upset their advertisers.
There are large factories being demolished to
save paying rates on them which could be used
for experimental aircraft manufacture and there
are plenty of talented people drawing the dole.
Before long commercial aircraft will be constructed completely from composite materials
just as gliders have been for about 20 years .
Composite structures "creak" under load so
mapping the creaks is a simple means of plotting the heavily stressed areas so that they can
be easily corrected. Whitcomb thought up area
ruling and the Whitcomb winglet and there must
be lots of talented people like him around waiting for an opportunity that will never come.
People feel that they are at the bottom of a
vast hierarchy and that all those above them on
the ladder are there because they are brilliant. I
remember asking one of them why don't we
make a version of the Skylark 3 with a reclining
position for the pilot. He said the improvement
would be negligible- then, of course, we got the
Skylark 4 and a host of ships like the Foka and
the Diamant where this principle was taken to
extreme lengths with great advantage.
We should wake ourselves up and start to do
something constructive. lt is no good relying on
those above us as they are mostly incompetent
lr':l
and lazy.

TRAVELLER'S TALE

AUSTRALIA
John McCullagh writes about
gliding in Australia or, as he
puts it, flying inverted

I '""'""'"

tho lm•o• mooy B<itl•h pllo" h"'

of gliding in Australia is of a spartan airfield in
the middle of a flat desert populated by Germans
doing 1OOOkm flights every day in the blue.
This may be partly true at some sites. but in
December I discovered the Lake Keepit Soaring
Centre, where none of this image fits. lt is about
300 miles north of Sydney and about 30 miles
from Tamworth in New South Wales . Although
you can fly up to Tamworth, I recommend hiring
a cheap car in Sydney and driving up the Hunter
valley. one of Australia's wine producing regions.

The lake and airfield are in the middle of anature reserve complete with wild kangaroos and
a huge variety of bird life. There is even a four
foot goanna living near the clubhouse.
Beyond the reserve . the scenery consists of
Hereford cows in green pasture. A little further
away are small mountain ranges in every direction, rising up to 5400ft at Mt Kaputar. Eventually
on the west side, the terrain levels out into a wide
expanse of flat fields, known as paddocks , but
some large enough to land a jumbo jet.
The club is run by three highly professional
people - lan MacPhee, Steve Smith and Garry
Speight. They work full time instructing ab-initios and cross-country pilots, tugging. winching,
administering, and maintaining a friendly, informal atmosphere.
Their aircraft are in good condition and available for visitors but you need to book well in advance . Some gliders belong to the club while
others have private owners but which are for
hire. The fleet includes an LS-7 , SZD-55, Std
Cirrus, Hornet, Libelle, Astir. SF-26, Twin Astir,
and two Bergfalkes.
My visit was tacked on to the end of a busi ness trip. This got the jet lag out of the way first
at the client's expense. Perhaps , I thought, a
leisurely 500 to limber up and then I would join
the Germans doing their 1OOOkm flights.
In reality , Australia was having a bad summer. The one day when a 500 may have been
just possible , was regarded as being only
mediocre. No one got too excited about it. despite fluffy white clouds disappearing into infinity, and a vario singing my favourite area, "6kts".
Although the weather was only 100% better
than an English summer, the scenery in the
shorter cross-countries made up for the lack of
kilometres and I can now dream about what a
good day must be like. I enjoyed myself im mensely and must now adjust my pre-conceptions.
There was no flat desert, they get cumu lus
clouds, and the visitors were mainly Poms and
Aussies (and a German) . A 1000km flight is rare
anywhere in Australia , though Lake Keepit do
have a World Champion in Brad Edwards, so
the weather must be good occasionally.
If you are interested, I suggest you lax them
on 010-61-67-697681 and find out about glider
availability. Their two best months are December
and March except while I am next there to coli:ll
lect my tinnies of Tooheys for this article.
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DAVID FOSTER

LEAD ACID
GEL CELlS
These notes only apply to
acid gel cells - nickel
cadmium cells have a
completely different
structure and chemistry

•

•

•
• Heat kills batteries. The longest service life is
gained with an ambient temperature of 20°C.
They can give off ignitable gases so must not
be installed close to anything that could cause
sparks .
• Their cases are made from impact resin so
only clean them with water and washing-up
liquid .
• Soldering wires to t11e terminals isn't recommended but if unavoidable , use a 100 watt
soldering iron and keep the contact to a maximum of 3sec .
• Operating temperatures are from -15 to
+15°C, but -5 to =35 °C is recommended.
• Try not to mix batteries of different histories ,
manufactures and capacities. lt is bad practice to even parallel two new similar batteries.
• Never attempt to dispose of a battery by fire
or dismantle one as they contain sulphuric
acid. Treat acid splashes on the skin with copious amounts of water. The eyes are easily
damaged so wash with water and seek immediate medical aid.
• At room temperature the self discharge rate
is about 3% a month . No electrolyte leakage
should ever occur and batteries can be used
in any position .
• Batteries need no maintenance; they have a
low-pressure self sealing venting system if
gases are produced . The electron -chemistry
of a gel cell is designed to control the generation of gasses and allow the recombination of
99% of gas generated under normal use.
• With an average depth of discharge , over a
1000 cycles can be expected and if kept on a
continuous trickle charge a battery should last
four to five years .
• The amp hour rating of a battery is taken from
the 20hr discharge rate - higher rates decrease the apparent capacity. A 6amp battery
discharged in 1Ohrs would have 5.5amp capacity.
• The life of a gel cell is directly determined by
the number of discharge cycles , the depth of
discharge . the ambient temperature and the
charging voltage.
• Proper charging is one of the most important
factors and constant voltage charging is t11e
June/July 1993

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

most suitable . Under no circumstances
should a car battery charger be used . Gel cells
can be deep discharged, ie made completely
flat , in which case the electricity taken out is
about 1.5 to 2 times the rated capacity, so that
a flattened battery will takE.> a much longer time
to recharge .
A deep discharge battery won 't initially accept
a large charging current because it has a high
internal resistance . But as charging proceeds
the current increases rapidly over the first
30min and then normal ch arging characteristics will resume .
Gel cell chargers should provide AC free direct curren t. AC (ripple) coincidentally present with the charging current will heat up the
battery . The magic figure for a healthy long
life is to regulate the charging current to a
maximum of 13.5 to 13.8 volts for a nominal
12 volt battery, that is 2.25 to 2 .3 volts per individual cell. Continuous float above 13 .8 will
seriously damage the battery.
With a constant voltage charging system a
large current will flow into the battery initially
and decrease as charging proceeds. The final
current will drop to 10 to 15 mill iamps with a
good battery .
A common fault with chargers is that the t11ree
pole regulator isn 't adequately heat sinked ,
which is life threatening for regulato rs.
Chargers should have an ammeter in the output line . Observation of the meter during
charging will give valuable indication of the
state of the battery charge and the state of the
battery.
At the end of its life a gel cell will be sulphated
and some cells may be worse than the rest.
With an ammeter in the charging circuit the
charging rate is abnormally low to start witt1
and abnormally high when charging should
have finished , because the battery potential
can 't get to 13.8 volts.
The soundness of a gel cell can be a life dependent matter. especially when cloud flying .
Generally the usual LED system , where the
LED stops glowing at full charge. has only the
advantage of cheapness. At current prices a
heavy duty gel cell charger with an ammeter
can be home-brewed for about £25 . (Details
can be supplied. )
Solar cells exhibit constant voltage characteristics and can be used , but put a diode in the
circuit to prevent reverse current flowing when
the sun goes in .
Measure the current drain in your particular
application so you have an approximation of
the number of flying hours from one charge .
Fit an inline fuse close to the positive terminal
of the battery and use a fuse with 2.5 times
the maximum current drain , carry spare fuses,
use polarised plugs and sockets to avoid
reversing the battery and draw out a circuit
diagram of the aircraft's wiring for the logbook.
In general. the early death of a gel cell is
caused by storing them in a disct1arged con dition. Lead sulphate, in a non-conductive
form , is made and has a direct effect on
charge acceptance.
Sulphation can be broken down by giving the
battery a 12hr dose of constant current at 30
volts or so at about 10% of the amp capacity ,
ie 600 milliamps for a 6amp battery. Further

David , a doctor, has always been fascinate d
by radio and made his
first wireless in his early
teens . He took up gliding with his retirement,
flies a tipped Vega at
Black Mountains GC,
plus the syndicate T-21
and Swallow, and has a
Silver badge.

charging at 15 volts for 5hrs may help. If this
shows some success it can be repeated , but
it is time consuming and it may be less trouble to scrap the culprit.
• The appro ximate depth of discharge of a gel
cell can be empirically determined by measuring the battery's voltage- 13.5 for a full
charge and 11 .5 for a flat battery. The two volt
difference shows a practically linear grapt1.
Small volt meters can be installed in the
glider's circuitry .
• The internal resi stance of a battery is at its
lowest when fully charged and increases as it
is discharged .
• The cost of a new battery is a fraction of the
aircraft value . lt is importaht to determine the
stat e of this low cost device and replace when
necessary .

a
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BGAAGM
The BGA returned to the Forte Post House at
Crick, Northants on the weekend of February
27-28 for the AGM , and a dinner-dance. As well
as the AGM there was a discussion on such
topics as airspace and publicity, Bill Scull's
safety presentation and time left for visitors to
mull over the coming season . But although the
AGM was well supported attendance at the
dinner-dance was disappointing .
Don Spottiswood, chairman , announced that
BGA diplomas had been awarded to Rika
Harwood, Les Cooper and Vernon Jennings.
Rika worked for the BGA and S&G in particular since the 1950s following the World
Championships at Camphill . Her editorial
contribution to S&G has been enormous and
she also became a Nationals competitor, the
holder of several records and a familiar voice
on the competition startline for many years .
Les was chairman of Wolds GC for ten years
from 1980 and has been resident manager
since1986 . During this time the club has grown
four-fold in membership and launches and
acquired its own airfield with a clubhouse and
hangars. The success of the club, which hosts
the unique two-seater competition , is due
largely to the personality and dynamism of Les.
He has also found time to gain two Diamonds,
to instruct and, with his wife Audrey , to provide
a high standard of clubhouse catering .
For more than 20 of the 30 years the Upward
Bound Trust has been teaching youngsters to
glide the daily ru rming of the Trust has been
largely down to Vernon. Whether as CFI with a
special interest in pupils deemed slow or
unteachable, repairing gliders and winches or
managing the finances , his total dedication has
been complete and selfless . lt is without doubt
that the Trust 's success and its standing within
th gliding community is his doing .
Keith Mansell was re-elected as treasurer
with Michael Brook, Mike Cater, Bruce Cooper,
Terry Holloway and Ted Lysakowski filling the
six places up for election on the Executive
Committee.
At the dinner Don Spottiswood presented
Albert Johnson with an inscribed silver salver in
recognition of his long involvement with gliding.
Albert retired in April as senior gliding instructor
at the Air Cadet Central Training School andl as
DCFI of Four Counties GC. He has had well
over 30 000 launches and 3500hrs , flying
everything from Grasshoppers to the Nimbus
30M.

The annual awards were as follows:- Du
Garde Peach trophy (National Ladder
Weekend winner) Phil Jeffery (Cambridge
University) ; Slingsby trophy (2nd place on the
Weekend Ladder) John Glossop (Cambridge
University) ; Enigma trophy (National Ladder
Open winner) and the Seager cup (longest
distance in a two-seater) John Bridge
(Cambridge University) ; Firth Vickers cup (2nd
place on the Open Ladder), Furlong trop~1y
(longest triangle) and the Wakefield trophy
(longest distance) Tim Macfadyen (Bristol· &
Gloucestershire); California in England cup
(longest flight by a female) Sue Woollard
(Bristol & Gloucestershire) ; De Havilland
trophy (maximum gain of height) Mike Throssell
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(Four Counties); Frank Foster trophy (fastest
500km) and Manio cup (fastest 300km) Justin
Wills in New Zealand ; John Hands trophy
(outstanding services to competitions) Silvie
Orr, control at the lnter-Sevices Regionals; Rex
Pilcher trophy (first Diamond distance of the
year) Simon Housden (Cotswold ) and the Volk
cup (longest 0/R) Michael Bird (London ).

NEW FAI OFFICER
Eric Smith is the new FAI certificates officer for
the BGA. His role is to scrutinise and approve
all FAI badge claims ; scrutinise and recommend for homologation all record claims and
monitor the standards of BGA approved Official
Observers .
The work is undertaken on behalf of the BGA
Competitions and Awards Committee of which
he is a member .
Eric flies his LS-4 at Wyvern GC , has all
three Diamonds , 1600hrs and is a full Cat
instructor. He is also a competition pilot and
was 2nd in the 1991 15 Metre Class Nationals.

PR ACHIEVEMENTS
One of our aims is to attract more young people
into gliding and after three months' hard lobbying, the BBC children's programme ACTIV8 are
giving us a slot on June 1 . it is geared to 11 to
16 year-olds and explores activities with which
they might reasonably get involved.
The 15 year-old presenter was thrilled with
his experience and I believe that we'll get a
healthy influ x of phone calls from eager potential glider pilots. Please , if you have student
cadetships keep them going . If not, consider
starting one.
We also wanted to build on the success of
last year's press day at the Open Class
Nationals and to do some good at the same
time.
In my quest for compatible sponsorship, I
approached Cosmetics To Go, a company with
some of the most innovative, exciting and
environmentally responsible products from sun
protection to bath toiletries.
Their presence at the press day will ensure
the elusive family and female oriented press
contingent will show up .
If you would like to see just what they produce, ring their free toll number- 0800 373 366
-tell them you are a glider pilot and ask for
their free catalogue
Merri Head, BGA PR Committee chairman

AN UPDATE ON BGA COURSES
There are still some places left on the Soaring
and cross-country course 3 at Challock (Kent
GC) , from August 2-6. it's a Monday to Friday
course so bring along your club Astir, Junior or
K-6 instead of leaving it in the hangar all week.
There are three places on the Instructors'
cross-country course 3 at Sutton Bank
(Yorkshire GC) from July 18-24. If these aren 't
filled by the time this is published they will be
available to non instructors.
The Advanced competition course at
Booker from July 4-9 still has space available .
This is for competition pilots who want to learn
to win . The basic Competition coaching week
at Bidford from August 16-20 is intended

primarily for Junior Nationals pilots who feel the
need of coaching before their competition , but
other novice or aspiring competition pilots will
be equally welcome.
The Thermal wave cross-country course
at Portmoak (SGU) from September 5-11 has
only three places left but there is plenty of room
on the Wave course at Aboyne (Deeside GC)
from September 26-0ctober 30. Come along
and get your Gold and Diamond height.
There are only six instructor course places
left at the time of writing but we can arrange
further courses if required . Contact Tiffany at
the BGA for details.
Chris Rollings, senior national coach

BGA 1000 CLUB LOTTERY
The results of the March draw are: First prizeP. Cockerill (£119.25) with the runners up- C.
B.Hogarth, S. Brown, S. Robinson , J.T.Morgan
and M. Blackburn- each winning £23 .85 .
April: First prize- W.V.Barwell (£119 .50) with
the runners up- P.Coresham, M.K.Jessett, Mrs
Karen Wright, J.R.Crosse and G. Bacon- each
winning £23 .90 .
The BGA 1000 Lottery is coming to the end of
its first year in June and members are invited to
take part for a further year from July 1. The
tickets remain at £1 per month so please send
£12, payable to the BGA, in order to be entered
into the 12 monthly draws.
At the time of writing we have almost
reached 500 participants monthly so there is
plenty of room for a further 500 to boost the
lottery to its intended maximum of 1000.
To remind you, every month half the proceeds are given away in cash prizes and the
other half is put into the Phi lip Wills Memorial
Fund, which is a trust fund used to mak.e loans
to member gliding clubs for the development of
sites and club facilities.
Please contact the BGA for further details
and don't forget to renew .
Barry Rolfe, BGA administrator

SUCCESS OF CHURCHILL AWARDS
We mentioned in the last issue, p96, that the
BGA Executive Committee had decided to
make £100 awards to pilots achieving the ir
Bronze badges before their 18th birthday. Their
club is given the money to set against their
flying fees.
The scheme has been so successful that 13
have already qualified for the 20 awards made
possible by the £2000 left in the Churchill
account.
The Executive are eager to keep it going as
they feel it is an excellent way to encourage
pilots and are hoping to find a sponsor willing to
contribute £2000 to £3000 per year. If anyone
can help or has an idea of how this can be
achieved, would they please contact Barry
Rolfe , BGA adminsitrator, at the BGA office.

ASW-20FL WINGTIPS
Centrair have now designed a modification to
the wings of their ASW-20FL to allow the use of
the wingtip extensions again . The cost of the
modification is 21 OOOfr. Own ers are reque sted
to contact Centrair for further details .
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ADVERTISERS PLEASE NOTE

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY
Rei
No.
143

Glider
Type
K-6F

BGA No.

Damage

-4 640

M

Data

Time

Com piled by DAV ID WRIGHT
Place

Age

Pilot/Crew
Injury

Hrs

27.7.92
Sutton Bank
102
36
N
1300
The aerolow combination took off in turbulent conditions towards the edge of the ridge. Th e tug climbed sharply, as expected in ridge
lift, and the glider pilot kept low wailing for the lift. When it came he could not stop the glider climbing above the tug. Fearing a "tug
upset". he released and had to make a field landing in the valley.

s

144
K-7113
20.6.92
1600
Feshiebridge
1729
29
N
P2
0
1605
24
N
The early student was handling I he winch launch ground run when lhe glider veered slightly to the righl where the cable had been laid
along a vehicle track. He corrected with rudder bul the right wing lifted , helped by a cross wind , and PI took control. The wing tip caught
lhe ground and PI did not r lease soon enough lo prevent a ground-loop.
145

s

19.8.92
Halesland
28
N
685
P2
15
N
1044
0
PI put his stu dent into a low circuil posil>on then handed ov er co ntrol. Th e glider then encountered sink and PI too k over again as he
thoughll hat the return would be marginal. More s>nk made l h>S Impossible and. too low to select a field or move >nto I he valley, the glider
was landed across stone wa>ls an d substantially damaged.

Debbie, your contact for display and
classified advertisement.
As most of you now know, the BGA office (tel
0533 531 051 lax 0533 515939) has taken
over the advertising for S&G.
August-September deadlines
Display advertisements- June 22
Classified advertisements - July 2
Editorial copy is needed long before this . Our
main deadline is May 31 with club news and
letters accepted up to June 8.
Giallian Bryce-Smith, editor

GLIDING PRINT FOR SALE
Marg aret Kahn's award winning painting of a
Skylark 3 under a magnificent soaring sky has
been produced as a limited full colour print. and
be ing sold for £10. The profit generated will be
donated equally to the Phi lip Wills Memorial
Trust and th e Lasham Trust.
You can order copies from the BGA office ,
your club secretary or direct from Wal ly Kahn,
c/o Lasham Gliding Cen tre, Alton , Hants GU34
5SS. Please make cheques payable to
W.A.H .Kahn adding £3 for p&p in the UK.

BGA SHOP

Bocian l E

3529

s

146
M
ASW-19
2502
19.8.92
Nr Long Mynd
287
39
1044
Soon alter starting a cross country the pilot flew loan area of poor fields and tried to thermal in a bowl. This did not work and the pilot
chose the best field available. intending lo land into wind across the diagonal. During the approach the glider's wing caught on power
wires, bringing il down.
147

K- 13

19.7.92
49
Parham
N
960
45
11 28
P2
25
During simulated cable break training P 1 released at 40-50h and P2 responded by pushing the stick !onward rapidly and fully opening
the airbrakes. PI closed the brakes bu t was unable to prevent a heavy landing. P2 injured his back despi te the energy absorbing cushion. The club has now banned simulated cable brakes below 50h or 50kt.
M

s

s

148
1722
Nimbus 2
10.8.92
Raglan
52
N
631
1300
The pilot chose a large grass field with a slope and made a normal approach and landing into wind. Unfortunately, the grass was 12 to
15in high and concealed deep ruts. The glider's wheel caught and lollowed a rut, causing the right wing to drop and catch in the grass.
A groundloop followed which damaged lhe glider.
149
K-7
1287
M
31 .7.92
Brentor
38
N
0
1708
On his first solo th e pilot made a goG<J circuit bul then landed sligh tly longer than briefed through using too linte airbrake. This placed him
in a narrower part of th e airlie ld near a rough patch which he had been briefed about. He saw a bunch of ferns ahead and ,thinking lhis
was lhe rough area. applied rudder lo turn. The glider groundlooped.
150
ASW·I9e
3870
M
22.7.92
Saltby
45
N
136
1730
After a cross -country the pilot returned to th e airfield and went through his normal downwind checks. He operated lhe undercarriage
lever but, because he had forgotten to raise it at the start of the llighl, he retracted it and landed on the concrete runway wheel up .
MIGGSTEN
151
Stemme SIO
M
10.8.92
Abingdon
66
N
2260
1100
P2
48
N
While landing on the grass alongside the runway the motor glider pilot applied loo much wheel brake and the aircra~ lipped !onward on
to the nose. Unfortunately he had chosen to land with lhe (nose mounted) propeller running and th is hit the ground. The aircraft stopped
with the tail in the a" and damaged propeller blades and nose cone.

•

CROSS-COUNTRY SOARING
HELMUT REICHMANN

COMING SOON ... a NEW edition at the OLD pricel
For over 15 years glider pilots worldwide have used "Cross-Country Soaring" as their primary reference in
learning the art of soaring away from the nest. This excellent book has now been updated into a NEW
EDITION with an extra 20 pages of new material including more than 40 new charts and illustrations.
Copies of the new edition of the masterwork by one of the greatest gliding instructors will arrive at the BGA
Shop very shortly. Order now while the price remains at the previous level of £27.50 each plus £2 for post
and packing.

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LEl 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list
June/July 1993

Telephone 0533 531 051
(ACCESS/VISA accepted)
157

Make Insurance p roblems
just plan sailing ...
NEW LOW PREMIUMS FOR
CLUBS AND PRIVATE OWNERS
FOR INSTANT QUOTATIONS AND IMMEDIATE COVER CONTACT: MARTIN CASEY a

Lowndes Lambert Aviation Limited
Lowndes Lambert H ouse 53 Eastch eap London EC3P 3HL
and at Lloyd 's

SEE THE DIFFERENCE!
Amateur repairs are often all too obvious; ours are
always to the highest standard using only approved
materials. Of course you may be pushed to make
comparisons, because you probably won't be able
to see ours!

e INSURANCE WORK
e PANELS CUT

e GELCOAT CHIPS
e HANDWAXING

e ANNUAL C of A
e COMP. NUMBERS

/(il'SJ N~~~~i.~.~~~~i~~N~~~!o~~;.!~.~~~;S
Unit R, Alanbrooke Industrial Park, Topcliffe, Th irsk, North Yorksh ire Y07 3SE.

Fax: 0845 577646

WESTLEY AIRCRAFT
COMPLETE AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURE
REPAIRS, G.R.P., METAL, WOOD

CRANFIELD AIRPORT, WHARLEY END, CRANFIELD, BEDS MK43 OAL

THE COMPLETE GLIDER SERVICE UNDER ONE ROOF
C.A.A. M.3. MAINTENANCE APPROV AL A.M.R. 248 FOR MOTOR
GLIDER C OF A
• Glass fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass, to all types of
sailplanes in our environmentally controlled shop with post cure
facilities and vacuum forming to take the largest components
• Repairs to steel tube, wood, and metal sailplanes
• On site TIG argon arc and gas welding to CAA standard in all
materials

• Fly your motor glider in to us fo r a complete service, C of A, or
bring it to us for repair, full airframe, engine, prop and instrument service available
• Bring your tug aircraft to us for service and repair
• We can manufacture any components in our machine shop, full
turning, milling, drilling and sheet metal facilities
• Complete refabric and respray facilities
• Gliding shop, materials, supplies, and glider spares
• BGA, PFA, CAA approved C of A's to all types

TEL: 0234 751807 • FAX 0234 751772
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CERTIFICATES

s

57
152
SF-27
3687
29 .8.92
Nr Swalfam
N
36
1515
On hiS first 50km cross country the pilot had to make a lield landing. The lie id he chose had power cables across Ihe end but these were
seen and overflown salely. However, there was another set of wires diagonally crossing his path wh1ch he did not see. The right airbrake caught the cable and stewed the glider around causmg it to crash.

ALL THREE DIAMONDS
No.
Name
393
Murphy. T. J.

Club
SGU

1993
21 .2

DIAMOND DISTANCE
No.
Name
1/583
Meeks. D. B.

Club
Avon

1992
28.7

Club
Book er
(in France)
Cotswold
Lasham
Avon

1992
4 .8
28.7
18.7.90
28.7

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.
Name
311121 Thompson, S. R.
3/1122 Kovacs, J. P.
311123 Murphy, T. J ,
3/ 1124 Mossman . A

Club
Deeside
Deeside
SGU
Cairngorm

1993
20.1
4.2
21 .2
20.8.92

GOLD BADGE
Name
No.
1661
L1mb , R. J.
1662
Triplet!. D. A.
1663
Nunn . A. V

Club
Book er
Shropshire
La sham

1992
4,8
14 .8
18.7.90

DIAMOND GOAL
No.
Name
212086 Limb. R.
212087
212088
2/2089

Walker , E. R.
Nunn. A. W.
Meeks. D. B.

GOLD DISTANCE
Name
Club
Limb, R

Meeks, D. B.
GOLD HEIGHT
Club
Name
Fox, C. M.
Triplatt. D. A,
Wrlght I. P.
Brocklngton , M. p
Hodkinson, N W
Le Roux . D.
Foreman, N. R.
Goodall, J. T
Cracker. R.
Crocl,er, M. J.
Borthwic , R.

1993
Glyndwr
Sh ropshire
SG U
Black Mounta1ns
Derby & Lanes
Devon & Somerset
SGU
Yorkshire
Portsmouth
Fen land
Borders

17. 1
14. 12.92
7. 11 .92
20.2.92
9.9.92
12.7.92
21 .2
20.3
2. 1
17.3
11.4.91

SI LVER
No.
9064
9065
9066
906 7
9068
9069
9070
9071
9072

Club
Lash am
We Iland
Avon
Shenington
SGU
Two Rivers
Book er
Yorkshire
Angus

1993
13.11.91
29.8.92
1.9.92
21.2
27.2
28.6.92
4.8.92
6.5.92
21.3

Walker , E.R.
Nunn , A .V.
Cartwright, I.

BADGE
Name
Gough, S. C. L.
Jackson, R. J.
Read . A. J.
Akrill. P. J .
Blair. S.
Dreyer. B.
Cartwright . I.
Farrant. C. G .
Christie. A. N .

4.8
28.7
18 7.90
4.8
28.7

UK CROSS-COUNTRY DIPLOMA
Complete
Name
Club
Cairngorm
Mossman . A.

1992
7. 8

Part 1
Name
Bradford. S. W.
Mills. J . F.
Goldsworthy. D.

1992
5.9
29.8
18.8.9 1

Club
Nortolk
Cranwell
Newark & Non

AVIATION ART EXHIBITION
The Guild of Avi ation Artists have their annual
Aviation Paintings of the Year exhibition at the
Carisbrooke Gallery , 63 Seymour Street
(behind Marble Arch), London from July 12 to
23rd when gliding will be represented.
June/July 1993

-29(2

M

28.8.92
Nr Long Mynd
47
154
Di scus Turbo S/S
3607
M
N
350
1340
After falling to lind any ridge lift the pilot selected a landing field he had previously inspected on feat. In the circUit he found ne avy sink
and adjusted it according ly. The pressure and extra workload lead to him forgetting to lower the undercarriage. even though the warning
was working , and landed on the glider's belly.

F
5.9.92
Sandhill Farm
52
82
1415
T he fatal accident occurred during the initial stages of a w1nch launch. After a normal climb la about 75ft the glider turned left until, at
about 150ft with wings vert ical, the cable released . 1t continued to turn and dived vertically into the ground. The pilot had apparently
slipped back into salt cushions. lost control and could not release.
155

Std Cirrus

2015

WIO

s

1026
156
K-28
50
29.7.92
Worming"ford
1118
M
13 15
P2
53
0
The glider wa s rotated into the climb at 15-2011 when the winch driver, ltnd1ng he selected the wrong gear, aborted the launch. The instructor lowered the nose to a normal attitude rather than too steep a dive as the glider was so low, but he was unable to prevent a
heavy landing. His restricted view from the back may have slowed his reaction times.

157

1164

s

3618

M

s

15.8.92
Halesland
54
N
122
1647
The pilot made his final appro ach rather slowly, at about 50-55kt, to a crosswind landing 1n conditions known to produce wind shear. At
about I Olt the airspeed decayed very quickly and the glider landed heavily . breaking the fuselage all of the wing.
Dart 15

6.6.92
Had.denham
41
N
590
1545
Th e pilot joined the circuit and noted lwo gliders blocking the lelt and centre of the r1arrow tanning area. Rather than landing (urtner up
th e strip. as taught in training , he chose to land to the right so as not to 1mpede operations . Alter touchdown the glider's nght wing
caught in long grass causing a groundloop.
158

1992
Booker
(in France.)
Cotswold
Lash am
Beaker
(i n France)
Avon

K-88

19.8.92
33min
N
Long Mynd
32
1428
The pilot. who had flrst soloed the day before. had a check flight and three solo flights in the K- t 3 before being sent off in the K-8 . During
the take-off run he held the stick fully loJWard and the glider failed to get airborn . 1t then g roundlooped when the winch dnver cut the
power. He had misinterpreted advice given before the llight.
153

ASW -15B

51
M
800
159
PIK 208
2164
S
12.8.92
Thurnham
1120
While ridge soaring in windy condJtJons the pilot flew through a heavy rain shower. The glider's pertormance was reduced such that the
ridg e lift would not maintain it. The pilot did not make an early decision to leave the ridge and make a lield landing . He finally overshot a
sma ll field and had to crash land, narrowly avoiding serious injury.
160

K-7

1499

M

6.8.92

Hinton-in-Hedges

68
N
1300
0
N
0
P2
The broad shouldered student was havtng his first w1nch launch when at 300ft a bump was lelt and the front canopy opened. T his allowed the back canopy to open and break the perspex. P1 released, closed the front canopy with the students help, and landed safely.
it is possible that P2 inadvertantly knocked the catch which had a slightly weak spring.
161

DG -300

3308

M

1.9.92

Ueweni Pare

52

N

300

173 0

Due to a landed glider and a tractor the pilot chose to land short on a slightly upsloping area of the airtield . During the approach. witt1a
large amoun t of airbrake, he allowed the speed to fall. This. and wind shadow/curl over near the ground. resulted in the glider dropping
heav" y on to the ground from about 1Oft.
Incident Report
57
8.92
N
1250
P2
N
1422
57
210
Alter a short cross -country P2 joined the circuit, briefly opening the airbrakes during the downwtnd leg . On finals P1 prompted · mare
brake " but then noticed that the brakes were not extending . P1 skillfully turned to lose height then landed safely with only slight damage
despite no wheelbrake . A butt weld in the control linkage had failed .
162

DG-500

163

Pegasus 101

3594

s

28.8.92
Nr Chelt nham
47
N
602
1300
After flnding strong sink the pilot pressed on to reach a ndge , beyond which there were landable fields. He could not reach these because he was toe low and there were power cables in the way so chose to land downwind but uphill. He was unable to land directly up
the steep slope and the glider's wing caught , breaking the fuselage.
61
N
515
164
ASW-20L
2707
S
9.9.92
Aboyne
1800
Whi le flying al about 800011 in wave the pilot experienced a "somewhat violen t bump ". His head hit the canopy and he heard a sharp
slapping sound . He was flying at 60-70kt with -6' of llap. After a normal landing lt was found that the right aileron had a transverse lracture and the wing root ribs were damaged.
t65

ASW- 19

N

8.92

Incident Report

38

N

600

The pilot strapped In while the tall dolly was still on the glider in case they had to clear the runway . This was overlooked and the launch
commenced. A stop signal was given but not relayed by the loJWard signaller until the tug had passed. Tile pilot was informed by rad io.
assessed the handling , at height. as OK and laMed salely.
166
K·6E
1449
M
29.8.92
Aboyne
29
N
47
The tug was just getting airborne when the glider's trim lever moved lrom full forward to lully back. The pilot attempted to move it forward but could not. As the glider was ballooning the release was promptly pulled and a landing made straight ahead. The glider stalled
from about 1Oft and then ground looped. The trimmer lriction lock was poor.
167
T-21
3324
S
16.9 .92
Lleweni Pare
47
N
1600
1~2
~
a
N
o
Alter a cramped circUJt the instructo r briefed his student and flew another circuit. This time the student was allowed to exlehd the down·
w1nd leg too far and P1 decided he could not get back to the airfield. Th e only field available was very small and so Pt dug the wing in to
stop. The glider cartwl1eeled and was subslanhally damaged.
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Anglia Sailplanes
AEROFINISH
THE NEW NAME IN AIRCRAFT FINISHES
We are pleased to announce our appointment as representatives for AEROFINISH products.
The range of products- tools, fabrics, dopes, fillers, paints and accessories- is primarily 'Made in Britain'.
The availability of these products from ANGLIA SAILPLANES makes us your ONE STOP SHOP for
ALL your glider finishing requirements at very competitive prices.
Our services and other products from Seat Harnesses to Batteries are also available.
For further details and price list, phone or write to Sfu Hoy at:

Anglia Sailplanes

Crown Cottage, Lower Street, Gissing, Diss, Norfolk IP22 3UJ. Tel: 037977 4114 or 0860 545812

Grob Twin 11118mtr, now all carbon
25KG lighter
Self-Launcher: Full dual control
VP propeller
Highly automated operation
First SL with FAA certification
50 sold
Short delivery
Sailplane Is the same specification but sans
engine.
Send for details:

JOHNADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) L TO
Hoo Mill, lngestre, Stafford
Tel: 0889-881495 Fax: 0889 882189

iJJ:
'ftiOMAs

•

~1.

~.

•
•

Pop-Top Glider Pilots Parachute
State of the art in emergency parachutes
The Pop-Top. External seated pilotchute providing the fastest possible deployment.
Fully encased risers resulting in a snag free parachute container system.
Steerable parachutes in a range of sizes to suit all sizes of pilots.
Soft, slim line design for the ultimate in comfort
British built, quality assured to BS 5750
Reliability, comfort and efficiency when it matters

THOMAS Sports Equipment Limited

Lofty's Loft• Pinfold Lane • Bridlington ·North Humberside • Y016 5XS ·Telephone: 0262 678299

'WOOD AIRCRAFT REQUIRE A PARTICULAR TYPE OF CARE AND QUALITY'
AT PARKER SAILPLANES YOU CAN BE ASSURED OF THAT CARE AND QUALITY AS
WE ONLY SPECIALISE IN WOOD ANDFABRICGLIDERS ...
FOR THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES AND GUARANTEED ON· TIME·DELIVERY WRITE OR PHONE·
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CITROEN ARE FLYING HIGH WITH THE BGA

The BGA are pleased to announce a new
annual sponsorship deal with Citroen UK
starting in May.
Citroen have a reputation for getting involved
with action sports such as their sponsorship of
Judy Leden, Britain's world beating hang glider
pilot; their stunning roadshow "The Xantia Ski
Show" involving the world's best freestyle skiers
and the Xantia Hot Air Balloon. You could say
that this new involvement is a natural development of this type of sponsorship for one of the
UK's fastest growing car companies for whom it
seems the sky's the limit.
Gliding is an exciting and stylish way to take

Citroen's new Xantia with a Blanik.
to the skies and Citroen see this image reflected in their produ cts- in particular the new
Xantia. This new model looks like a superbly
smooth , solid and stylish performer as well as
an excellent towing vehicle.
The BGA are, in fact, the owners of two of
the very first Xantias on the road. Taking
delivery of these two cars heralded the start of
the sponsorship deal which will involve some
exciting developments for everyone at club
level and support some of t11e BGA events.
Those of you who know Chris Railings,

senior national coach , can ask for his thoughts
on the Xantia right now. Those who don't can
read his test report in the next issue of S&G to
see how the Xantia measures up as a towing
partner for his new glider outfit.
There is no doubt that Citroen now appeal to
a large proportion of the towing market and
have won the hearts of a substantial number of
UK drivers with products such as BX, AX, ZX
and XM .
The BX, which will continue in estate form ,
has proved to be a particularly good towing car
as demonstrated by the number in any club carpark on a good gliding day. This has been
attributed to the tremendous Citroen suspension system, which has the capability to level
out no matter what the load and can even make
up for the odd pilot error when towing !
Xantia is bigger in every department, is
solidly built, looks stunning and, wait for it, has
an even more effective suspension system.
There is no doubt that Xantia is a towing
partner with features on various models that you
and your glider outfit won't want to be without:
Self-steering rear axle .
Computer controlled suspension .
Precise power steering .
ABS.
The end result is a "live" chassis which
adapts to any driving style or road condition to
satisfy all drivers from the enth usiast to the
functional.
Can't wait to get your hands on one ? Even
better, what about winning one?
Over the next few months the Citroen Glide
and Drive team will be visiting some of the UK
clubs with the chance for members to try the
Xantia for themselves and to enter a free prize
draw to win a stunning new Xantia or a oneweek BGA gliding course. (Your club will be
receiving details shortly.)
The BGA welcomes Citroen as a new
sponsor. Look out for Chris Railings in his
stylish new Citroen branded SZD-55
glider/ Xantia combination.
&:I

DEFINITELY A BACHELOR'S HOME!
Starting

Them

Young
There is nothing like starting our readers in the
S&G habit as soon as possible. Stephen
Fiorentini, aged six months, certainly likes to get
his hands on the magazine before his parents,
Kale and Chris, who fly at the Surrey Hills GC.
Then he has all the back copies to catch up on.
June/July 1993

Tony Davies and his syndicate partner, Tim Cushion, both of the Bath, Wilts & North Dorset
GC, needed somewhere to fettle their Skylark 2 over the winter "The ideal place that came to
mind" Tony said " was my living room which has French doors at the end. The centre section
also went in with about a foot to spare either end. Do I really need to say I'm not married?" he
asks.
16 1

The ultimate
self-launch two-seater
• Glide at 50:1 (the best so far is
1012km at 148.8km/h), or cruise
quietly at 140mph for 800 miles with
the new Variable Pitch propeller!
• Safe airborne restart procedurethe engine is fixed , only the propeller
folds from behind the retractable
nose-cone.

SERVICES LIMITED

lelephone: 0763-852150
Facsimile: 0763-852593

• Spacious side-by-side comfort,
delightful handling and docile stall.

Albany House, Litlington,Cambs.

Let Dr Stemme's
technology broaden your
horizons too.
For information please contact:

Mike Jetferyes,
Tanglewood, Fingrith Hall Road,
Blackmore, Nr. lngatestone,
Essex CM4 ORU
Phone & Auto Fax: 0277 823066

UK SERVICE STATION FOR

HOFFMANN

PROPELLER ·

FOR SPECIALIST REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE

ROGER TAKGE1T
Sailplane Services
Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club
Nympsfield, Nr. Stonehouse
Gloucestershire GL 10 3TX
Tel: Workshop (0453) 860861
Home (0453) 860447
(Portable (0850) 769060

Offering outstanding workmanship, efficiency and
service in:
All glass, carbon and kevlar repairs
Wood and Metal repairs
All modifications
Motor Glider engine approval
C of A Renewals
General Maintenance
(including re-finishing and wax polishing)

*
*
*
*
*
*

LAK-12
From Lithuania- a new sailplane for the Western market:
20.5m span- 2 piece wing- flaps.
Fibreglass & carbon fibre construction.
Max UD 48:1
Tail dolly etc.
Rigging aids
Fully instrumented
42 gallons water ballast
Full C of A granted
Empty weight: 8201b
Superb fibreglass trailer
Ideal for cross-country minded individuals and club·s
Inclusive Price: UK mainland £18000 (approx) for complete new outfit. Prices may vary
reflecting recent falls in the value of sterling BUT we have 1 only, unflown LAK 12
(cancelled order). Ring for details and price.
Demonstrator available, contact agents:

BALTIC SAILPLANES Ltd.
Baltic Sailplanes Ltd., 46 The Woodlands, Market Harborough,
Leicestershire LE16 7BW
Tel: 0858 467723; 0536 85552 (office hours); 0536 81777 (evenings)
Fax: 0858 467137
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cause of the distance and it was felt that in future most of the IGC meetings should be in
Europe.
World Championships - Omarama
1995.New Zealand, 1995. Entrance fees will
be no higher than for Sweden and it was confirmed that tasks would be set in wave condi tions and so oxygen would be needed.
World Championships; - Borlange, Sweden.
Considerable time was spent on whether it
would be permissable to have wing lets. The rule
introduced a few years ago to prevent last
minute modifications to gliders giving pilots unfair
advantages (Annex A. clause 9.5) states that
type certification of the sailplane must be completed four months before the Championships. If
the modification is not type certificated and as
long as the glider carries a permit to fly , even if
issued the night before the Championships, then
everthing is apparently OK.
lt was agreed that rule 9 .5 should be
scrapped but this would only come into effect
this October. In the meantime a large number
of wingletted machines were expected to show
up at Borlange and the organisers were asked
to do their best!
World Championships 1997.Poland ( at
Lesno) and France (St Auban) presented bids
for 1997 . The decision will be taken next year
but it was decided to restrict the bids to these
two countries.
Motor gliders. Piero Morelli (Italy) , chairman of
this sub-committee, reported that the growth
rate of motor gliders was greater than pure gliders but only represented a quarter of the glider
market. Other comments included the statement that while initially in mixed pure and motor
glider competitions the pure glider pilots felt
they were at a disadvantage because those
with motors could fly over unlandable teriitory,
the motor glider pilots felt disadvantaged by the
weight of the engine in weak conditions.
World Air Games - Greece, 1995. Fred
Weinholtz (Germany) is representing the IGC in
the arrangements for gliders to take part in the
Games. There see ms to be little enthusiasm
and the FAI have said th ey will only consider
competing if they are organised in the same
way as international gliding competitions. At the
moment the proposals are for a very high fee
for competitors and crews.

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING
COMMISSION
Extracts from Tom's report of the meeting, held this March in
Cape Town, which he attended as the BGA delegate
Flight certification, GPS. The trials of GPS
flight verification equipment at this year"s World
Championships will be voluntary and non-interfering . Official proof of rou nding TPs by GPS
will not be used, even as a back-up.
Club Class. This is still dominated by the practices in Germany. A new formula was accepted
bringing the LS-4 and DG-200 into the Class.
World Class Glider Competition. This item
was surrounded by some political tension .
Piero Morelli , chairman of the organising committee, is no longer supported by the Italian
Aero Club. Their Velino had serious defects
when tested last September but they had since
modified and greatly improved the wing/fuselage areas. which greatly improved the fault.
They brought a video and technica l staff to the
meeting to explain what they had done, but it
was agreed to approve the recommendations
of the judging panel and the Polish PW5 was
voted the winner.
European Championships 1994, will be held
at Rieti , Italy.
Sporting Code. The temporary status of the
approval of electronic barographs is now a permanent rule.
Medals. The Lilienthal medal goes to Frances
Kepka (Poland) and the Pelagia Majewska
medal to Georgette Litt-Gabriel (Belgium).
Besides the three days of IGC meetings, the
Soaring Society of South Africa provided "optional extras" (at delegates own expense) both
before and after the meetings.
Most notable in my experience, were visits
to the Magal iesburg GC at Orient . an hour's
drive west of Johannesburg. Opportunities for
flying were laid on with generous lending of pri-

vate single and two-seater gliders. In March
the winter season is approaching . This does
not mean putting the gliders away fo r a few
months. lt remains dry and there are plenty of
thermals, but they are blue and there is usually
a "low" inversion of around 4000ft ag l. lt is in
their summer (ou r winter) when all the record
flights are done.
The Magaliesburg Airfield is impressive probably approaching a 1000 acres of flat land.
Part of it is wooded and provides shade for the
trailers . But also there is a large clubhouse,
generous grass runways, swimming pool and
of cou rse hangars . Of the 165 gliders kept at
the site (nearly all private) all but a few are kept
fully rig-ged in hangars. Some of these private
hangars are most impressive, with polished
floo rs, insulated roofs and many with luxury living accommodation attached at the back.
But apart fro m the gliding and the glorious
sunny weather, South Africa prov ides many
other things. The SSSA laid on visits to game
parks (which seem to be widely scattered) and
to diamond mines (ditto). Cape province is
usually conside red the most scenlcally beautifu l pa rt of S Africa and we were shown vineyards , a fantastic botan ical garden near
Capetown and of course we are treated to a
visit to Cape Point on the Cape of Good Hope
-a feature on the face of the earth that even
the most inadequate of geographers amongst
us knows about.

a

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
(M. G. Hutchinson)

BRIAN WEARE - AERO
ALL TYPES OF GLIDER AND MOTOR GLIDER
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR. FROM SMALL TO THE
LARGE INSURANCE REPAIR. REFABRICATING OF
TUGS. VINTAGE GLIDER AND AIRCRAFT
RESTORATIONS.
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON EX14 ORA
June/July 1993

Phone:
Works (0404) 891338
Home (0404) 41041

Repairs and overhauls
carried out
P.Z.L. Sales and Service
Barograph Calibration centre
Instrument panels cut to order
Write or phone:
'Tantield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9LX
Tel: 0568 708 368
(answering machine)
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Copy and photographs for the AugustSeptember issue of S&G should be
sent to the Editor, 281 Queen Edith's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, tel 0223
247725, fax 0223 413793, to arrive not
·later than June 8 and for the OctoberNovember issue to arrive not later than
August 17.
GILLIAN BRYCE-SMITH
Apri/12

ANGUS (Arbroath)
C. Wight was elected chairman at the AGM
and Alan Black continues as CFI. We are in a
reasonable financial position with launches
and hours about the same as in 1991 but
would like more members.
We are negotiating for a new site at
Drumshade near Glamis Castle , Kirriemuir
which should give better soaring conditions. A
number of members have flown in the SGA
ASH-25 at Portmoak and Aboyne and we have
an excellent club fleet- Bocian 1E, SF-24 , Std
Jantar 2 , K-6cR and the use of a T -21 B and
Swallow . Private aircraft include a T-6 1 Falke,
Vega and Pirat.
G.N.
AOUILA (Hinton-in-the-Hedges)
Our thanks to Bob Murray for organising a well
attended annual dinner in February. Prizes
went to Neil Scarborough (most promising pilot
-solo to nearly Silver); Brian Babb (clubman of
the year- enthusiasm and competition flying) ;
John Cooper (best height- Gold height) who
also won the soap bo x award; Mel Eastburn
(best flight - Diamond goal) and lan
Scarborough (wooden spoon - a very long
50km) .
The committee were re-elected at the AGM
and joined by John Cooper. Our K-8 has a new
canopy and we are making full use of our new
grass area .
S.K .
BANNERDOWN (RAF Keevil)
Recent months have seen a vast improvement
in facilities and prospects at Keevil. Power and
secure doors were installed and an extensive
concrete apron laid in front of the gl ider
hangar.
Northerly winds have allowed us to sample
the nearby ridge and the surrounding country
has been inspected on odd thermic days .
Sadly our first Easter course was restricted by
wind and rain .
D.C.F.
BATH, WILTS & NORTH DORSET (The Park)
Paul Wade , Mark Hawkins and Alan Nichols
have gone solo and Dave West has resoloed
after an 18 year break.
We have a newly formed K-6 CR syndicate
and are extending the trailer park to take more
new gliders . The club K-6E wings have been
re-covered by members, organised by Dave
Pengilly . We now have three dumper trucks to
ensure the prompt retrieve of gliders from the
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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landing strip . This contributes enormously to
the high launch rates during the short winter
days .
S.G.
BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)
Despite poor weather we have had a successful few weeks with Ran Smith and Max
Kirschner completing their full Cat ratings and
Dave Kearns and Alison Grimsdell their Silver
badges during a Long Mynd expedition .
Three young pilots all went solo within
30min - Camilla Reed, "Dusty " Miller and
Andy Roberts.
Y.E.
BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)
We had two excellent soaring weeks at the end
of March with the 25th and 26th exceptional for
cross-countries . We also learnt some interesting lessons about field landings and had practice in mountain retrieves.
We have already had several expeditions
this year - two from Lasham and one from
North Hill. Visitors are always welcome to
share our enjoyment of this great site. We have
a task week in May .
SR.
BOOKER (Wycome Air Park)
We wish the Booker, er sorry Andy , British
World Championship team all the best in
Sweden . There should be enough pilots left at
Booker to give a decent Regionals.
We have had several successful weekend
expeditions to the Mynd and the usual gaggle
went to Cerdanya. Our season started remarkably well with 300km flights in March and a
5000ft cloudbase in February.
The club fleet is having its instrumentation
improved ranging from LNavs in the Pegasus
to audios In the K-13s. We have leased a Falke
and are acquiring another two-seater. Also , the
BGA fleet lives here and when it's not away is
normally available.
We are very pleased to see Mike Williamson
back so soon after his incident and wish him a
speedy recovery.
R.N.
BORDERS (Galewood)
Mike Crews has his Shrs , thanks to wave and
good hill lift. The launch point caravan has
been re-furbished and Is bright yellow , thanks
to the efforts of Andy Bardgett and Derek
Robson .
We are looking for a good performance tug
to back up our Super Cub 180.
We may face major probems in the near fu ture with British Gas seeking planning permission to install a pumping station at the end of
our main runway . Because of emergency venting creating an exclusion zone around the station of half a mile to a height of 3000ft, as well
as radio masts, this would effectively close us
down .Even although we have planning permission to fly from the site , we anticipate a major
fight but expect to win the day.
R.C.
BURN (Burn Airfield)
We have recently had a welcome upturn in
June/July 1993
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young new members , possibly helped by our
subscription remaining at £106 with lower rates
for those under 25 and over 65 years .
Aerotows are £8.40 to 2000ft.
March 20 was our best wave day this year
with the K-13s going to 80001! above the site.
The damage w hen our clubhouse was broken into exceeded the cost of the actual theft.
Michael Flannery has a Churchill award , Bill
Jepson has become a tug pilot and we are running a number of summer task weeks.

p N.
CAIRNGORM (Feshiebridge}
Alan Mossman has achieved a new UK motor
glider height record of 26 281ft in his PIK 20 .
Andy Carter and Nick Norman have a Ventus B
and Alistair Robertson a Bronze badge.
Our midsummer task weekend wil l include a
barbecue.
T.C.
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY (Gransden Lodge}
We now have 55 privately owned and ten club
gliders. The blue K-13 is back and , thanks to
Sandy, completes the major refurbishment of
the entire club fleet.
Howard Franks has his full Cat and Duncan
Bray, Chris Hawkins, Alastair Murray and Colin
Smithers have AEI ratings . Geoffrey Sum pter
a(ld Jagdip Grewal have gone solo and Julie
Ballock and Steven Whaley have resoloed.
J.L.B.
CLEVELAND$ (RAF Disl7forth}
Spring has brought wave and thermals and a
welcome influx of members.
Mark Evans has his full Cat and Dick Cole
has become an AEI examiner. Our first AEI
course is planned for Easter.
JP.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down}
We had good thermals in February and winter
aerotows proved we can contact wave, with
climbs to very respectable heights.
We have had major earthworks lengthening
the landing area at the north end of the field .
This entailed digging up a large portion of the
disused cross runway and replacing the ru bble
with soil prior to seeding.
We are operating seven days a week for the
summer, holiday courses are running and we
welcome visitors.
Mike Levitt and Mike Ollver have AEI ratings.
M.S
COVEN TRY (Husbands Bosworth}
The following were the first llights of the season- a 1OOkm on March 6 by Tony Pozerskis
(LAK 12) ,a 300km on March 25 by Steve
Crabb (LS-7) and Silver d istance by Tony
Head (K-6cR) on April 4.
The club has a fourth Puchacz, we are replacing the SF-27 with a Discus and have sold
another Bocian leaving us with one.
The open weekend was a great success
with soarable weather on the Sunday resulting
in many courses booked and a few new members.
The grading of the centre of the airfield has
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removed nearly all the ruts and mounds
caused by recent winters The evening courses
on Tuesday and Thursday are well subscribed
and Harry is providing task setting and Met
every day for cross-country pilots in addition to
our satellite weather receiver.
T .W .

DARTMOOR (Brentor}
The AGM elected Phil Jarman as chairman
and the trophy for the best fly ing performance
went to Steve Bolt (John's son) who started
with us as a schoolboy.
We have agreed to lease another adjoining
field which will permit launches of 1500 to
2000ft.
F.G .M.
DEESIOE (Aboyne Airfield}
Peter Coward retired at ou r AGM after four
years as chai rman during wh ich we have had
many improvements. Bruce Wyer was elected
to take over. The chairman's trophy was
awarded to Joe Kovacs.
Angus McNico l has gone solo and Bill Neil
has Diamond height. February saw us at
23 00011 and March was better with 24 OOOft
achieved in the westerly wave.
The CAA safety evening presented by David
Hockings was well attended and gave us food
for thought.
G.D.
DERBY & LANCS (Camphi/1}
Visitors are invited to fly our brand new glassfibre fleet of three two-seater Puchacz and two
single-seater Juniors. Our friends at Husbands
Bosworth and Sou thampton University have
had a successful flying week with us.
Tony Goldsmith , Marcus Hodkinson , Ann
Williams and Richard Dance have gone solo ;
Martin Whalley and Mick Sheehan have
resoloed and Miles Newman and Richard
Clare have AEI ratings. We welcome Jack
Steven, our new holiday course instructor.
J .B.
DORSET (Eyres Field}
With improved weather and more of the field
coming into use, we are winching and aerotowing with a full fleet apart from the Grab which is
on hire to another club. We a re attracting the
interest of passing motorists who have occasionally been persuaded to have a flight.
Ken Besent, Ted Andrews, Jack Priddle and
Derek Cracknell are doing a great job p reparing the airfield -approaching pilots beware of
the tractor towing large rollers I And Gary Shaw
has done excellent work painting the equipment container and control caravan.
G.G.
DUKERIES (Gamston Airport}
Graham Gouche r and Mike de Terre have
Bronze badges and Peter Uden is a BGA inspector. We are fly ing on Wednesday afternoons until October and had a second club
expedition to Portmoak in April .
A large portakabin is in position for renovation as a clubhouse.
J.C p

Obituary - Eric Marshall
We are ve ry sad to record the su dde n death
from a heart attack of Eric Marshal! , one of our
founder members.
Eric was a veritable tower of strength , tackling any task with great energy and with a wide
range of skills. He served on the committee for
years and his con tri bution to building the
hangar was invaluable.
He flew an Oly 2s which he treated with loving care. He will be greatly missed by his many
fr iends. We send our sympathy to his w idow
and family.
Tim Bowles
ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Wormingford}
We had four successful days aerotowing over
Christmas with a Wilga supplied by Dave and
flown by Richard Kimberley . We followed our
first ever dual tow by several more.
We are consider ing buying another two seater w ith the University GC . Martin Hall
(University GC) and Mark Bainbridge have
gone solo and Jerry Hain has an AEI rating.
Our best wishes to Norreen and Jerry Hain
who are settling in the USA.
As always visitors are welcome.
M.F
FOUR COUNTIES (Syerston)
We made good use of the tug and motor glider
on the few fly able days early in the season with
several wave climbs over the site to 10 OOOft.
Steve Walker has a Bronze badge, Ke ith
Chesh ire is an assistant instructor and Mark
Davies gained Gold height at Sisteron during a
club expedition in March.
Our best wishes to Albert Johnson on his reti rement after a lo ng and d istinguished time
with the GSA and the BGA.
R.M.D.
GL YNDWR (Denbigh}
Our annual dinner was a great success . Geoff
Glazebrook won the award for the most meritorious fligh t (300km) and Jessica Pennan t the
trophy for the younger members' contribution .
"Porki" Conyers was thanked fo r his first sue·
cessful year as CFI.
Chris Jackson and lan S kinner have gone
solo and Kenny Cleworth has his 5hrs.
G.P.
GRAMPIAN (By Laurencekirk}
Recent winch launches to 2000ft and height
gains to around 600011 have shown further site
potential. We also have several members pro gressing to badge legs and others coming up
to solo standard.
New members and visitors are welcome any
weekend weather permits flying .
J.D.C.
HUMBER (RAF Scampton}
We are well up on last yea r's launches and
hours , many have converted to the Acre and
when the K-13 is fitted with artother T&S ful l instrument training will start.
Con tractors have dug up many parts of the
airfield, limiting us to our main run, so everyone
is getting plenty of practice in strong crosswind
landings. John Goodwin has gone solo and
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gained a Bronze leg and Trevor Marshal! has
resoloed.
D.M.R

KENT (Chal/ock)
At our AGM Tim Gardiner was again elected
chairman. Nick Leaton is an assistant Cat.
On some outstanding spring days only the
TMA restricted us going higher and further.
One of the four PIKs has been replaced by a
Discus.
The Augu st task and fun week, to which
neighbouring clubs are invited , is already well
supported.
A.R.V .
LAKES (Walney Airfield)
The annual dinner was again a great success.
Alan "Dave" Dennis , Dave Bull and Gordon
Furness have gone solo and Rod Murfitt has
part 1 of the cross-country diploma.
An LS-6 is joining the privately own ed fleet .
Our thanks to the members who helped with
the club aircraft Cs of A.
P.G.

LA SHAM (Lasham Airfield)
With ove r 100 cross-country flights by the end
of March and one of the earliest Silver distances on record (February) we have had an
inspiring start to the season.
At our AGM trophies went to Mark
Thompson (most meritorious flight - 675km) ;
Steve Jones (highest placing in the Standard
or 15M Class Nationals); Clive Mansfield (earli est Silver distance) and Sarah Harland (outstanding progress).
We have aerobatic courses throughout the
season run by the British Aerobatic team but
Jose! Solski is unable to be with us as previously stated.
Nan Worrell's Wooden Glider Club has generated a lot of interest. A "perpetual dispute"
plate (in wood, of course) with Nympsfield will
be up for grabs shortly.
Our best wishes to Jill Burry for the
Women's European Championsips in Czechoslavakia in July.
G.N.G
LINCOLNSHIRE (Strubby Airfield)
We have imported a superb K-7 from Denmark
to rep lace our T -21 whic h had one heavy
landing too many . March produced some remarkable soaring conditions from ve ry unpromising days . lt was like this when Dave
Armstrong and Eric Hughes both flew Bronze
legs and Mick Fairburn claimed the "first hour"
trophy.
R.G.
LONDON (Dunstable)
We are pleased to welcome University College
GC who are operating a K-21.
The season was kicked off by our Easter
competition and we have soaring weeks from
June 21 -25 and July 16-20 to which all are welcome with no extra fees beyond normal flying
charges.
We have a Vintage Glider weekend on June
18-20 and are hosting a Regionals from August
21-29 when our updated Met equipment will be
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used. Our course bookings are up on last year.
S.B.M.

MENDIP (Halesland Airfield)
After a quiet start we seem to have taken off.
We will soon be flying from our new field extension and Bill Scull, on a visit to present a safety
lecture, was most enthusiastic about our developments.
George Lodge has a Bronze leg and CFI
Peter Turner is a regional AEI coach and PPL
motor glider examiner.
G.W-S.
MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
In February John Collins gained Silver height,
Paul Stanley Gold height and George Owen
completed his Bronze badge.
We had an excellent start to the course season with visitors gaining a duration and two
Silver distances, and Roy Abigail soloed .The
best day was March 25 with Chris Harris flying
a 300km triangle for Gold distance and
Diamond goal which was one of many crosscountries that day. George Owen gained his
5hrs the next day and 2400km were flown during those two days.
At our AGM Bob Neill stood down as chairman. We thank him for all his hard wo rk and
welcome our new chairman, Paul Garnham .
David Inee was the guest speker at the annual
dinner-dance and prizegiving.
A.RE.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
Recent local newspaper publicity brought us
visitors and new members.
Roger Morrisroe is temporary CFI following
the retirement of Horace Bryant. Our thanks to
Horace for his dedication over many years .
G.P
NORFOLK (Tibenham)
We started the season well with some good
soaring flights and have a full social and flying
calendar including the Eastern Regionals at
the end of May and the Vintage Glider Club
visit in August.
Our K-21 and Supacat were bought with the
generous assistance of the Sports Council and
the Norfolk County Council. One of our K-13s
has an adaption for paraplegics and has been
put to very good use.
We enjoyed flying the BGA Discus and sharing our d inner-dance with the national coach .
Awards were presented by Doe Souper, a
much loved member now in her 80s, and Pete
Ryland collected a hat trick.
E.P .
NORTHUMBRIA (Currock Hill)
We had a promising start in March with good
wave when Ben Moor gained Silver height.
Dave Humphries and lan Hunter have soloed.
lan the first in the Puchacz , and Wi lt Turnbull
flew 5hrs at Portmoak.
Tha nks to Bill Jeffels we have a trailer for
the Puchacz and have been experimenting
with a retrieve winch system to speed up
launches.
Ediinburgh University GC are visiting us
after Easter and in May we have a joint task

week with Borders GC, tasks being flown from
both sites. Our now annual visit to the Metro
Centre shopping complex with a club glider
gave us some new members.
J.T.C.

NORTH WALES (Bryn Gwyn Bach)
We had superb wave on Saturday , March 20
with nearly everyone having a memorable
flight. With six gliders and 25 launches, we had
over 28hrs and a cu mulative heigh t gain of
over 50 00011.
The Super Blanik is proving to be excellent
for our site and able to utilise to best advantage our strong ridge and wave. We don't find it
a disadvantage not aerotowing as we are so
close to the ridge lift it can be easily reached
from the winch and once there the transition to
wave is usually fairly easy.
We are selling the K-8 , K-7 and Bocian to
upgrade the fl eet with a modern single-seater.
Ray Pittaway has gone solo.
D.J.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
We have bought a Grab Acro Twin 2 for advanced trai ning.
A particu larly good day in mid-March with a
cloudbase above 5000ft allowed us to start the
cross-country season and 16 year-old Mallory
Woodcock to get his first Bronze leg and climb
to 4200ft- considerably higher than his father
who was flying at the time.
F.B.
PORTSMOUTH NA VA L {Lee on Solent)
Ben Bennett is now CFI with Martin Heneghan
as DCFI- Martin and Derek Ballard have their
full rating and Nigel Gilkes is an assistant instructor. Our than ks to Phil Moore , outgoing
CFI , for services to the club.
We had some excellent soaring to above
5000ft in February and March. Glyn Jaques ,
Phil Taylor, George Bell and Tony Sowe rsby
have resoloed ; James Hasker has a Bronze
badge and Rich ard Croker gained Gold height •

David
Goodison
INSTRUMENTS
GAL/BRA TED, SERVICED AND
REPAIRED
PZL WINTER AND SMITHS
BAROGRAPHS CALIBRATED
INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
4 BROADACRES AVENUE
CARLTON, Nr. GOOLE
NORTH HUMBERSIDE DN14 9NE
Tel and Fax GOOLE (0405) 860856
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John Concannon, chairman of The Upward
Bound Trust, presenting a brass clock to
Vernon Jennings on his retirement.
at Aboyne. We also had an enjoyable expedition to the Long Mynd.
Martin Heneghan's lecture programme resulted in ten passing the Bronze paper. Our
thanks to all the instructors and to Steve
Wilkinson, Geoff Clark, Graham Tucker and
Phil Taylor who have readied the fleet.
K.S.
RA TTLESDEN (Rattlesden Airfield)
Our thanks to Mark Wright fo r organising a
very successful dinner when cups were presented to Mark , Gordon Chalmers, Brian
Griffiths, Roger Davis and Martin Raper with
the best achiever cup going to Richard Page.
After years of devoted service DCFI
Humfrey Chamberlain has handed over to
Martin Raper, a newly qualified full Cat. We all
wish Humfrey a happy retirement.
Martin Yates has gone solo and we have expeditions to North Hill in Ju ly and the Long
Mynd in September.
M.E.
SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION (Portmoak)
Rumours th at we are dead or dying are rife but we are glad to say we are very much alive.
However, heavy finan cial burdens have prevented further modernisation of the fleet and
improvements to facilities.
Sadly it has meant full time staff have been
made redundant including Roy Dalling , now
CFI at Wolds , who did a great deal of good at
SGU . We have closed our workshop with the
loss of two staff , although th ere is a chance
th is will become a private venture , but have
kept Pete, the professional winch driver.
Kevin Dillon, who is masterminding the business aspects of the new plan. predicts all debt

cleared this year and a cash surplus for improvements in 1994.
We have a full programme of courses and
plans to improve the launch rate.
On February 21 Trevor Murphy(ASW-20)
climbed to 19 700ft, AI Greensmith (ASH-25) to
21 00011 during an 0/R to Cairnwell and Kevin
Dillon landed 88km short of a 500km.
G.McN.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill)
We have finally had some serious ridge flying in
strong northerlies for two weeke nds running in
February with many hours flown and most of the
privately owned gliders joining the club fleet.
Peter Mortimer and Alan Brind have passed
the Bronze badge paper and Bronze legs have
been flown by Eddie King , Elizabeth Warner
and Rob Sharpe. Eddie King and Rob Jarvis
have Bronze badges and David Owen flew
Diamond height at Aboyn e.Verity Murricane organised a successful skittles evening.
J.R.

Jack Stephen of Deeside GC photographed
this formation of a DG-600, Vega and Kestrel
in wave over Loch Muick- now on sale as a
postcard.

Rod and Sue Witter at Glyndwr's annual dinner with Jessica Pennant,
aged 14, who won the trophy they awarded in memory of their son
Sam for a younger member's contribution to the club.

From I to r, Phil Jarman, Norman Wood, Ray
Boundy, aloft Dave Hooper the "foreman"
and Alex Andrew at work on Dartmoor GC's
building which they rescued from being
scrapped.

SOUTHDOWN (Parham Airfield)
We have already had some fan tastic ridge
days and some wave. Bob Adam reached
?500ft ; Rick Filipkiewicz has gone solo ; Mike
Hutchins, Neil lrving and Howard Ald ri dge
have Bronze badges ; Colin Robinson has an
assistant instru ctor rating and Roger Coote is
an AEI coach for the south-east.
At our AGM Nigel Hancock retired as treasurer to be replaced by Sue Hill.
We have new syndicates with a Discus,
Cirrus and a Pegasus.
Our fees haven't increased and are the
cheapest in the south- £12 fo r a 200011 aerotow. Visitors are very welcome.
W.S.
STAFFORDSHIRE (Seighford)
The AGM on March 29 marked the end of th e
move and the beginning of our first full year at
Seighford Airfield . Tony Boyce, who gained all
three Diamonds l•ast year. wo n the Ken Sheriff
trophy.
We have cleared and levelled the ground to
allow longer cable runs and smoother landings.
The Tost winch has been upgraded for a two
drum operation and th e standby winch overhauled. Mains electricity will soon relegate th e

Flying for the disabled at the Norfolk GC. Stephanie Ash is in the
glider with Evan Harris, instructor, while lan Duncan in the
wheelchair waits his turn.

CLUB NEWS

generating set for emergency use. Both club K13s and the K-18 have had tail wheel mods .
Peter Gill's safety presentation was well attended and we were joined by power pilots
who fly from the farm strip at the other end of
the airfield.
A big thank you to chairman Geoff Oultram
and members who this winter gave up Thurday
evenings for construction and maintenance
work.
CFI Charles Wiggins again plans to increase
the instructors and upgrade the ratings of the
current assistant and AE instructors.
We welcome weekend visitors and have
task weeks from June 14 and July 26.
I.G.P.M.
Obituary- Dennis Dalby
On March 31 Dennis Dalby died of cancer after
a short illness at the age of 68.
Dennis was a faithful friend and self-reliant
character. He was an RAF wireless operator
during the war followed by five years in the
Australian Army. He started civilian gliding with
the Avro GC in the early 1980s and was a
courteous pilot in wood and glass, but his
favourite was the T-21.
He was social secretary and instrumental in
moving the Avro fleet and equipment from its
temporary home at Lleweni Pare to Seighford
in 1992 . In the two years between the closure
of Woodford and the move to Seighford ,
Dennis also flew with the Derby & Lanes GC.
His quiet good nature and patience made
Dennis someone you could always talk to
whether you were a pundit or ab-initio. He was
responsible for the launching cables and
equipment and with enthusiasm and competence helped us achieve a record number of
launches in our first year at Seighford.
Dennis will be remembered for many things,
not least his ability to see and do what needed.
to be done without prompting , but most as a
good husband, father and loyal friend . Our
thoughts go out to his widow Jean and children
David and Annie.
H."Will" Scarlett
STRATFORD ON AVON (Snitterfield Airfield)
Steve Hargreaves and Brian Tebbett have
gone solo. The Bronze badge lectures were
well supported with 14 passing the examinations . CFI Dave Benton 's plans for the season
include running P1 and AEI rating courses and
placing a greater emphasis on cross-country
tasks.
The cross-country and Inter-Club League
presentation by Martyn Davies, Diana King and
Brian Marsh was well attended and showed the
great enthusiasm within the club.
We now have a club Blanik; Ray and Sandra
Wood have refurbished a K-6cR and Bob
Russon an 0\y 463. Fred Price is our new chief
marshal. We are delighted Brian Marsh has
been selected for the Junior European team.
G.J.B.
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
Having experienced depressing weather like
everyone, our spirits were lifted with the first·
cross-country of the year when Sue Sagun flew
June/July 1993

a K-8 to Old Sarum for Silver distance on
February 23.
J.S.
SURREY HI ILLS (Kenley Airfield)
The good weather p~oduced_a crop of Bronze
legs with our CFI flying his first cross-country of
the season in February (nearly 200km) and
Alan Frost gaining his 5hrs in a club K-8 in
wave.
We are now flying from Monday to Friday
and welcome Chris Hancock as our full time
professional. At our well supported AGM
awards went to Mike Hughes, Alan Frost,
Steve Dawes and Dave Williams.
We now have ten gliders on site and welcome visitors.

PAP.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirton in Lindsey)
Our annual dinner and prizegiving was a wel come respite from trailer manufacture. The tug
has a new propeller and reconditioned engine
and the SF-26 is flying again , under new ownership.
We are buying a second-hand Tost winch
from Germany and new instruments for the
Puchacz. We had a valuable BGA safety presentation .
M.P .G.
ULSTER (Bel/arena)
After the usual nine-day Easter camp, being
supported by the traditional heavy Dublin contingent, a contractor will be laying the foundations and a 150x 100 concrete floor for the
hangar on our new field.
The Easter camp was thus to be the last on
the first Bellarena field ; Bellarena Mk 2, half a
mile to the north , should open later this year.
There have already been occasional aircraft
movements there.
Harry Boyle will continue as chairman for
another year to pilot us on to the new site.
R.R.R.
UPWARD BOUND (Haddenham Airfield}
The Trust came to the end of an era when
Vernon Jennings retired as CFJ after 22 years
(see the BGA News). To mark the occasion he
was presented with a brass clock at our annual
dinner (see photo).This is thought to be the
longest term as CFI in British gliding.
Vernon, who started gliding with the Glider
Pilot Regiment in 1945, will continue to instruct. His successor is Brian Bushell.

P.C.

being re-engined.
The south-easterly breeze has allowed several impressive flights on the cliffs and hills behind Venter with the longest by John Chape
who gained his 5hrs for a Silver badge.
Jim Britton has become an assistant instructor to bring our team up to strength. Visitors are
welcome to join our midsummer celebrations
on June 19-20. The club expedition will be to
Thouars, France in July.
J.C.B.
VINTAGE NEWS
Restoration has been rapid on Ted Hull's Scud
at Dunstable and it is ready to fly. Mike Beach
is doing well with his Scud 2 and will soon be
restoring his Willow Wren , Britain's oldest
( 1931) original glider, which he acquired with
the Falcon 1 replica from Mike Russe\1.
Mike Birch is working on his Krajanek with
the aim of taking it to Czechoslovakia for our
International Rally in August- it was a Czech
intermediate sailplane designed in 1947 to replace the very many Grwnau Babies.
There has been some spirited Tutor flying at
Backer by Mike Beach and Graham Saw and
the restoration at Lasham of Keith Green's
Weihe is progressing well.

c.w.

WELLAND (Lyveden)
At our recent successful dinner awards were
presented by our landlord, HRH the Duke of
Gloucester, to Sue Harris, Nigel Betteridge,
Keith Scott, Ken Payne and Andy Parrish .
At our AGM Barry Chadwick was thanked for
his services as secretary- Andy Parrish has
taken over. We are running several one week
COLlrses.
We were sad to hear of the death of Doug
Pythian, a long time honorary member. and
send our condolences to his wife and family.
R.H .S.
WOLDS (Pocklington)
Many pilots enjoyed glorious wave on March
19 with the best climb by Alan Hunter (ASW20) to 18 300ft. Derek Roddy and Alan Grinter
gained Gold heights, Alan completing his Gold
badge. Our newly acquired K-21 was also well
used (see photo) .
Many apologies to Mike Munday- he won
our most meritorious flight award and not
Derek Roddy.
Competitors are reminded to book early for
our now famous Two-seater Comp which is
from August 22 to 28.
N.R.A.

VALE OF WHITE HORSE (Sandhi/1 Farm)
Our annual dinner was most successful with a
very humourous speech by Ralph Jones.
March was a fine start to the year with good
local soaring. We are sad Lindy is retiring as
secretary and thank her for her tremendous
service - Pauline Leach is taking over. Also
after many years as a key member, Eric
Winning is giving up gliding.
S.M.F.

YORK (Rufforth)
John Learoyd , lan Johnson and John Dee
have gone solo. A team headed by Kevin
Williams and Brian Mennell have extended the
clubhouse with a new office and briefing room.
We are now fitting the winches with more powerful engines.
H.McD-R

VECTJS (Isle of Wight Airport, Sandown)
Following one of the worst winters on record
Mike Squibb went solo after a training interrupted by the weather and the Super Cub

YORKSHIRE (Sutton Bank)
The season started well with good wave in
March giving Adrian Hatton a 500km, Mike
Brook 450km and Gold heights for John •
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Glide at Aqu ila in the Heart of the Country
Goodall and Tony Mason.
Karl Perkins, Sieve Kerslake and John
Carter have gone solo and Caroline Roberts
has a Silver badge.
We have already welcome clubs who have
come to sample the goods advertised on the
inside front cover of S&G.
At the annual dinner-dance in April Mike
Carter was among the trophy winners for his
336km 0/R in a club two-seater to the Scottish
border.
C.L.

a

BOOI<ER

NEW for '93: the whol e of Hinton Airfie ld
is now available, including all grass areas
• new members and vistors made welcome at this friendly club
one of the least expensive places to fly: aerotow £11, winch £3
only a few minutes from M40 and within easy reach from anywhere
between London and Bir(J7ingham . take A422 Brackley from M40 J 11 at
Ban bury and follow right t urn sig n s to Hinton Airfield after Farthinghoe
a superb soaring centre: we operate weekends and public holidays

Aquila Gliding Club, Hinton in the Hedges Airfield, Brackley, Nor1hants
For furt her in formation, phone (0327) 61948 Site: (0295) 811056

NO WAITING
at NYMPSFIELD

GLIDING CLUB
Wycombe Air l>ark, Marlow,

Bucks SL7 3DR

* We arc open 7 days a week
*
*

including summer evenings
until dusk
T emporary members always
welcome - instructors always
available
1, 2 and 5 Day " ourses for all
standards

* 5 Day Courses from £350
* Bronze, Si\ver and Advanced
ourses
* Nrw clu bhouse facilities
* Farmhouse accommodation
adjacent to the airfield
E'<:ccl!el~t

instrut:tion, short launch
queues, beautiful !lccntT)',
excellent maring.

w ,·' ve t.alcefl the lilllC- bt; o ut of Gliding at
the Bristol & Glou cc:srecshtrc- G Liding C lub.
Dook your lesson by tckplwne: your gilder
and in,rn,ctar will be waittng 011 the dot.
Flying dub service and high quality training
ar gilding dub price;;.
An ho ur; tlying - one to one wtth an expe rien ced instructor f()r £5( l or less .
Courses too - tatlorcd to your requirements.
including holiday coursc·s fiT1n1 only .£.) 25
and our intcnsivC' SCVCII dJ.ys to sol o"
11

Acrobattcs , soaring, cross country. AEI and
in\tn!Ltor training, PPL to glider cunvcTS'Iu m - al.!. avaiLtblc at Nympstidd , on th e
edge <1f the Co tswold.,; ..

FLY SOLO SOONER!
FM details fOIIlilO'
T ht.: Co urse: ~ t!'t: rc t :trv .
Hn'itol &. ( ; l ou(L·,u.:. r~ hirt:

Glidb1g Club .

Write t r call tor colour brocht1re:

Nyrnp~f1e l d ,

0494 442501/529263

Glm. C:l.li l JTX
o r phon e 0453 ~6 1iJ4_

Sro rro:housc,

COME

GLIDING
5 DAY AERO-TOW COl!RSES
Super Value onll £250.00 May-Sept
Umh:r BGA instructors. Beginners welcnmc.
FL YING 7 OA YS A WEEK
All holiday GLIDER PILOTS WELCOME
- IJcal for families
Only I mile from Perran por1h beach

RUTH PHILL-IPS
BOSWENS, WHEAL KITTY, ST. AGNES
(0872) 552430
If no reply please phone 0726 842 798
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NEWLaunch facilities ; New aerotow by
Pawnee. New Skylaunch winch or
even a new bungy rope!

NEWPiexibility; cou rses to suit YOU,
1 to 5 days, ab-In itio to Silver or
even Gold.

NEWKitchen facilities under Liz PI<Hi.

NOT NEW Prices uhchanged irom iast year.

NOT NEWThe Long Mynd, providing excellent
ridge soaring , thermals and wave.
in the incomparable Shropshire
countrys ide .
Private awners and groups welcome
by arrangement

Call Janet Stuart
on 058861·206 soon

Sailplane &Gliding

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
Perranporth, Cornwall

NEWfor1993

• 1-5 day courses of all styles - Beginners- Pundits,
Basic, Bronze. AfT Conversion, Instrument, X-Country,
Field Landings and Flap Conversions
• 7 days a week Aprii-Sepl. weekends and Wednesdays
throughout the year
• Aerotow ot winch
• Club Fleet: Puchacz (2), K13. KS. Astir, 2 tugs
• Visitors atways most welcome
• Free comprehensive information package

BUCKMINSTER GLIDING CLUB
Saltby Airfield (Nr Grantham), Leics
Contact Keith
0476 860467
0476 860504 eves
Phi/
Clubhou~ 0476 860385 day

You can buy the magazine from most Glid ing
Clubs 1n Gt. Britain, alternatively send £ 19.00
(to include the 1993 Yearbook) or £ 15.50.
postage Included, for an annual subscription to
the British Gliding Association, Kimberley House.
Vaughan Way, Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed to
take copies of the magazine and gold-blocked
with the title on the spine are only available from
the BGA.

P rlc• £ 5.50 including post and packing.
USA and ali other Countnes
Payable in either Sterling £15.00 (or US$30 00) (or US
$40.00 by Air Mail) drrect to the British Gliding
Association.

®

Structured courses for beginners from
£195- winch, aerotow or mixed.
Bronze Badge Courses
Why not visit us for a
cross-country camp?

1
Royston , Herts SC8 7TY
Tel: 0763 208021

O ther information :
The Secretar\'
Chris Sullivan
10 Ken ling~. omberto n
Cambridge CB3 7DT
Tcl: 02n 26 480

Cransden Lodge offers:

100 acre gliding on ly site • Un rcslri ted airsp ace
7 day week operation (4 day in winter)
Suparat w inc h & 2 tu gs • 4 Clu b two e,11 rs
6 single seaters from K-8 to A W -20
Book,. ble W eekday tra ining

Clubhouse:

NORTHUMBRIA
GLIDING CLUB
C rrock Hill, Chopwell,
NewcutleuponTyneNE177AX

,

Holiday Courses 1993
May-Sept.
Soar the beautiful Northumbrian countryside.
Many local places of interest to visit.
Winch and aerotow launches.
Club expeditions welcome.

Contact:

0767 677077

The Course Secretary

5 The Oval, Houghton Part., Houghton-l.o>-Sprlng

THE CL UB IS OPEN TO EV ER YO NE!

Tyne & Weu. 091 584 301 1

COURSES
VALE OF WHITE HORSE
GLIDING CENTRE
Lunch, flying with launches
in the UK's best deal,
One hundred and ninety
will surely appeal,
Four to one ratio
will help you decide,
That Vale of White Horse
is the best place to glide

* Any 2 sealer glider can be entered

* Limited accommodation available.
* English breakfast served, if required.
Entry fee £80. All Aerotows are charged at club rates.

Phone
Sue Foggin 0793 485245

436

• GLIDING COURSES • TRIAL LESSONS
• NEW MEMBERS AND VISITING PILOTS ALWAYS
WELCOME • LICENSED B.G.A. WORKSHOP
FOR C OF A'S, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE
• LICENSED P.F.A. ENGINEERS
June/July 1993

Apply to Liz Jones:
The 'WOLDS GLIDING CLUB
The Airfield ,
Pocklington
East Yorkshire
Tel : 0759 303579

There's a new gliding club at Bidford- n -Avon.
We have a new name, The Bidford Gliding
Centre Ltd. And we have a new management
team centred round Taffy Thorne and C.F.I.
J ohn Price, with Arthur Bailey as Chairman.
We also have lots of experience, superb facilities,
a first class fleet of gliders and tugs nd a 7-daya-week operation all Summer_
A ove all, we have a friendly club whi h provides
training and launch fa ilities for pilots of
all levels and a welcome for their friend and
families.
So, it' not just business a usual at Bidford.
It's onwards and upwards. Why not come with us?

Bidford Gliding Centre
Bidforcl Airfield , B idford-on-Avon , Warwickshire, B50 4PD .
Tel: 0789 772606.
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ESSEX GLIDING CLUB

THE SOARING CENTRE

~
"You can bank on us"

JUST 25 MINUTES FROM
LONDON

RADIOS
ICOM A2 Tx/Rx . £319.90, ICOM A20 Mk 2
Tx/Rx , VOR £389.90. Inc . charger, nicads
and accessories. Delcom 960 Tx/Rx £185.

+

GLIDER ELECTRONICS
T/S Inverter "High Tech Model", 12V in- 24,
26, 28V out £22.90. Automatic charger ior
sealed rechargeable 12v batteries , two
outputs with LED Indicators audio pol arity
warning £38.90.

We ca n Tailor a course eith er to train
to solo or Advanced,
Even to Competition standard
To suit you r Individual needs.

INSTRUMENTS
Latest zero re settable P ZL Sensitive
Variometers complete with speed to fly ring
and flask . Standard size £169 , Min iature
£199. PZ'L expanded scale sensitive ASl 0140 kts in 1~ turns or 0·200 kts in 1:V. turns
£97. PZL TE Compensato r £25.90 ,
Stainless Steel Total Energy Probes
£18 .60, Reconditioned Sensitive IFA
Altimeters 20,000' £147. 30,000' £157. New
IFR 20,000 Altimeters £159 .90. Surplus
T/Siips, Glider Rate , with 12v Co nverte r
£109.00. Reconditioned 12V T/Siips £144.
New Miniature 12V PZL Turn & Slip £259.
Reconditioned Bendix 3W Artificial Horizons
with new inverte r £349. Airpath P anel
Mount Compasses reconditioned £43 , new
£48.90. New IFR Pedestal Mount
Compasses £64. Ex Ministry Acc elerometers Standard Size £82 , New IFR Mini
Accelerometers £169.00.

(When flying conten t considered )

COURSE ENQUIRIES TO THE
COURSE ORGANISER:

5 day training at unbeatable value

EGC North Weald Airfield
North Weald , Essex
Tel: (02n) 218193

CGC HUSBANDS BOSWORTH AIRFIELD
LUTIEAWORTH LE17 6JJ
Telephone 0858 880521

KENT GLIDlNG CLUB
~

J

LlJ..L_
K · £ ·N·T
GLIDING

OTIFUR RELEASES
"Ottfur" re-condition service £46.00.
TRAILERS
Superior well engineered metal trailers for
the discerning glider owner. POA.
GLIDEAS
·szD-51 · 1 Junior $28,850
•szD-50-3 Puchacz $42,000
·szo-55 $45,850
·szD-48 Jantar 3 $32,250
"New gliders in conJunction wilt1 Angle Polish
Sailplanes Lid. Prices subject to revision.

Prices shown exclude VAT and carriage.

COLIN D. STREET
"Yewdown House", 7 Sharpthome Close,
lfield, Crawley, Sussex, RH11 OLU.
Tel: 0293 543832, FAX 0293 51 381 9 24hrs
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CLUe

Challock,
Ashford,
Kent
TN254DR

Courses to suit all grades of pilots
from beginners to cross country.
Situated on North Downs thermal
and ridge site. Meals and accommodation in comfortable licensed
Clubhouse.

For FREE brochure, write or
phone:
0233 740274 or 740307
Fax 0233 740811

NEW PARACHUTES
SK94 -latest state of the art, 24 gore , two
pin release , soft comfortable back pack
parachute. Rapid opening with low descent
rate, steerable, 20 year life. Complete with
adjustable Lumbar Support and Transport
Bag. £435.

ASH SKIDS
K-7 & K-13 £69 , OLY 2 8 and other types
from £65 .

Holiday courses for Ab-initio and
ear!y solo pilots io Bronze C.
Cou rse s run from Apri l to October.
5 Day courses start i rom £185. (A few
3 day courses available)

+
+

THE NEW XK 10 "CLUBn VARIOMETER
The latest state of the art variomete r, with a
sine wave audio that codes value of climb
rate . Standard meter size. £21 9.00 with
miniature repeater meter £299.00. (Plug in
dedicated LCD averager un i t optio n.
Available Summer '93.)

AIR FR AME SPARES
Cadet, Tuto r, Sedbergh , Prefec t, T.31,
Grasshopper, Swallow, Skylark.

l.l!A_RN 1D FLY

---

LEARN TO GL1DE IN A WEEK . ..

..

-----~4~-------.-AND WHY NOT?
LaSt sea so n we t r in cd m ore so l o
p ilots tha n an y ot her c lub , a nd o v e r
two thirds came back f r mo re trainin g
with m . end f< r a brochure to fin d o ut
w hy.
For h is ye a r we h ave rw o airfiel d Edg hill and Himo n - both nea.r Ba.nbury
i n upc r soa.nng c un try . W c guarante e

35 lnunche per we k.

* ab-initio to solo- in o ne week or two

*

solo to bron ze, 10 launches a day!
nze to Silvt' r
Silver-plus, 1OOkrn etc.
as istam mstru ctor/ AEl
instmcto r co mp letion/ rl'fre her/fi.dl cat.
early season
m1-up - discount price
moto r glider PPL
fiel d land ing training
unlimited flyir g for fixed pri es

* Br

*
*

*

*

*

**

THE GLIDING CEN TRE
Hinton in the Hedges Airfield, Brackley, Nortbants NNt3 NS • (0295) 81 2544
Edgehill Airfield, Shenington, Banbury, O"on OX15 6NY • (0295) 6881 51
SAILPLANE & GLIDING

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB

Sail BO
the Norfolk Broads in unrestri Led
ai,.pace from our own superb g_ra ·sa ct runwa s ite
Open all year - Modern fleet.
Supa at wi nc h or Aero tow.
Fully li<:enn:d residential clubhouse.
Cant van and camping site.
Super Falkc - MGPPL convers ions , Bronze 'C"
checks and AEI colll'5e ·as required: Examiner on
. itc.
Ho lida Cou,.es- 2 day or 5 day
Many local altractioos fo r yo ur ' Crew·
Wrir,.. rn: The Coune Srcretary
Mrs (;, Edwards;
Gl Stonos, Hure Strt'tl,

Or nng :
lhr O ubhouoe
U37 977 Z07

Duntingford, HertJ . 69 0All
T•t: 0763 289460

~
~
N 0 A 1 11
WAi f SGr.

4 . tar I otel
Accomn1c>da ti<ln .

Me 1:, , mma,
S wimming Pool,

j ,, uzzi piu~
Eve n ing
Em e rra inment.

5Day
5
FL I
Holiday July
Courses £330
AY~

... Lasham of course!
This season, why not develop your
flying skills in the UK?
The highest launch rate. The best
facilities. The best courses.
WOLid ou like t learn omething n w this year? Are you
fed up with low progress? La ha m offers the glid ing
cour t suit your need .

June

Augusr

Acrobatic B• sic and adva nced training to competition
standard.

Ad anced cour es F ur and five-d. y comses to help you
from Bronze t Silver, o r from Silver to
Id .

0745 582286

"

I.

One-to-one trainin Whatever stage you're at, yo u'd
probably benefit fr m having a n instructor a nd gl ider to
y urself for five days. lr may be cheaper than yo u think!

AEl courses T o days f train ing for the n w Air
Ex:peri nee In truer r ra ring.

SHENINGTON
GLIDING CLUB
New club wilh exciting growth
potential
• M40 C orrido r near Banbury (App rox .
hour from London)
1 Ridge s tte, 7 day operalion
1 W in h and Aero lo\ '
I

•
I

1

•

Secure c aravan/trailer sto rage - eco nomic
hangarage available
Triangul ar I 000 metre runways
irti Id re~tricted to lid r onl
Econ mic mem bership and flying raws
N w members and vi ·itors welcome

DGE HILL AIRFIELD, SH

I NGTON,

OXFORDSHiRE
CONTACT.'

Paul (0295) 680553
Colin (0295) 251716
June/July 1993

Field landing O ne-day seminars on field landings, with
in ·trucri n in the Fa lke.
Specialist courses u h a Aerorow!Winch conversion or
Cloud Flying an be arranged at short notice. Our CFI,
T erry Jo int, w ill be happy to discuss your individ ua l
requirem nts.

Ju

t tarting to glide? La sham's weekend and five-day
courses are ideal if you're a beginner o r want to speed up
your progres .

Visitor from o th r cl ub· are welcome t enjoy our high
launch rates, an day of rhe year, but please phone first.
Lasham Gliding ociety
Lasbam Airfield
AJton, Hampshire GU34 SSS

Tel: 0256 381322/381270
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GLIDING HOLIDAYS!
Try scenic Dunstable Downs for a 5-day holiday course from
only £1 79.
+ Minimum launch guarantee
+ One month's free membership
+ Excellent restaurant meals and bar
+ Accommodation available
+ Friendly Professional Instructors

+
+
+

ONEDAY COURSES
EVENING COURSES
TRIAL LESSON VOUCHERS
Comp lete coupon or call
0582 663419 for free brochure

To: London Gliding Club, Tring Road , Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU6 2JP
Junction 11 , M1, 20 mins from M25
Please send me your free brochure:
Name _____________________________________________
Address - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

----------~-~------------------------- ~G

LONDON GLIDING CLUB

GLIDER/AIRCRAFT
INSURANCE DUE?
Contact:
Tony Fidler
Glider pilot for
27 years
32 years insurance
experience
Competitive
quotations with
special attention
given to claims
Telephone or write to:
ANTHONY FIDLER & CO
27 High Street, Long Sutton
Spalding, Uncs PE12 908
Tel: 0406 362462 (office) or
363574 (evenings or weekends)

C OF A OVERHAULS
TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
FULL TIME SENIOR INSPECTOR

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel : Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality

SKIDS
A Para<:hute

dt~ igne d

to provide a safe exit and Low speed des.:ent to even the heaviest of pilots
yet oc.:upying minimum cc><:kpit ~pace and providing long dtu-d!ion .:omfort.
Your life= is too vu.luable to trust to an inferior design.

PERFORMANCE DATA
Ma.x. operational heigh t: lO,()(}()ft
Mru do:pl ymcnt spo:ed : l '50 knots

Weight of assembly: L4lb
Rat of de · c=ntat l '55lb: l 7.7ft/s

Irvfn Great Britain Ltd
ldrnlcld Way, Letchworth, Hcrtfordshirt:
Grca£ Britain, SG6 I EU
Tekphonc:: Letchworth (0462) 482000
facsimil : 0462-482007
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Laminated ash skids for
most of the popular gliders
supplied from stock.
Others made to order

TRAILERS
Aluminum sheeting
on steel frame

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

PENGUIN

WAY
OF

RAC

the towcar hiccupped was sufficient to place it
for some interesting and very intimate rock polishing on the lower slopes of Beinn Lora, the
101 Oft local ridge. This is the first stepping stone
towards majestic mountains, including many
Munroes, which on our visit glinted under a light
dusting of overnight snow to the north and east.
Club mate Jim Lamb did even better with DCFI
Alex Fleming, scratching away from a cable
break at only 700ft for a 55 m in sortie along Loch
Etive and back to soar over the snow covered
Ben Cruachan, and its hidden dam.
Beyond Ben Cruachan the higher Ben More
jutted skywards like an icing sugar fang.

Sudden twangs

Rats in savage grandeur

R'"·
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soft and undemanding summer-time southern
England but real soaring , as God intended for
the eagles, is best experienced on what political
and media loud mouths scathingly dismiss as
Britain 's Celtic fringe .
Members of one of the BGA's two remote
north-western outposts made it to the other for
the first time one weekend in early April, visiting
the little publicised Connel GC. it ought to be a
great deal better known and patronised , given
its magnificent location on the coast of Argyll.
I had just described to a local member the setting and the terrain en route as ''stunning" when
the heavy tailg ate of a Rover 3500 towcar
crashed down on the unprotected and unsuspecting Penguin pate. So ··superb" wi ll do instead.
Given good visibility and a few hundred feet
below the bum , you can see the Paps of Jura
from both Bellarena and Connel. So we'd always
felt like neighbours, even if a slab of the North
Atlantic intervenes.
We both operate on the seashore , Connel
from long , wide and perfectly flat tarmac runways beside the Firth of Lorn and the narrow
mouth of Loch Etive. it would be silky smooth,
but thousands of shattered seashells crunch underfoot as smart arse gulls and copycat hooded
crows carpet bomb the tarmac with mussels and
other molluscs to break their shells.
From an asset like this, Connel makes good
use of Ireland's gift to the gliding world, reverse
autotow launching, developed tt1rough the
1950s and 1960s with literally thousands of
launches at both the Ulster and Dublin clubs but
now abandoned on the island of its birth by the
move of both clubs to grass fields.
So it was good to enter "RAT" again in the
"type of launch" column in my logbook after a
lapse of umpteen years. Even my second
Puchacz launch to a height of scarcely 800ft after
June/July 1993

Sudden twang cable breaks are, of course,
the downside of the highly economic and effective piano wire RATs, which give £2.50 launches
at Connel.
But at Connel they handle them with more
learned grace than I remember us ever displaying at Long Kesh .
As he rigged a new drogue 'ch ute to the
header rope and got both his knickers and its
risers in a twist, Libelle owner and microlighter
Billy MacLean declaimed a phrase from Robert
Burns: "From scenes like these old Scotia's savage grandeur sprang.''
Connel GC cohabits in apparent harmony with
a very active microlighting group on the same
field. Some of its prominent members are masters of both modes. Thus it was that while Jim
and Alex were driving into the mountains and
back in the Puchacz, I was to uring the lovely
neighbourhood in the front seat of Billy's CFM
Shadow.
In April Connel's members were putting the
finishing touches to a comfortably furnished
clubhouse, which they had made from a redundant and resiled pre-fab school. it backs on to
the hangar, with windows on three sides giving
a panoramic view over the airfield and the Firth
of Lorn to Mull.

Small and hospitable, just like us, and simi larly a weekends and public holiday operation
run wholly by its mem bers without paid staff,
Connel gets large numbers of air expefience
customers coming in, literally, off the street. But
since they are invariably tourists from places far
to the south and east, hardly one is ever seen
again.
Of committed and experienced soaring people it sees relatively few. And like Bellarena, it is
not only Connel's distance that lends enchantment.
it is the North At lantic, in all its whimsical
power; the wide sea-scapes and skyscapes; the
juxtaposition of mountains and sea loughs (or
lochs, we're not fussy} and the presence of good
ridges at circuit height that lead on to higher
things which give them both such tremendous
appeal.
So next time you're planning a long range safari forget the blasted autoroutes and their ex tortionate peages .
Think NW, not SE.
Soar Celtic. Fly the Fringe.

In the swim?
Apropos the above, those who do come over
will be reassured to know that Benone Strand
retains its EC Blue Flag status and place in the
Heinz Good Beach Guide.
it is Ireland's longest beach, where visiting
pilots almost always choose to make a landing
and take-off or two, and where they like to park
their fami lies. So it's good to know that it is also
one of the few beaches in the UK certified to be
really free of sewage pollution.
Sometimes when you 're beach bathing elsewhere, the suspicion arises that you're not really
swimming in sea water at all but merely going
through the motions.

Sir Humphrey calls

FI.Y THE S-10
IN SPAI,N
You can now fly the big tasks in the 23
metre two seater under the guidance
of Tug Willson. Fly 500-750-1 OOOks
in year round thermals and wave.
Learn to use the global positioning
system (GPS) and Cambridge varies.
New apartment has satellite television
(including Sky) and large swimming
pool. Golf course within 5 mins and
miles of Mediterranean sand just 10
mins. 30 mins from Alicante.

CALl

TUG WILLSON
Phone/Fax 010 346-671-5196

We had an intriguingly absurd visitor to the site
a few weeks ago, who might drop in on you. He
arrived at 11 am on Saturday, when no fly ing was
taking place but four or five members were doing
maintenance odd jobs in the hangar.
He was vaguely Sir Humphreyish and reeked
of Whitehall. Carrying a clipboard, he announced
he was from the Home Office. Bespectacled and
wearing a brown suit (a brown suit?- doesn't
sound like he's destined for a knighthood} , l1e
then started questioning the brightest looking
member of our working party -the one with the
cleanest hands -about the possibilities of our
site being the focus of illegal immigration.
"Could that aircraft there, " he asked, gesturing towards the Super Cub, "fly to the continent
without baving to refuel?"
This begs the question whether illegal immigration is about inward movement at all. Maybe
the Home Office wants to stop some of us getting out.
Did we know of other fields in the area where
aircraft could land?
You bet! I've been caught out so often I've •
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landed in half of 'em myself.
His line of daft questioning and fevered scribbling continued for several minutes before whether satisfied or not he didn't say- he drove
away.
lt is likely other sites may be similarly visited
if, as we were led to believe, this was part of a
countrywide Home Office exercise.
If the Home Office suspects that a small field
which is just about as far from continental Europe
as it is possible to get in the UK- and that a
Super Cub is a likely choice for a go-and-get'em operation -it merely shows that the aeronautical incomprehension which for decades
has been an occupational qualification in
Whitehall is as alive and well as ever. Not to mention paranoia.
But if any illegal aliens should make the trip,
they'll face two immediate obstacles on landing.
If they can understand the accent spoken locally,
then good luck to them . And whether Asians,
Somalis, Kurds or distressed Bosnians, they'll
stick out just about as prominently as
Binevenagh itself.

a

Name/address/postcode ................................................................................................... .

SEPTEMBER ICARUS
This was written by Michael Erdman, a
Southdown GC member, and dedicated to
the RAF in celebration of their 75th
anniversary

....................... .......................................Tel: .. ........................................................ Dept: SPG

For Britain, they were not surprised to see
Their sky so dirty with the sullen fire
Of anti-aircraft guns; they did not flee,
But flew, these mighty Few, towards this mire
In which the many foes concealed a byre
Of flames. Then, they are not surprised as we
Should be, to see their land revolve as free
As did their Merlin engines roaring ire.
From clouds below and ground aslant above
The Enemy appeared and dealt them age;
With lines of tracer marked my son. your love
And sent them to the wings of their last stage.
Burnt planes and harness all have had their way,
The Peace holds England, won by men now
clay.

a

AJ
THE AVIATION BOOKSHOP
HAS
THOUSANDS OF BOOKS
THOUSANDS OF MAGAZINES
in many languages- as well as
THOUSANDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS
All on Aviation: WW1, WW2, Civil,
Military, Engineering, Aero Modelling,
Navigation, Pilotage, Helicopters,
Meteorology etc.
Call inor send £1 for large catalogue

THE AVIATI.ON BOOKSHOP
656 Holloway Road, London N19 3PD
Tel : 071-272 3630
Access and Visa welcomed
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Please send all editorial
contributions to the
Cambridge address and
not the BGA office.

CLASSIFIIED
SECTION
TO PLACE AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
CLASSIFIED SECTION, please send your
remittance together with a copy of your
wording to Tiffany Rolfe, BGA, Kimberley
House, Vaughan Way, Leicester LE1 4SE (Tel
0533 531051 or Fax 0533 515939), before the
2nd of July for next publication. Any advertisements received after this date will be
carried forward to the next edition of S&G.
Rates 70p per word with a minimum of
£14.00. Black & White photographs accepted
$6.00 extra. Box No. £3.00 extra. Prices
include VAT.
FOR SALE
DISCUS b . £24000+VAT . Instruments can be su pplied and
installed. Trailer available. Southern Sailplanes 0488 71774.
STANDARD CIRRUS. At present undergoing comprehensive
refurbishment. £13000 depending on specification . Southern
Sailplanes 0488 71774.
T-21s- Don't miss out . still one or two available. realistically
priced for vintage soaring in 1993. Office hours only 9787
61 9 19.
SWAUOW good condition , new canopy. with parachute and
steel framed aluminium trailer £2800 ono Tel (evenings) Peter
Castle 0202 741780 or Paul Bailey 0689 854202.

GROB 109A two-seater tou ring motor glider. 95kts at 3gph for
5hrs . or soar all day at zero pgh . 1984. new C of A. 2200hrs
airframe , 450hrs engine , new prop, new paint, refurb , 1992/93
by Airborne Composites . 720 radio and Decca. No damage
history , very clean . Currently hangared Old Sarum , no time to
fly. Sale of shares ba se d on £28 000 . Sole owner Col i n
Appleyard 0734 792340 .
FERRANTI FH1 5H Horizon. Good working order, Including 12v
convenor. £450 ono . Tel: 0703 785283.
ELFE-S2 Classic Sw1ss Standard Class glider. Prototype of the
1968 World Champion s hip winner. LID 37:1 at 5 1 kts.
Comparable to a libelle . Good condi tio n. Excellent value at
£8750 ono including full panel, radio, barograph, parachute and
trailer . Based at Camphill . Tel ephon e Martin Powell 0457
871220.
SHARE IN GROB G1098 , North Weald based. Fo r details
contact Paul 0277 624127.
K-7- excellent very good condition , basic Instruments . very
clean, very well maintained £4500 ono Tel: Colin 0295 2517 16.

CLUBS/SYNDICATES
Gain Real Control with SOAR
Sailplane Organised Accounts Recording
The advanced glidin ' d ub -a ·ounts and n;p011 mg :system

• Log Sheets for winch. A /tow and SLMG

e

Statements. invoices, subsc riptions and rentals

•

Built in word process ing and mail merge

e

Over 60 differenl screens

•

Al.'counts and fly1ng statistics re.p<m s

e
e

Pull down menus. pop-up window,
Context $f!n.;.; irivL: help

•

Run on

IBM x:T/AT compatible s

e Ins tallation, trainin g and support included
e Three versio ns available from £ 190 10 f840 +V AT
e No ob ligati on demonstrati on available
29 Sandown

~ Drivt
Sole

Cheshire
WALCI'M IJMIT'EO

(061) 9G2 5289

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

SCHEMPP-HIRTH VENTUS c/1 7.6. Virlually as new. Hull only
£34 000. Comprehensi ve instrument system and Cobra trailer
also avarlable. Tel 0953 885818 evenings a~er 6pm .

K-6e. basic instruments. radio. closed trailer. parachute. rigging
aids , all in very good condi tion . 12 months C of A £9000 Tel
0453 872740 .

K-8 good condition, includes trailer, £5000 . Tel: 0244 379801 .

ASW-1 9e , basic Instruments, director. radio. parachute. li~ top
trailer, 12 months Col A. All vgc except gelcoat imperlect ,
hence only £16 000. 0453 872740.

BOCIAN excellen t condition. £5000 ono. Tel: 0492 515910 .
K-7 refurbished, very good condi tion. £4500 ono. Tel: 0745
582286.
OLY 2, towing-out aids, wooden trailer. C of A November 1993.
parachute. £2750 ono phone John 0722 325863 .
FOR SALE OR SHARES Darl 15 Metal Trailer- radio- ground
set - good panel. based Mendip Gliding Club. Ring Paul 0275
855824 .
DART 15, excellen t conditron , basic ins!ruments plus audio
vario, well maintained trailer, £4800. Telephone 09 1 4163 990.
NIMB US J ar 116 share in under·utilised glider. Private hangar,
based Lasham. Self sustaining engine, full camp panel, S·Nav.
oxygen , tra1ler. Friendly syndicate. Compulsory eviction and
relocation fo rces sale. Stave Jones - 0488 7t774 . P/ Ex lor
Primary considered.

PILATUS B-4 (PC11 AF) fully aerobatic yet 35 :1. Fully restored
:n 1989 inside and out with new paint scheme (as seeo in March
'93 Flyer mag . the green one). new C of A, Borgelt computer.
oxygen. parach ute, tra iler. All for £t5 000 ovno . Tel: 0948
860t 11.
CIRRUS 75 bea utiful. Probably the best in the country. Full
panel includes Dittel 720. Borgelt system . All the trimmings
0507 327 532.
K6-cR, superb condition througho ut, 700hrs. instruments plus
electric vario , new C of A, recent new metal trai ler, £6300 . Tel
0472699281.
ASTIR CS 113 share available in Derek Piggon's glider. Lasham
based complete with trailer and parachute. £4000 . Contact
Lorenzo Ward. Tel : 071 584 6899.
KESTREL 19 .£10 000 . Rigged in hangar Edgehlll . Easy
viewing . Recent ove rhaul. Good trai ler. Trading up . Ph i I
Brennan 0865 846733. 0295 680621 .
GERMAN buil t open trailer. Steel tube alloy covered. Suitable
!or most gliders with two piece wings 13M to t BM . Fabric cover
!or 17M Zugvogel. Offers iel 0409 24 1285.
K-8 8 excellent condition. AT hook , no trailer . includes a
parachute. Tel : 0952 460420 (eves).

K-8. Good condition. £4950 inclusive or nearest offer. Contact
Tel : 058 861 206 .
B reguet 905 Fau v ette . T railer and parachute . C of A until
October 1993 . Recen t respray. £4800 ono . Tel : Dave Mogg
076 t 436530 or Ran Sexty 0985 214547.
K-8. Good condition. £4950 inclusive or nearest offer. Contact
Tel : 058 861 206 .
LS-7 Excellent condition . 100hrs. lull competition panel, EW
Ba re with came ra attachment s and prrnter , Pa rachute ,
Wing/ Fuselage covers, Cobra trailer, Tow-out gear Tel 0256
764560.
DG-300 Complete outfit including oxygen. trailer, tow-out gear,
parachute and barograph . View at Lash am . Offers around
£20 000 please. 0243 373 t 23.
T-61 Falke!Venture Spares. Large quantity of Ex . Military and
Civilian major airtrame components. Mainplanes. fins. nudders .
tailplanes. elevators. cowlings. wheel fairings . main wheels, tailwheel forks. prop. spinners, cockpit upholstery, seats. canopy
bubbles, many small par1s. ALL AT BARGAIN PRI CES FOR
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY. Tel: 0904 83653 or0765 68943t Fax:
0904 83 8t46. MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE.
FOKA 4. Splendid condition . 50 H since C.O. D- registered B
located with trailer. elec. Vario Radio. £7000. Tel : 00352 929344
Fax : 00352 929308.
ZUGVOGEL Ill B (K6 E Performance) Full lnstrumentatron .
aluminium trailer. barograph , oxygen. Radio and Parachute.
Tel : 0733 349758.
TASK DISTANCE MEASUREM ENT PROGRAM lor IBM-PC
compal ibles . Usi ng 1993 BGA Turning Poi nts . Calculates
tasklenghs lrom BGA Turning Point List . Search Facilities to find
TPs in specified area or the Specific Task Lengths. plus FR EE
Task Graphics Program . On ly £17 .63 incl VA T Specialist
Systems TeVFax 0276 33706 anytime .

TWIN DRUM diesel winch on lorry chassis, reliable and
powertul. Drives and launches well. Tel 0453 860342.

OVERHAULED BERGFALKE 11 115 w1lh complete instruments.
Additional information : Harald Tandefelt. Tei+Fax +358· 17·216
75 .

K-28, good condition, in regu lar use. C of A, (wings same as K7). open trailer, based DishiOrlh, £3950 ono. Tel 0532 666693.
ALSO Tutor, pertect order. C of A. no trailer, £2000 ono.

BERGFALKE 4. Good condi tion , new C of A, open trailer.
reasonable two-seater pertormance (rated higher than a K 13).
all offers considered. Tel 0635 4 t 803 .

JANTAR 1. 19m, 1 :46 +, Borgelt vario/director/compu te r,
horizon . 720/VOR. oxygen , AMF trailer. to w-ou t gear. wing
covers. Tel : John 0763 848478 (eves).

WINCH work i ng order , mounted on exce ll ent double cab
dustcart chassi3. Po werful direct geared diesel winch. Only
£2500. Tel 0908 562592.

C3 FL IGHT COMPUTER

1nitU
"1!1138

The Best in German Technology
at a price you can afford

(

From SDI Electronics

Waq p-..mkt

All usual flight computer modes plus
numerous extras

CJ

9 Waypoints - 2 Separate Va rios and Speed to Fl y DirectorsCruise Damping and Dead Band (user con trol led)- Audio
Frequencies selectable- Electronic or Pneumatic Compensation
(adjustable)- Statistics for last three flights
OPTIONS INCLUDE: fully configurable Rear Display Unit Analogue Vario as extra readout- GPS link up very soon. "G''
meter and electronic barograph unde r development.
Price DM 2798 - Available now from stock
For details call Ernsf on 0 2 03 3 82190 or
Frank on 021 35321 46
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--EAGLES
Gilding Dub

August 21st- 30th (10 Days)

so good fields everywhere

5 Day Courses, unlimited wire launches

£195

For full details contact Phil Jeffery:
Forge CoHage, Church Street, Henham,
Bishops Stortford, Herts. CM22 6AL
Telephone 0279·850713

Magnificent Cotswold Soaring Location
Aero-tows available
New Members at every level made most welcome

Fly with the friendly club at
possibly the best site in the UK

ENSTONE EAGLES GLIDING CLUB LTO

June/July 1993

BLACK MOUNTAINS
GLIDING CLUB

Details from
Enstone Ai rtield, Church Enstone . Oxon OX? 4NP

Tel: (0608) 677535

(0869) 50767 (evenings)

TALGARTH
A DIFFERENT APPROACH TO
FLYING TRAINING
The unique soaring conditions
generated by the Welsh
Mountains provide average
flight times far in excess of any
other UK gliding site. Our
average two-seater flight time is
in excess of 45 minutes. This
enables our pupils to achieve
superior flying skills and control
finesse more quickly than thei r
counterparts elsewhere. Our
early solo pilots usually find that
when they visit other sites their
ability is equal to or better than
Bronze 'C' standard elsewhere.
Challeng ing and Adventurous
Mountain Soaring is on our
doorstep. Our training will equip
you to fly safely amongst the
most beautiful scenery around .
Launch queues are almost
unheard of. Flying comes first
and foremost.
If you are only just in gliding or if
you are an experienced pilot
looking for a brush up or an
introduction to mountain flying
telephone 087 4 711463
(airfield) or 0874 711254/86619
(evenings). You can also write
to Black Mountains Gliding
Club, Troed-yr-Harn, Talgarth ,
Powys LD3 OEF for details of
courses , expeditions,
membership etc.
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TaskNAVVJ
+ Special tJHer - £20 +
Probably the most advanced and
feature packed task planning
programs available today. Superb
graphics, mouse support. UK, France,
Spain, Fuentemilanos TPs. Needs DOS
5, 512K, VGA, Mouse. Try before buy £5.
Credit against offer price if ordered
before 3oth June. Very easy to use.

KITTIWAKE TUG 130HP. single seat. Superb aiHounq view,
Powerful flaps for steep low·speed descent . Non·co mmercial
Permit lo Fly until April 1994. With all drawings, Type Re cord,
cowling maids and mise spares . £10 500. Tel : 0373 827745.

Tel: 0751 64!!!4 t11nswerplloneJ
20 DuHield Ltlne, Stoke Poges, Butlrs

ASTIR CS77, fabulous condition, low hours, good traile r, well
instrumented , a really beautiful exam ple, only £tt 500. Tel 0908
562592 anytime.

GLIDING AT ABOYNE,
ABERDEENSHIRE THIS YEAR!

SHK1 17R. Exce llent condition , no accidents, low hours and
launches . full panel. new trailer. best performance per pound
available, for full details 076 t 453615.

Tl)· the C hark ston Ho tel. At>o ync. Five minute' dri ve
from the Cluh. Famil y- run Ho te l. exce llent food and
comfortahk accommodation . Also sdf·cate ring
cottage to sleep 5 in Hotel !!fOU IH.Js . We spec ia lise in
serving food until I OJOpm dail y.

DART 17A. Good condi tion, complete with parac hute , trailer,
ins trum en ts . oxygen and rad io. VIew Gransden. £8000 Tel :
0582 422545 or 0767 680956.

-?-~

~~~

Tel: 03398 86475

Cotswold Gliders
(Prop. T . COJ;)

HIGH QUALITY SPECIALIST WORK IN
Glassfibre , carbon, kevlar, wood and metal inc. alloy. Blanik repair Agent.
All types of repair undertaken- Motor glider engine approval
Kestrel/Libel le aileron drive rebuilds, also rudder drive NDT testing
Machining facilities for oversize wing pins, axles, control rods etc. Tig welding.

Tony Cox (Senior Inspector)
18 Stanton Harcourt Road
Witney, Oxon 0X8 6LD
Tel: Workshop 0993 779380 Office/Fax 0993 774892

LLOYDS APPROVED
CAA APPROVED COMPANY

A/19182189

TRUST WlnER

e First choice for safety-conscious drivers with over 3 million
towbars supplied. e Safe ty tested to B.S. and I.S .O. standards.
See Yellow
for your nearest sp«iolist litter« stockist.
UWYD,........

CHESTER CH1 3LL
341166

WINCH PARACHUTES
Made by pilots tor pilots
1

8

1

ti:e~u~~~o~ ~~~~a~~~m::;r~ ~~~y s~r~~~~nh~~g<>~~t~ r~o~~~i~h~~:st
Marine quality stainless steel linings tor strength and durability.

Ua.d exclusively at East SusHx Gliding Clu.b
£tOO+ VAT
Details/Orders Tel 0323 647544 Fax 0323 722550
BJL Engineering, 36 llountNHen Drive, Eastbourne,
E. Su. . . x BN23 &BY

BRACKLEY GLIDING CLUB
Established 1980 this club is offered for sale with all equipment
as a going concern. The equipment includes four club gliders, a
hangar for nine gliders, two twin drum fluid flywheel winches, a
tractor, and two mobile homes . Local planning and CAA
permission have been granted for a 7 day operation. Within 20
minutes driving distance of Central Milton Keynes and 1 hour 10
minutes from London. the gliding site is 1500 metres in length
orientated SW to NE with good thermals and an airway base of
FL 55 . Considerable scope exists for persons wishing to develop
the club further with aerotowing permission likely in the near
future.
The club is offered for outright purchase or in the form of shares.
For further information please telephone 081-908-5197 after
8.00pm from Monday to Wednesday or write to:

1 MILE

wunuav
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ALBERT W. TARNOW,
BRACKLEY GLIDING CLUB
TURWESTON AIRFIELD
BRACKLEY
NORTHANTS NN13 5JX

Sky""ings
is the official monthly magazine of the
British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association .
£27 per annum subscriptions from
BHPA, The Old s, 'loolroom. Loughborough Road .
Leicester, England LE4 5PJ . Tel : 0533 611322

FOR SALE
K-6£ 1/3 SHAR E based at Dunstable . Probably the fin est K-6e in the UK !
Ideal trrst solo machine to Gold C Rec:overed and refinlshed Dec 1990.
Full panel includ ~ hor1zon. 720 radio with boom and mle- ophoti!Q, brand

n~~o;Jtgk~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~!r ~~~~~~~ ~~~f:;,!~tS~da:~~~~~;~e~:n
wheels. suspension, brak1ng system etc.

£3300.00
For tunher information contact John

Marshal! on :

081 458 2155(ho,_l • 0831135 33 44(mobllel

The "Windslaear" Gliding Suit
Dry, Warm & Cosy (Insulated) • 100%
Water & Wind Proof • Breathable Fabric
- "Cyclone" • Lightweight- only 2.5
pounds • Strong -Virtually tear proof •
Striking Visibility • Sensible Pockets

Unbeatable Value

£95 (incl. P&P & VAT)
&c:lusively from:

SCHOFIELD AVIATION
Lotmead Farm. Lower Waaboroagh,
Swiadoa, Wllu SN3 4Ad
Tel: (0793) 790160 or 822300

(0831) 405272

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

ASW-20FL- Fibreglass trailer. 720 Radio . T .S .. A.H . Cambridge Director, rigging and tow-out aids. Good condition.
£19000. Tel: 0298 871543.
PEGASUS. £22 000 ono. New trailer, oxygen. parachute, radio.
Tel: 0242 232334.
GROB 109a share. based York. well equipped . excellent
condition. £6500. Includes £1000 syndicate lund. 0274 390011
x 2228 Nail Ashworth. Evenings 0423 520991 .
BG-135 Excellent condition, lull pa nel including horizon ,
enclosed trailer. £4100. Also lrving Parachute E220. "winter"
barograph £t 20. Chris 0602 812679.

Wanted seco nd hand Sailpla ne . Open Cirrus or simi lar
performance/price. Cash deal. Tei/Fax: Derek Marpole 0963
34089.

Ex MOD Equipment

ACCOMMODATION
Aboyne. Delightful cottage sleeps 4. 5 minutes airfield. Cosy
woodstove. A few vacancies June/Sept!Oct only. From £150
pw. 03398 81613.
MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED

CITROEN BX17TURBO DIESEL ESTATE. January 1991 .
approx 55 000 miles, excellent tow car, owned by BGA since
new. Best offer over £5500. Tel BGA on 0533 531051 .

Enclosed trai ter suitable for Bergfalke 11 (sim ilar to K13)
minimum internal length 28' wing chord 5'. Tel Stave 0525
375453.

CITROEN BX19 GTt. August 199T. approx 50 000 mi les.
excellent tow car. owned by BGA since new. Best offe r over
£5000. Tel BGA on 0533 531 051.

Partner or Co-Pilot for 2 place motor glider based j~st North of
Heath row. Keen interest In gliding but no purists please. Box No
1 c/o BGA.

CHIP FOAM cut to your requirements ol 15x t 5x t inch pieces
£2.95+ t .00 p&p please ring John 0472 600700 (evenings).

USED GLIDER make CARMAN. Type JP 15/36: year 1978 ;
1242 hou rs u sed . Retractable landing gear . Standard
instruments with out aircraft wireless. 40 000 fr. On view at
ABBEVILLE flying field (50 miles from BOULOGNE On Main
Road N1). Contact: (010) 33.22.28.88.21 (evening).
Std Cirrus. Must be good conditi on . Cash waiting . Tel 091
4160548.
Std Cirrus or ASW 19 complete with C of A, instruments and
trailer. Phone 0532 536650/0226 765173.

A~ lE~ SUPPUJES

STOP THE GLIDING. Are the local authority and residents
trying to close your club? Consul! Martec for noise control and
planning advice. Tel 0695 25121.
Protect your glider with lightweight pyjamas. New waterprool,
breathable material or dust covers in polyester/cotton . Salt
Viyella canopy covers . Ann Woo l f. Fax/Tel 0243 539157
(Please note new number).
Sackvllle GC (North Beds. Cambs. Northants Border). A flying
group that also trains. hence no queues. Four weekend special
offer. More details Tel: Tim Wilkinson 0234 708877.

MK26 sen~i ti ve three pointer altimeter.; with bar scale
950/ I 050mb. Range -I 000/+SO,OOOft. ...........£175.00
E2A compasses compl ete wi th wood transi t box.
(Supplied unused condi tion) ............................ £69.00
Miniature turn and sli p indicator (2 :4in). Made by
Smiths. O perate s fr o m 11 5v @ 400Hz single
phase......
.. ..........£! 50.00
Turn and slip indicator ( 3 '/sin ) made by Smi ths.
Operates from 24v D/ ..................................... £80.00
Accelerometer (2Y.in) three pointer t ype . Range
- 5/+lOG . Made by Smiths. Key reset (ideal for dub
use) ........................ .......
... ..£1.25.00
AS! ran ge 20-210K (3Y,in ) single t u rn . Made. by
Smiths......................
.. ........................£85.00
AS! ra nge J0- 130K ( 3 Y,in") I % t u rn• . Made by
Smiths..
.. .... .......................£75.00
Sunglasses type G (med only) unused .......... ....£18.50
Various 31(in and 2Y.iJJ horizons avail able ...........POA

All prices + VAT (UK Postage FOCi

Slates Farm, Glent.bam, Lines LN2 3A W
Phone!Fax 0673 878 334

For pity's sake talk to David Schofield and get organised on a part exchange!

For details of all trailers and kits from up to the minute 15 metre to vintage machines
call 0793-790160 or 822300 or 0831-405272.
Spares - wheels -axles held in stock- all repairs carried out. Second-hand trailers available.
Ask about our new LIFT-TOP for 1993
SCHOFIELD AVIATION, The Hangar, Lotmead Farm, Lower Wanborough, Swindon, SN3 4AJ

EUROPEAN SOARING CLUB
Brian and Gill Spreckley

Fly the beautiful French
Alps in September
We have 10 years experience in this
region, so whether you have flown in
the Alps or not we can offer instruction
and guidance.
Private Owners welcome or rent one of
our Club gliders.

Write to KIERA HI88ERD
8 Victoria Street, Sandbach, Cheshire CWll 988
Tei/Fax 0270 7 59246
June/July 1993

Lectures on mountain techniques, daily
briefings on weather and tasks. Two
seater instruction available.
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BAROGRAPHS
ELECTRIC VAR IO/ FLIGHT
ARTIFICIAL HORIZONS
Exceptional value.
With inverters. New 80mm Czech
DIRECTOR
Clockwork type now available.
Invaluable soaring aid.
made, electric 12v. Fast erect,
Send for details. £160 +VAT
Built-in Tum and Slip. £450+VAT
£350+VAT

BALTIC SAILPLANES LTD
Tel 0858 467723 (anytime) • 0536 81777 (eves) • 0536 85552 (office) • Fax.0858 467137
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GLIDING AT
PORTMOAK?

NANTGLYN, DENBIGH, CLWYD, N. WALES

@
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PRIVATE HOTEL
Wel ~h

Tourist Board

TELEPHONE: (074570) 307
10 minutes from Glyndwr Soaring Club
Various gliding RliSiun s or 1 sson.s 9JT.£UJged, winch and
nw lau-n ches
Dinne r. bed & hreak fasl from £23
Bed & breakf...,.t from £ 16
F u r t her df!.ta.lb; on req uf!Jil

WINCHING WIRE
• Available in stranded cable 4mm,
4 .5mm and 5mm diameter
• High tensile galvanised steel
• Special coated wire for use on
runway
• Tost release rings and weak links
and splicing ferrules available
• Also cable parachutes and shock
absorber ropes
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WELLANDGC

BEST PRICES for gliding clubs supplied by glider pilot

We are 'The Friendly Club' based at
Lyveden airfield near Brigstock, Northants
Beautiful countryside, 1300m grass strip;
hazard free site; excellent thermal soaring
oH winch or aerotow; trai ning, advice and
support for pilots from ab-initio to gold C.
1993 programme includes BGA Soari ng
and X-country course (13/ 19 June); Fun
flying Week (10/ 18 July) and Task Week
(8/ 14 August).

DAVID GARRARD
Bridge Works, Gt Barford, Bedford

Call Keith Scott CFI
0923 234472 or 0604 811722

Tel: 0234 870401

for further information.
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JOINT AIR SERVICES
SELLERS. Send us a tu// description of the glider or equipment that you want to sell, and
for one payment of just £15.00 those details will stay on our Database until you advise us
otherwise.
BUY;E RS. One-stop phone call for customers worldwide gives comprehensive information
on what is for sale in the UK and Europe. (Smal'l buyers commission payable).
T. A. and K. M. JOINT, 42 Anstey Road, Alton, Hants GU34 2RB
Tei/Fax: 0420 88664 • Mobile: 0860 343301
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SAILPLANE & GLIDING

j!J}fj)AVIATION LIMITED
SECURITY AND SAFETY IN THE COCKPIT
WILLANS HAR1N~ESS
+

GQ PARACHUTE
+
DYNAFOAM CUSHION
ALL FROM

M

AVIATION LIMITE~

WILLANS HARNESS

GQ PARACHUTES

RD Aviation Ltd are the primary distributors for Wi llans
Aviation Harnesses. Willans harnesses are used extensively in
racing cars and industrial applications. Each harness made to
your specification. Send for measurement chart.
4 Point
5 Point

Shadow
£725 +VAT= £851.87
Silhouette
£760 +VAT= £893.00
(Sorry- sold out of 5% discount stock)
+ £6.50 p&p

DYNAFOAM CUSHIONS
'Energy absorbent foam to help protect your back.
1/2 x 16 x 18 inches £16.13 +VAT= £18.95
1 x 16 x 18 inches
£16.98 +VAT= £19.95
2 x 16 X 18 inches
£25.11 +VAT= £29.50
+ £3.50 p&p
COMING SOON The RD Flightcushion. A complete covered cushion
with Dynaform filling made to your specification .

£110.60 +VAT= £129.95
£127.62 +VAT= £149.95
p&p £6.50

BGA and PFA approved , not CAA.

NEW FILSER LX4000 VARIO/NAV
SYSTEM
The LX4000 is a combination of the best in GPS technology
with the latest variometer system. it provides the user with an
excellent ener9y management system in both variometry and
navigation. The GPS receiver is based on the Motorola module
while the vario uses the latest transducers which are capable
of accuracy and stability not previously sustainable.

GPS GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM GPS
RD customers know what competitive prices for GPS are. Read on if
you want to join them.
GARMIN
100AVD
£1269 +VAT= £1491.07
100
£949 +VAT= £1115.07
55AVD
£595 +VAT= £699.12
£555 +VAT= £652.12
55
TRIMBLE Transpack 11
£995 +VAT= £1169.12
Flightmate +
Accessory Pack £595 +VAT= £699.12
Flightmate
£515 +VAT= £605.12
+ £6.50 p&p

System comprises : 80mm Main Unit; 57mm Nav display; 57 or
80mm Vario

RO GPS LOGGER & EW GPS LOGGING BAROGRAPH

£2551.49 +VAT= £2998.00

both available with ON· TRACK Second Generation
graphics software

QUALITY
SUPPLIES

AND
SERVIC:E

p&p £6.50

RD Aviation Ltd.
25 BANKSIDE
KIDLINGTON
OXON OX51JE

Tel: 0865 841441
Fax: 0865 842495

WHAT DO YOU GET IF YOU TAKE YOUR GLIDER TO

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES
FOR REPAIR?
1. VALUE FOR MONEY- not the cheapest because skilled labour and proper equipment is not cheap.
2. SPEED OF TURNROUND- this is achieved by an adequate number of employees
3. QUAUTY is our hallmark.

A fundamentally
damaged wing

Cut back in
preparation
for repair

Jigged, carbon spar
booms spliced, laid up
and awaiting cleaning
down to section.
Top and bottom wing
skin are added later
resulting in an
invisible repair of the
same strength and
within 500 grams of
its original weight.
or
0488 682058
(evenings &
weekends)

